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A Message from the Editor 

Happy December to all of you! I am excited to release the winter issue of Applied Computing Review (ACR). It 

has already been a year since ACR was published on a quarterly basis, and this issue includes four selected papers 

presented at the 2012 ACM Symposium on Applied Computing (SAC) and two from the 2012 ACM Research in 

Applied Computation Symposium (RACS), held in San Antonio, TX, October. RACS’12 successfully provided a 

professional forum to present and share novel ideas in applied computation fields. All the selected papers have 

been expanded, revised, and reviewed for inclusion in ACR, and we are proud to tell you that each and every one 

of them maintains a high level of quality. 

Our goal is to provide you with a platform for sharing innovative thoughts among professionals in various fields 

of applied computing. We have provided excellent service to various technical communities and to the scientific 

computing society in a productive manner. In addition, we are working with the ACM SIG Governing Board to 

further expand SIGAPP by increasing membership. Please note that ACM was closed for a week due to the 

Hurricane Sandy which hit the northeast coast of the US. I would like to take this opportunity to express my 

deepest sympathy to those who got severely affected, and SIGAPP will try to help heal the wounds of hurricane. 

In closing, I would like to remind you of the 28th SAC which will be held in Coimbra, Portugal, next spring. The 

next SAC includes the Student Research Competition (SRC) program which is a new addition to SAC providing 

students the opportunity to meet with experts and researchers in the world. Please join us and make the conference 

a great success. Your continuous support and cooperation would be greatly appreciated. Merry Christmas and 

Happy New Year! 

 

Sincerely, 

 
Sung Shin 

Editor in Chief & Chair of ACM SIGAPP 

 

 

Next Issue 

The planned release for the next issue of ACR is March 2013. 
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SAC 2013 Progress Highlights 

The 28th Annual edition of the ACM Symposium on Applied Computing (SAC) will be held at the Coimbra 

Institute of Engineering, March 18-22, 2013, Coimbra, Portugal. The Tutorials Program is planned for Monday, 

the Technical Program is planned for Tuesday through Friday, the Student Research Competition (SRC) Program 

for Tuesday and Wednesday, and the Posters Program for Thursday. 

SAC 2013 has received 1063 submissions from 56 countries for its 36 tracks. After completing the review process, 

257 papers were accepted, giving the conference an acceptance rate of 25%.  In addition, 110 posters were invited 

for the Posters Program. These posters went through the review process as papers. The SRC Program received 34 

submissions. After being reviewed by the respected track committees, it is anticipated that 10 student research 

abstracts will be accepted. The accepted abstracts will compete for three cash prizes ($500, $300, and $200) and 

winners will be recognized during the banquet event. The winners can proceed to the National ACM SRC 

program. Furthermore, SAC received 8 proposals for tutorials that were reviewed by the organizing committee. 

Of which, 6 tutorials were accepted and planned for the Tutorials Programs. The details are posted on the 

conference website. 

# Track Submissions 
Accepted 

Papers 
 # Track Submissions 

Accepted 
Papers 

1 ASIIS 7 2  20 NETS 50 10 

2 BIO 12 3  21 OOPS 16 4 

3 CC 37 10  22 OS 30 10 

4 CF 3 0  23 PL 23 5 

5 CIVIA 26 6  24 PSC 11 3 

6 CM  18 5  25 RE 34 9 

7 CMASA 18 4  26 Robot 14 3 

8 COSYS 13 3  27 RS 22 5 

9 CSP 10 3  28 SATTA 28 7 

10 DADS 35 10  29 SE 93 22 

11 DM 32 6  30 SEC 59 15 

12 DS 17 4  31 SEGC 20 4 

13 DTTA 29 7  32 SGST 21 5 

14 EC 23 6  33 SOAP 34 8 

15 EE 47 12  34 SVT 34 8 

16 EMBS 47 10  35 SWA 33 8 

17 IAR 40 10  36 TRECK 13 4 

18 MCA 46 10  37 WT 34 9 

19 MMV 34 7       
 

The planning is underway. Hotel information is posted on the conference website along with the reservation code 

for the special rates. The organizing committee recommends attendees to book their reservations at the designed 

hotels as soon as the room blocks are opened. The conference will provide shuttle service between the conference 

venue and the designated hotels. Detailed shuttle schedule will be posted on the website. Included in the 

registration fee, SAC will provide daily lunches, coffee breaks, a reception, and a banquet dinner. In addition, the 

local committee is organizing a number of excursions. Details are posted on the conference website. 
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# Country Submissions  # Country Submissions 

1 Algeria 9  29 Luxembourg 8 

2 Argentina 1  30 Macau 1 

3 Australia 13  31 Malaysia 1 

4 Austria 16  32 Mexico 1 

5 Bangladesh 3  33 Namibia 3 

6 Barbados 2  34 Netherlands 18 

7 Belgium 2  35 New Zealand 2 

8 Brazil 270  36 Norway 6 

9 Canada 25  37 Pakistan 5 

10 China 38  38 Poland 4 

11 Colombia 2  39 Portugal 75 

12 Czech Republic 1  40 Korea 34 

13 Denmark 5  41 Romania 2 

14 Egypt 4  42 Russian 3 

15 Finland 9  43 Singapore 6 

16 France 65  44 Slovenia 1 

17 Germany 67  45 Spain 32 

18 Greece 19  46 Sweden 9 

19 Hong Kong 3  47 Switzerland 18 

20 Hungary 1  48 Taiwan 8 

21 India 27  49 Thailand 1 

22 Iran 7  50 Tunisia 18 

23 Ireland 8  51 Turkey 1 

24 Israel 1  52 UAE 2 

25 Italy 71  53 United Kingdom 23 

26 Japan 39  54 United States 70 

27 Jordan 1  55 Uruguay 1 

28 Lebanon 1  56 Viet Nam 1 

 

The Steering and Organizing committees are pleased to have SAC 2013 in the historic city of Coimbra. We invite 

you to join us this March, meet other attendees, enjoy the conference programs, and have a pleasant stay in 

Coimbra. We hope to see you there. 

 

On Behalf of SAC Steering Committee, 

 

 

Hisham Haddad 

Member of the Steering Committee 

Member of SAC 2013 Organzing Commitee 
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Using Classification Relevance Units Machines
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Department of Information and Computer Sciences, University of Hawai`I at Mānoa  

1680 East-West Road, Honolulu, HI 96822, USA 
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ABSTRACT 
Phosphorylation is an important post-translational modification of 
proteins that is essential to the regulation of many cellular 
processes. Although most of the phosphorylation sites discovered 
in protein sequences have been identified experimentally, the in 
vivo and in vitro discovery of the sites is an expensive, time-
consuming and laborious task. Therefore, the development of 
computational methods for prediction of protein phosphorylation 
sites has drawn considerable attention. In this work, we present a 
kernel-based probabilistic Classification Relevance Units 
Machine (CRUM) for in silico phosphorylation site prediction. In 
comparison with the popular Support Vector Machine (SVM) 
CRUM shows comparable predictive performance and yet 
provides a more parsimonious model. This is desirable since it 
leads to a reduction in prediction run-time, which is important in 
predictions on large-scale data. Furthermore, the CRUM training 
algorithm has lower run-time and memory complexity and has a 
simpler parameter selection scheme than the Relevance Vector 
Machine (RVM) learning algorithm. 

To further investigate the viability of using CRUM in 
phosphorylation site prediction, we construct multiple CRUM 
predictors using different combinations of three phosphorylation 
site features – BLOSUM encoding, disorder, and amino acid 
composition. The predictors are evaluated through cross-
validation and the results show that CRUM with BLOSUM 
feature is among the best performing CRUM predictors in both 
cross-validation and benchmark experiments. A comparative 
study with existing prediction tools in an independent benchmark 
experiment suggests possible direction for further improving the 
predictive performance of CRUM predictors.1 

Categories and Subject Descriptors 
J.3 [Life and Medical Sciences]: Biology and Genetics; I.5 
[Pattern Recognition]: Models; I.5.1 [Models]: Statistical 

General Terms 
Algorithms, Experimentation, Performance 

Keywords 
Phosphorylation, Classification, Kernel machine 

                                                                 
1This work is based on an earlier work: SAC ’12 Proceedings of 
the 2012 ACM Symposium on Applied Computing, Copyright 
2012 ACM 978-1-4503-0857-1/12/03. 
http://doi.acm.org/10.1145/2245276.2231997. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Phosphorylation is one of the most widespread post-translational 
modifications of proteins, and it plays an essential role in the 
regulation of many cellular processes, such as metabolism, 
immune response, apoptosis, and cellular motility [39]. 
Phosphorylation occurs when a protein kinase (PK) enzyme 
covalently bonds phosphate groups to particular amino acids in a 
protein [42]. Phosphorylation is reversible through a process 
called dephosphorylation, where phosphatase enzymes remove 
the attached phosphate groups. Typically, one of these states, 
phosphorylated or unphosphorylated, set the protein to be 
biochemically active, while the other state leaves the protein 
inactive. Determining which sites of a protein is phosphorylatable 
is thus important in the understanding of the regulation of 
biochemical processes, particularly of diseases, making PKs a 
major target for drug design [7]. For example, a drug called 
imatinib is used to treat some cancers via inhibiting an associated 
PK, preventing the cancer's anti-apoptopic processes from being 
activated via phosphorylation [13]. 

There is a variety of ways to discover protein phosphorylation 
sites experimentally, and the mass spectrometry approach has 
been one of the most popular in recent years [21]. The 
experimentally verified phosphorylation sites are listed in the 
annotations in a variety of protein databases, including Swiss-Prot 
[5], Phospho-Base [23], and PhosphoSite [17]. Regardless of the 
method used, however, experimental discovery of 
phosphorylation sites is an expensive and laborious task with 
many technical challenges [39]. To help mitigate this problem, 
computational approaches that identify highly probable 
phosphorylation sites have been an active area of research for 
over ten years. As a result, numerous computational techniques 
have been proposed [39, 42] with the focus on predicting 
phosphorylatable serine (S), threonine (T), and tyrosine (Y), as 
these are the types of acceptor residues dominating the databases. 
Often, biologists apply these methods to narrow down the list of 
possible phosphorylation sites to be experimentally verified in the 
proteins that they are studying [39]. 

The majority of existing phosphorylation site prediction tools uses 
methods from supervised learning. These include Support Vector 
Machine (SVM) used by KinasePhos [41], Musite [14], and 
PPRED [2], and a variety of neural network methods used by 
NetPhosK [4] and GANNPhos [36], among others. These tools 
differ in their choice of site features and encodings, and their 
choice of learning algorithms. Moreover, these tools can be 
grouped into two categories: kinase-independent and kinase-
specific. A kinase-independent predictor predicts whether a 
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protein site is phosphorylatable or not, regardless of what PK 
catalyzed the site. The aforementioned PPRED is an example of 
such a predictor. Another example is DISPHOS [18] that employs 
logistic regression to distinguish phosphorylatable sites using 
information on the predicted 3D structure of the protein. 
Specifically, DISPHOS uses computational disorder predictors to 
determine whether a protein site is in an intrinsically disordered 
protein region that does not fold into a stable 3D structure. Such 
protein structure information is useful, as phosphorylation sites 
are frequently contained in disordered protein regions [18]. 

In addition to predicting whether a site is phosphorylatable or not, 
a kinase-specific predictor also estimates a candidate PK or type 
of PK that could cause the phosphorylation. This is particularly 
important for phosphorylation sites discovered using the popular 
mass spectrometry method, as the method does not identify the 
PK that catalyzes the site [39]. To identify the PK, the predictor 
NetPhosK [4] uses Mutilayer Perceptrons on sequence 
information to predict 17 common PKs. Due to the large number 
of PKs (estimated to be greater than 500 in mammals) and very 
little experimental data on the majority of them, many predictors 
instead focus on predicting PK groups or families, rather than 
individual PKs [42]. Predictors like KinasePhos [41] subdivide 
the large kinase groups into smaller, more specific groups. Using 
Maximum Dependence Decomposition to subdivide the large PK 
groups into smaller groups, KinasePhos learns SVMs on sequence 
information to make predictions from about 60 PK subgroups. 

In this study, we propose a kernel-based learning method, the 
Classification Relevance Units Machine (CRUM), and present its 
application to prediction of protein phosphorylation sites. CRUM 
predictors are kinase-independent, and make probabilistic 
predictions of phosphorylation sites. Experimental results show 
that CRUM produces a simpler and yet effective prediction 
system. 

In the next section, we briefly describe the two kernel machines 
for classification that have been extensively studied in the 
machine learning community – SVM and RVM. We note that 
RVM as well as CRUM have not been previously used to solve 
the phosphorylation site prediction problem. Detailed description 
of our newly proposed CRUM learning model and algorithm 
follows in Section 3. Experimental setup including dataset 
construction and performance assessment measures is described in 
Section 4, which is followed by presentation of results and 
analysis of three experiments conducted to assess the 
effectiveness and the viability of using CRUM in phosphorylation 
site prediction. Finally, we conclude our work with summary and 
future prospects of overcoming the limitation and further 
improving predictive performance of CRUM predictors. 

2. KERNEL MACHINES 
We assume that the data is a set of N d-dimensional vectors X = 
{x1, x2,, xN}  Rd, along with their corresponding target values 
t = [t1, t2,, tN]T, where (xi, ti) are drawn independently and 
identically from a distribution. Since we are only considering 
binary classification, ti  {0, 1} for the CRUM and RVM, and ti 
 {–1, 1} for the SVM. The value of ti is set to 1 if site xi is 
phosphorylatable, otherwise ti is set to 0 or –1 for CRUM/RVM 
and SVM, respectively. 

2.1 Support Vector Machine 
The goal of an SVM is to find the hyperplane decision boundary 
that perfectly separates the two classes in the training dataset with 
maximum margin [40]. This means the distance from the closest 
training point to the hyperplane should be maximized. The SVM 
has been generalized to allow for overlapping class distributions 
[10] and non-linear decision boundaries via use of kernel 
functions [6]. A commonly used kernel function, and the one used 
in this study, is the Gaussian radial basis function (RBF) kernel 
with parameter   0:  

 
k(x, x) = exp(–||x – x||2). (1) 

To use the SVM, a user must specify values for the parameter C 
that controls the trade-off between minimizing training error and 
model complexity, and all the kernel parameters; namely,  in the 
case of the Gaussian RBF kernel. 

Upon completion of training, we can classify a new data point x 
using the following formula, 

 









 



N

i
ii bkw sgnt
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),()(ˆ xxx  (2) 

where the wi’s and b are learned through the SVM training [6] and 
sgn(x) is the sign function that evaluates to –1 if x  0 and 1 if x  
0. As a consequence of the SVM training, many of the wi’s will 
vanish. Therefore only a subset of the training data is required to 
make predictions. The training data xi whose associated wi  0 are 
called support vectors (SVs). 

2.2 Relevance Vector Machine 
Unlike the SVM, the RVM seeks to model the posterior 
distribution p(C+|x) that a site x is phosphorylatable (i.e. is a 
member of the positive class C+) using the following model, 
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where (t) = (1 + e–t)–1, and the wi’s and b are learned through the 
RVM training. Empirically it has been seen that more wi terms 
vanish with the RVM than with the SVM, resulting in a sparser, 
more parsimonious model [37]. Similar to the idea of SVs, the 
vectors xi whose associated wi  0 are called relevance vectors 
(RVs). While there has been an addition to the SVM to allow for 
probabilistic outputs [28], it has been shown that SVMs make 
poor estimates of the posterior probability due to the nature of its 
objective function [37]. To use the RVM, the user needs to only 
specify values for the kernel parameters. 

3. CLASSIFICATION RELEVANCE UNITS 
MACHINE 
We propose a new classification model CRUM, which combines a 
sparse kernel regression model called the Relevance Units 
Machine [15] with the logistic regression model [16]. To obtain 
probabilistic predictions, the CRUM seeks to model the posterior 
distribution p(C+|x) that a site x is phosphorylatable (i.e. is a 
member of the positive class C+) using the following model, 
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where M is a positive integer, and the wi’s, b, kernel parameters, 
and the relevance units (RUs) ui’s are learned through the CRUM 
training. A commonly used kernel function, and the one used in 
this study, is the Gaussian kernel described in Section 2.1. The 
CRUM can be visualized as a feed-forward network, as shown in 
Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1. The CRUM model displayed as a feed-forward 
network. The input layer consists of d nodes representing the 
d-dimensional input vector x. The hidden layer consists of bias 
value b and the M kernel functions centered on the RUs ui. 
Finally, a weighted sum of the hidden layer outputs is 
computed and transformed into a posterior probability via 
sigmoid function. 

Like the RVM, the CRUM provides estimates for the posterior 
distribution. However, the CRUM training algorithm has lower 
run-time and memory complexity than the RVM algorithm, 
requiring the storage of an N  M rather than an N  N design 
matrix [25]. To use the CRUM, the user needs to specify only the 
model complexity parameter M, typically with M  N to achieve 
a parsimonious model. A simple scheme for selecting M is 
proposed later in this section to eliminate the need for costly 
cross-validation for model selection. 

3.1 Overview of Learning Algorithm 
Our original learning algorithm described in [25] implements a 
regularized supervised learning method using approximate 
Bayesian techniques to learn the full set of model parameters: the 
coefficients wi, the bias b, the kernel parameters, and the RUs ui. 
However, this full supervised training algorithm is not practical 
for training on the large phosphorylation datasets due to the high 
complexity in learning the RUs and kernel parameters. Instead, 
we propose to learn the model parameters in two phases. 

Phase 1 – Clustering: In the first phase, unsupervised learning 
methods are used to learn the RUs and kernel parameters. For 
computational simplicity, the k-means clustering algorithm [24] is 
used to find the M clusters. Since we are using the Gaussian 
kernel under the Euclidean norm, we use Euclidean distance as 
the similarity metric for the k-means clustering. Then, the RUs 
are set to the M cluster centers, and  is set to (2r2)–1 where r is 
the maximum distance between cluster centers. 

This clustering phase also provides an avenue to select 
empirically an appropriate value of M. There has been work in the 
clustering research community for developing methods to 
determine the number of clusters, such as [35]. There are also 
clustering algorithms using Bayesian techniques to find the 
appropriate number of clusters, such as the Variational Bayesian 
Expectation-Maximization algorithm for Mixture of Gaussians 
[9]. However, these methods are computationally complex, and 
we opted to use a simpler method to determine M, as described 
later. Due to the regularization scheme presented in the next 
phase, an overestimate of M will not result in overfitting. 

Phase 2 – Supervised Learning: Like the original CRUM 
learning algorithm [25], the wi’s and b are still learned by using 
the iteratively reweighted least squares (IRLS) algorithm and the 
hyperparameter  is learned by using type-II maximum 
likelihood. The hyperparameter  serves as a regularizer, and 
prevents overfitting caused by overestimating the model 
complexity M. What follows is a detailed description of Phase 2 
of the CRUM learning algorithm. 

3.2 Learning Algorithm Assumptions and 
Derivation 
Without loss of generality, we assume b = 0 and set w = [w1, 
w2,, wM]T for a fixed positive integer M. Define 
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and the kernel matrix K with elements 
 

Kij = k(xi, uj) (6) 

for i  {1, 2,, N} and j  {1, 2,, M}. Here, the kernel 
function k is the Gaussian kernel with parameter  under the 
Euclidean norm in Equation (1). The RUs uj’s and  are fixed to 
the values learned in Phase 1. 

Let ).(ˆˆ
ii tt x  We adopt a Bernoulli distribution for P(t|x, U, w, 

), where U is the matrix containing all RUs column-wise and  
is the set of all kernel parameters, in this case  = {}. This leads 
to the following likelihood given the model: 
 

  .ˆ1ˆ),,,|(
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To mitigate overfitting by reducing the classifier's complexity, we 
adopt a zero-mean isotropic Gaussian prior distribution over w, 

 
),|()|( 1I0ww   Np  (8) 

where I is the M  M identity matrix and   R+ is the 
hyperparameter controlling the precision of the Gaussian over the 
weights. Finally, we assume a Gamma distributed hyperprior for 
the hyperparameter , 
 

p() = Gamma(|a, b) (9) 
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where Gamma(x|a, b) = bxaa exba  11)( and 
 

0

1)( dteta ta . 

The a and b parameters are fixed to small values to make the 
hyperpriors non-informative [37]. 

We obtain the posterior distribution by taking the product of all 
our assumptions (7) – (9), 

).()|(),,,|(),,|,,(  ppXPXp wΘwUtΘUwt   (10) 

The dependencies between all the variables can be visualized 
using a directed graph called a Bayesian network, as shown in 
Figure 2. 

 

Figure 2. The CRUM model displayed as a Bayesian network. 
Note that the nodes contained in the center rectangle are 
repeated N times, one for each training data point. When 
using the Gaussian kernel,  = {}. 

Taking the negative log of Equation (10) and dropping all terms 
not involving w give the following objective function, 
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The negative summation term in Equation (11) is known as the 
empirical risk under the log loss, and is an empirical measure of 
the error of the classifier. The last term of the equation is the 
penalty function, penalizing complex models over simpler ones. It 
is known that empirical risk is a biased estimate of the true risk 
and thus the additional penalty term is required to avoid 
overfitting [32]. Therefore, the parameter  controls the trade-off 
between empirical error and model complexity. Thus, minimizing 
the objective function (11) corresponds to a structural risk 
minimization [22] and aims to minimize the true error bound. 
Furthermore, log loss is a margin maximizing loss function [31] 
and this fact helps to tighten the true error bound to further reduce 
overfitting [32]. 

To estimate w over a fixed , we minimize Equation (11), or 
equivalently maximize Equation (10), with respect to w. We can 
compute the w giving the minimum of Equation (11), call it w*, 
using the Newton-Raphson method, which is also known in this 
classification context as the IRLS algorithm. The use of IRLS 
requires the computation of the gradient and Hessian as follows, 
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for an appropriately chosen step size . Pseudocode for learning 
w is presented in Algorithm 1. 

Note that the inverse Hessian computed in line 8 can be done 
efficiently using the Cholesky decomposition [27]. The inverse 
Hessian is also used in the learning of ; therefore, in addition to 
returning the optimal w, an implementation should also return   
H–1. 

Algorithm 1: Learning w 
1: w  initial value 
2: min  a small value (e.g. 2–8) 
3: while w has not converged do 
4: wold  w 
5: Lold  Equation (11) 
6: L   
7: L  Equation (12) 
8: H  Equation (13) 
9:   H–1L 

10:  1 
11: {Comment: Line search to find an appropriate  value}  
12: while   min and L  Lold do 
13: w  wold –   
14: L  Equation (11) using updated w 
15:   /2 
16: end while 
17: {Comment: If line search failed, revert to old w value} 
18: if   min then 
19: w  wold 
20: end if 
21: end while 

To learn , we use an approximate Bayesian estimate called 
evidence approximation or type-II maximum likelihood. We 
marginalize w in the posterior (10) and use the Laplace 
approximation [1], 
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where the covariance of the Laplace approximation is 

 
1)(  IBKKΣ T  (16) 

and its mean w* is the w that maximizes P(t|X, U, w, )p(w|). 
Note that w* and  are the optimal w and the inverse Hessian H–1, 
respectively, as computed in Algorithm 1. 

Taking the derivative of Equation (15) and setting it to zero give 
the following iterative estimate for , 
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In summary, the pseudocode for Phase 2 of the CRUM learning 
algorithm is presented in Algorithm 2. 

Note that if we wish, b may be learned by augmenting the weight 
vector with b, such that w~ = [w1,, wM, b]. The kernel matrix 
must also be augmented to include an additional column of ones. 
Denoting the column vector of ones with 1, we define the 

augmented kernel matrix as K
~

= [K, 1]. Then, we use the 

aforementioned algorithms using w~ and K
~

instead of w and K, 
respectively. 

Algorithm 2: CRUM Supervised Learning Algorithm (Phase 2) 
1: w,   initial values 
2: Compute design matrix K using Equation (6) 
3: while w and  have not converged do 
4: w  Algorithm 1 using the current value of w as initial 

value 
5:   Equation (17) 
6: end while 

 

3.3 Selecting Model Complexity 
Both phases of the CRUM learning algorithm require the 
specification of a fixed parameter M that represents the number of 
RUs and thus is a model complexity parameter. Cross-validation 
could be used by repeatedly using the entire learning algorithm on 
a variety of selected M values and choosing the model with the 
best performance. Since this is a slow and time consuming 
process, we propose a more efficient method that exploits only 
Phase 1 of the learning algorithm and avoids the costly Phase 2. 

During Phase 1, we cluster the unlabeled data X into M clusters 
using k-means clustering. Giving the clustering result a 
probabilistic interpretation, the AIC and BIC can be computed 
[29]. Assume all clusters are spherical Gaussian distributions with 
identical variance, then the maximum likelihood estimate for the 
variance is 
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where (i) is the closest cluster center to xi using Euclidean 
distance. The log-likelihood of X given the learned clustering 
distribution DM is then 
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where N(i) is the number of datapoints belonging to the same 
cluster as xi. There are M + Md free parameters in this model: M – 
1 mixture probabilities, the Md cluster center coordinates, and the 
variance. 

With the log-likehood of the data and the number of free 
parameters, we can compute the AIC and BIC of the M cluster 
model using 

 
AIC(M) = 2(Md + M – l(X| DM)) (20) 

 BIC(M) = (Md + M)log N – 2l(X| DM)) (21) 

where a low AIC or BIC implies a good model. This allows 
CRUM's M to be selected as the model with the best observed 
AIC or BIC value. This has clear computational advantages: i) the 
costly supervised learning algorithm (Algorithm 2) is not invoked 
and ii) only a single clustering needs to be conducted per M value 
evaluated, compared to a n-fold cross-validation that would 
require clustering and supervised training on n different datasets. 

4. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 
4.1 Dataset Preparation 
We prepared three datasets, both of which are derived from the 
Phospho.ELM database [12, 11] of known, experimentally 
verified eukaryotic phosphorylatable S, T, and Y sites. The 
composition of each dataset is summarized in Table 1. 

 Evaluation dataset: This dataset contains all known sites 
from 2009 release of Phospho.ELM. 

 Benchmark test dataset: The independent dataset taken from 
[2] was used as benchmark test dataset in this study. This 
dataset is originally from [33], where it was used to assess 
the performance of existing predictors. The annotations of 
this dataset are updated based on Release 9.0 of the 
Phospho.ELM database [11]. 

 Benchmark training dataset: This dataset contains all known 
phosphorylation sites from the Phospho.ELM (Release 8.1) 
database minus the overlapping entries with the benchmark 
test dataset, providing a training dataset independent of the 
benchmark test dataset. This dataset was also taken from [2]. 

 
Table 1. Composition of datatsets. (#Pos – the number of 
phosphorylation sites (positives), #Neg – the number of 
putative non-phosphorylation sites (negatives)). 

Dataset Type #Pos #Neg Comments 

Evaluation 
S 9129 10137 

Used in the comparison 
of learning methods  

Y 2206 2799 
T 1555 1691 

Benchmark 
Test 

S 1255 15459 
Test dataset for 
benchmark experiment 

T 353 9995 
Y 396 4795 

Benchmark 
Training 

S 8000 8000 Used in 1) cross-
validation experiment, 
and 2) benchmark 
experiment as training 
set 

Y 1949 1949 

T 1344 1344 

 

Positive Datasets: Phosphorylation sites of a specific window size 
are extracted, resulting in a positive dataset for each type of sites 
(S, T, and Y). Since independent observations are assumed by the 
CRUM learning algorithms, each positive training dataset is 
reduced based on homology. As done in PredPhospho [20], each 
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dataset is individually searched for sites with more than 70% 
identity using Needleman-Wunsch alignment [26], and only one 
of the similar sites is kept in the dataset. Homology reduction is 
not performed on the benchmark test dataset so that all sites are 
used in the evaluation, including sites at the edges of the protein 
sequence that do not have sufficient window size. 

Negative Datasets: All S, T, and Y sites not annotated as 
phosphorylatable in the datasets' proteins are assumed to be non-
phosphorylatable. This assumption may prove false in some 
instances, as some of the sites may indeed be undiscovered 
phosphorylation sites. However, due to the rareness of 
phosphorylation sites, only a few false negative sites are expected 
and will only affect our training and evaluation to a small degree 
[2]. Using the same procedure as the positive training datasets 
preparation, the negative training datasets are homology reduced. 
In addition, since the sizes of the negative datasets far exceed 
those of the positive datasets, only a random sample of the 
negative sites are chosen in equal size to each positive dataset to 
improve training [2, 20]. 

4.2 Performance Assessment Measures 
The following predictive performance measures on the test 
datasets are used to assess all predictors: sensitivity (Sn), 
specificity (Sp), Matthews correlation coefficient (MCC), and 
accuracy (Ac). By construction, the test datasets are independent 
of the training datasets and so the test datasets have no bearing on 
the training or on the determination of the parameters. Thus, the 
test datasets gives unbiased performance measurements on the 
generalization ability of the considered predictors. The 
performance measures are computed as follows 
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where the variables are the number of true positives (TP), false 
positives (FP), true negatives (TN), and false negatives (FN). For 
Ac, Sn, and Sp, the ideal is 100%. As a correlation coefficient, 
MCC ranges from –1 to +1, and the ideal predictor would have a 
MCC of 1. 

4.3 Implementation 
To conduct the computational experiments, we use the LIBSVM 
[8] implementation of the SVM that is freely available at 
http://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/~cjlin/libsvm/. For the RVM, 
Tipping's MATLAB implementation of the fast RVM learning 
algorithm described in [38] is used, and is freely available at 
www.vectoranomaly.com. Since the RVM implementation is in 
MATLAB and a MATLAB interface is available for LIBSVM, 
we implemented CRUM, and conducted all dataset processing 
and experiments in the MATLAB environment. 

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
5.1 Comparison of Learning Methods 
This experiment focuses on the comparison of learning methods 
where the performance of the CRUM learning method is 
compared to other popular kernel machines – the SVM and the 
RVM [37] – for prediction of phosphorylation sites. In addition, 
three different model selection schemes for the CRUM are 
compared.  

5.1.1 Parameter Search 
All models considered contain parameters that are not learned and 
thus must be determined by external means. These parameters are 
C and  for the SVM,  for the RVM, and M for the CRUM. A 
search over the parameter space is conducted and each model is 
evaluated using cross-validation. The parameters that result in the 
lowest prediction error according to cross-validation are used to 
train the final predictor for the comparison. For the T and Y 
datasets, 10-fold cross-validation is used. Since the S dataset is 
significantly larger, 3-fold cross-validation is used. 

The parameter searches are conducted as follows. For the SVMs, 
we conduct a course grid search over C = 2i and  = 2j where i, j  
{–10, –9,, 9, 10}. Based on the cross-validation results, a 
region is heuristically determined for a more precise parameter 
search. The parameter searches for RVM and CRUM are 
conducted in a similar fashion over a single dimension,  or M, 
respectively. Also, the use of clustering in CRUM as described in 
Section 3.3 allows M to be selected as the model with the best 
AIC or BIC value. 

5.1.2 Protein Site Features 
Crystallization studies show that a region of the protein substrate 
of about 9 to 12 amino acids in length surrounding the acceptor 
residue contacts the PK active site [34]. Therefore, the sequence 
of amino acids surrounding a site in its 3D structure should 
provide sufficient information to determine whether the site is 
phosphorylatable. However, since the 3D structure is not usually 
known, most predictors settle for only using the amino acid 
sequence within a window surrounding the site in the linear 
sequence. 

Since CRUM relies mainly on sequence like NetPhos, we adopt 
the same window sizes that they experimentally verified to have 
good predictive ability [3]. Specifically, a window size of 9 is 
used for T and Y sites, while a window size of 11 is used for S 
sites. Site sequences are represented using the BLOSUM 
encoding that was shown to achieve better performance than the 
orthogonal encoding [19]. Each amino acid in the window 
surrounding the site is represented by a real-valued 20-
dimensional vector of substitution scores for each amino acid. A 
min-max normalized BLOSUM62 matrix is used, where each row 
of the matrix is the substitution scores of the amino acid against 
all other amino acids. Using a window size of 11 for S sites, we 
need to represent each of the 11 amino acids downstream and 
upstream of the site, resulting in a 440-dimensional vector 
representing the site. Similarly, T and Y sites are represented by 
360-dimensional vectors. Note that center amino acid is always an 
S, T, or Y, and is thus excluded from the representation. 
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5.1.3 Predictor Assessment 
In addition to the performance assessment measures described in 
Section 4.2, the predictors are also assessed based on their 
computational complexity. The number of critical vectors (CVs), 
which are the SVs, RVs, and RUs for the SVM, RVM, and 
CRUM, respectively, are reported, as this measure gives an 
indication of the run-time and memory complexity of the resulting 
predictors, as given in Equations (2), (3), and (4). We also 
conduct run-time benchmarking trials for the training and 
prediction algorithms, and report the average of 10 trials. In this 
case, note that there is a bias toward the SVM implemented in 
faster compiled C++, whereas both CRUM and RVM are 
implemented in the slower interpreted language of MATLAB. 
Due to the presence of multiple local minima in the clustering 
phase, the CRUM predictors includes 10 replicates of k-means to 
mitigate this problem and is included in the training run-times 
reported. 

The computer used on the smaller T and Y datasets is a 2.53 GHz 
Intel Core 2 Duo with 4 GB of memory. Due to the memory 
requirements for the RVM, we used a PC with 2.83 GHz Intel 
Core 2 Quad with 8 GB of memory to analyze the large S dataset. 
The run-time benchmarking trials are run on these computers. 

5.1.4 Results 
For this experiment, we used the evaluation dataset described in 
Section 4.1. For an unbiased comparison between different 
models, we need a test dataset. We therefore reserve 10% of each 
of the positive and negative datasets as the test dataset. The 
remaining 90% forms the training and validation datasets. 

Table 2, Table 3, and Table 4 show the details of the comparative 
analysis of the predictors on the test dataset for S, T, and Y site 
predictions, respectively. The CRUM predictor names indicate the 

method used to determine the model complexity parameter M, 
which is either “CV” for cross-validation, AIC, or BIC. 

In Table 2, it is shown that the SVM has the best predictive 
performance for the S dataset, but the CRUM and RVM are close. 
The SVM also has the shortest training times, but we note again 
that the reported times are biased toward the SVM due to its faster 
compiled implementation compared to the slower interpreted 
language of MATLAB. However the CRUM and RVM models 
are significantly more parsimonious with the SVM having at least 
67 times more CVs. The effect this complexity has can be seen on 
the testing times where the RVM and CRUM predictors are at 
least 9 times faster even with the implementation disadvantage. 

With Table 3 for the T dataset, it is shown again that the SVM 
achieves the highest predictive performance. However, the RVM 
and CRUM predictors perform closely. The CRUM and RVM 
models are again more parsimonious than the SVM, using 
between 0.66% and 2.90% of the number of CVs. This leads to 
CRUM and RVM predictors that are 9 to 31 times faster than the 
SVM. Furthermore the CRUM training time is about 4 to 7 times 
faster than the RVM training. 

Table 4 shows that the CRUM predictors have better predictive 
performance over the SVM and RVM, though all three methods 
are close. We again see the CRUM and RVM models achieving 
more parsimonious models than the SVM model, using between 
0.68% to 3.33% of the number of CVs; leading to prediction run-
time on the testing data of about 8 to 41 times faster than on the 
SVM. In this case, the RVM has a fast training time, beating the 
CRUM-AIC predictor by a few seconds. However, the CRUM-
BIC predictor's, with comparable predictive performance and 
complexity, training is about 2 times faster than RVM's and only 
about 3 times slower than SVM's. 

Table 2. Comparison of predictors on test dataset for phosphoserine (S) prediction. 

Predictor Ac (%) Sn (%) Sp (%) MCC #CV Train (s) Test (s) 

SVM 75.32 68.42 81.54 0.51 10536 491.42 32.46 
RVM 74.01 69.52 78.08 0.48 76 3312.55 2.03 

CRUM-CV 73.97 69.63 77.89 0.48 134 2964.50 2.27 
CRUM-BIC 70.34 63.82 76.21 0.40 64 2681.57 1.10 
CRUM-AIC 74.13 68.42 79.27 0.48 157 3135.63 2.74 

Table 3. Comparison of predictors on test dataset for phosphothreonine (T) prediction. 

Predictor Ac (%) Sn (%) Sp (%) MCC #CV Train (s) Test(s) 

SVM 76.55 60.45 89.25 0.53 3031 25.80 2.16 
RVM 73.75 60.90 83.87 0.46 50 499.68 0.19 

CRUM-CV 74.35 59.09 86.38 0.48 82 129.66 0.25 
CRUM-BIC 69.74 53.64 82.44 0.38 20 73.80 0.07 
CRUM-AIC 73.74 57.73 86.38 0.47 88 139.56 0.25 

Table 4. Comparison of predictors on test dataset for phosphotyrosine (Y) prediction. 

Predictor Ac (%) Sn (%) Sp (%) MCC #CV Train (s) Test(s) 

SVM 68.52 64.52 72.19 0.37 2339 11.10 1.24 
RVM 69.75 65.16 73.96 0.39 16 75.95 0.04 

CRUM-CV 70.06 65.81 73.96 0.40 37 53.07 0.07 
CRUM-BIC 70.37 66.45 73.96 0.41 16 36.91 0.03 
CRUM-AIC 70.37 66.45 73.96 0.41 78 78.31 0.17 
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Overall, we see that the SVM offers the best prediction accuracy 
of the methods considered for S and T prediction and the quickest 
training times over all datasets. However, this comes at the 
significant cost that the user does not know the uncertainty of the 
SVM's prediction, or has an inaccurate measure of uncertainty if 
Platt's method is used to obtain posterior estimates from SVM 
outputs [28, 37]. Both the CRUM and RVM provide accurate 
posterior estimates by virtue of their data likelihood-based 
objective functions [25, 37], while also significantly reducing the 
run-time and memory complexity of the prediction algorithm, as 
indicated by the use of less than 5% of the CVs than the SVM. 
Arguably, prediction run-time that is more important than training 
run-time, as training is typically invoked at far less frequency 
than the prediction algorithm. 

In comparison to the RVM, the CRUM achieves comparable 
predictive performance with a lower cost training algorithm, in 
both run-time and memory complexity. Furthermore, through the 
use of AIC and BIC, model selection is simpler and faster with 
the CRUM. It is known that with a finite sample, BIC 
underestimates the model complexity, while the AIC 
overestimates it [16], as confirmed here by the cross-validation 
model complexity falling between BIC's and AIC's. However the 
results also show that this is not an issue with the CRUM, as the 
built-in regularization mitigates the overfitting problem and the 
resulting complex AIC model exhibits comparable results to the 
cross-validation model. Therefore the use of AIC is a cheap, 
viable option for CRUM model selection. 

5.2 Evaluation of Protein Site Features 
The goal of this experiment is to evaluate different 
phosphorylation site features and their combinations. In addition 
to the BLOSUM encoded sequence feature described in Section 
5.1.2, we consider amino acid composition and predicted disorder 
regions, which provide 3D structure information. The 
performance of CRUM predictors based on combinations of these 
three features is compared via cross-validation to give insight into 
which feature combinations are important. 

5.2.1 Protein Site Features 
BLOSUM Encoded Sequence Feature: See Section 5.1.2.  

Amino Acid Composition: A statistical analysis of the amino 
acids surrounding phosphorylation sites revealed characteristics 
that coincide with the amino acid composition of disordered 
regions. Both types of sequences are significantly depleted in 
rigid amino acids and significantly enriched with flexible amino 
acids [18]. Due to this statistically significant difference in 
composition, amino acid composition can be used to discriminate 
a phosphorylatable site from a non-phosphorylatable site. The 
percent amino acid composition of the site can be represented 
using a 20-dimensional vector, where each component represents 
the percent composition of one of the 20 amino acids. The percent 
composition is computed over the same window size as the 
extracted site, including the center amino acid. 

Disordered Regions: Phosphorylation sites and other post-
translational modifications are observed to be located in 
disordered regions of proteins frequently, but not exclusively 
[18]. Intrinsically disordered protein regions are the parts of the 

protein that do not fold into a stable 3D structure. To maximize 
the applicability of CRUM, the true identification of disordered 
regions is not required and is instead predicted using a disorder 
predictor. The SVM and logistic regression-based VSL2B 
predictor is used that is based on amino acid composition [30]. 
VSL2B is applied to the entire protein sequence using an output 
window length of one, resulting in a probabilistic classification 
for each amino acid in the sequence being in a disorder region. 
The disorder classifications of the site and its surrounding amino 
acids are extracted over the same window sizes as the extracted 
site sequence. Therefore, 23-dimensional vectors represent S sites, 
and 19-dimensional vectors represent T and Y sites. Unlike the 
BLOSUM encoding, the center amino acid is included, as its 
disorder classification is dependent on the surrounding amino 
acids.  

5.2.2 Results 
To evaluate the predictive performance of using the CRUM under 
a variety of different protein site features, we conducted a 3-fold 
cross-validation experiment using a benchmark training dataset 
described in Section 4.1. The protein features considered are the 
BLOSUM encoding of the site (B), disorder (D), amino acid 
composition (A), and combinations thereof. Model selection for 
these CRUM predictors is conducted on the entire benchmark 
training dataset using the AIC scheme. Table 5, Table 6, and 
Table 7 give the resulting performance for S, T, and Y sites 
respectively, using a posterior threshold of 0.5. This means we 
classify a site as phosphorylatable if the predicted posterior 
probability is greater than 0.5, otherwise the site is classified as 
not phosphorylatable. 

The results indicate that the CRUM predictors containing the 
BLOSUM feature show the best performance in terms of both 
accuracy and Matthews correlation coefficient (MCC) with well-
balanced sensitivity and specificity. Excluding the BLOSUM 
feature drops the specificity, and thus overall accuracy and MCC, 
by including more false positives. This remains true under a 
variety of different posterior threshold settings, as plotted in 
Figure 3 through Figure 5. In the ROC plots, the four CRUM 
predictors that use the BLOSUM feature (CRUM B, B+A, B+D, 
and B+D+A) perform roughly identically under different 
threshold settings, and are always better or equal to the predictors 
that exclude the BLOSUM feature. This experiment suggests that 
using the BLOSUM feature is important to achieve good 
predictive performance. 

Table 5. Three-fold cross-validation performance on 
phosphoserine (S) prediction. (Ac – Accuracy, Sn – 
Sensitivity, Sp – Specificity, MCC – Matthews correlation 
coefficient; B – BLOSUM encoding feature, D – Disorder 
feature, A – Amino acid composition feature). 

Features Ac (%) Sn (%) Sp (%) MCC 

CRUM B 75.25 72.33 78.18 0.51 
CRUM D 64.00 78.36 49.64 0.29 
CRUM A 69.08 70.04 68.12 0.38 
CRUM B + D 75.49 73.16 77.82 0.51 
CRUM B + A 75.21 72.35 78.07 0.51 
CRUM D + A 68.37 72.73 64.00 0.37 
CRUM B + D + A 75.60 73.32 77.88 0.51 
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Table 6. Three-fold cross-validation performance on 
phosphothreonine (T) prediction. (Ac – Accuracy, Sn – 
Sensitivity, Sp – Specificity, MCC – Matthews correlation 
coefficient; B – BLOSUM encoding feature, D – Disorder 
feature, A – Amino acid composition feature). 

Features Ac (%) Sn (%) Sp (%) MCC 

CRUM B 71.34 66.24 76.45 0.43 
CRUM D 64.91 71.88 57.93 0.30 
CRUM A 67.75 66.44 69.06 0.36 
CRUM B + D 71.73 67.21 76.24 0.44 
CRUM B + A 71.19 66.09 76.30 0.43 
CRUM D + A 68.06 69.06 67.06 0.36 
CRUM B + D + A 71.83 67.21 76.46 0.44 

Table 7. Three-fold cross-validation performance on 
phosphotyrosine (Y) prediction. (Ac – Accuracy, Sn – 
Sensitivity, Sp – Specificity, MCC – Matthews correlation 
coefficient; B – BLOSUM encoding feature, D – Disorder 
feature, A – Amino acid composition feature). 

Features Ac (%) Sn (%) Sp (%) MCC 

CRUM B 66.56 66.07 67.04 0.33 
CRUM D 62.31 66.89 57.74 0.25 
CRUM A 62.65 63.91 61.38 0.25 
CRUM B + D 65.74 68.15 63.32 0.32 
CRUM B + A 66.70 67.11 66.29 0.33 
CRUM D + A 62.69 67.26 58.11 0.25 
CRUM B + D + A 66.00 67.63 64.36 0.32 

It also should be noted that a user can target a desired false 
positive rate by appropriately selecting the posterior threshold for 
the CRUM using the ROC plots. No retraining is needed. This is 
in contrast with predictors like PPRED [2] that uses the standard 
hard-decision SVMs with no additional trained logistic regression 
model on the SVM outputs [28], where the specificity is fixed 
after training and thus the user has no way to change it without 
retraining the predictor under different settings of parameters, 
such as window size or positive to negative training data ratio. 

 
Figure 3. ROC for phosphoserine (S) prediction by CRUM 
based on cross-validation performance. The plot is generated 
using different posterior threshold values ranging from 0 to 1 
in increments of 0.1. 

 
Figure 4. ROC for phosphothreonine (T) prediction by 
CRUM based on cross-validation performance. The plot is 
generated using different posterior threshold values ranging 
from 0 to 1 in increments of 0.1. 

 
Figure 5. ROC for phosphotyrosine (Y) prediction by CRUM 
based on cross-validation performance. The plot is generated 
using different posterior threshold values ranging from 0 to 1 
in increments of 0.1. 

5.3 Benchmark Comparison 
Finally, the third experiment concentrates on the comparative 
study with existing predictors where the performance of different 
CRUM predictor configurations is compared to that of existing 
predictors on previously published benchmark datasets [2]. For 
this experiment, the CRUM predictors using different 
combinations of the features described in Section 5.2.1 are trained 
on the entire benchmark training dataset described in Section 4.1. 
The trained CRUM predictors' performances are then computed 
using the benchmark test dataset that is independent of the 
training set, as described in Section 4.1. 

For comparison, the performance of NETPHOS [3] and 
DISPHOS [18] are also computed using the latest versions 
available on the web. Note that these tools have been updated 
since their original publication and may have been trained on 
proteins included in the benchmark test dataset used in this 
experiment. Therefore, the performance of NETPHOS and 
DISPHOS may be biased in favor of them in this comparison. 

5.3.1 Protein Features for Sites on Edges of Protein 
In previous experiments and in the training of the CRUM 
predictors in this section, sites that lie on the edges of a protein 
sequence are omitted because of the insufficient number of amino 
acids to fill the required window size. However, since NETPHOS 
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and DIPHOS report results for these edges sites, we modify 
CRUM to do the same when computing predictions. 

Edge sites are accommodated by filling in the missing amino 
acids with the ambiguous amino acid code X. If the site is found 
near the start of a protein sequence, then the appropriate number 
of Xs are prepended to the site's sequence to fill the window size. 
If the site is found near the end of the protein sequence, then the 
appropriate number of Xs are appended to the site's sequence to 
fill the window size. These Xs are ignored in the computation of 
amino acid composition and are given a disorder value of 0.5 for 
its position in the disorder encoding described in Section 5.2.1. 

5.3.2 Results 
Figures 6, 7, and 8 show ROC plots for S, T, and Y sites, 
respectively. Similar to the cross-validation experiment, we see 
that all the BLOSUM-based CRUM predictors perform 
comparably with generally greater TPRs compared to the non-
BLOSUM-based CRUM predictors (A, D, and D+A) at similar 
FPR values. 

In comparison with NETPHOS and DISPHOS, there is no 
uniformly better tool in this benchmark test dataset. NETPHOS 
underperforms DISPHOS and the four BLOSUM-based CRUM 
predictors uniformly over all FPR values. 

 
Figure 6. ROC for phosphoserine (S) prediction based on 
benchmark performance. The plot is generated using different 
posterior threshold values ranging from 0 to 1 in increments 
of 0.1. 

 
Figure 7. ROC for phosphothreonine (T) prediction based on 
benchmark performance. The plot is generated using different 
posterior threshold values ranging from 0 to 1 in increments 
of 0.1. 

  
Figure 8. ROC for phosphotyrosine (Y) prediction based on 
benchmark performance. The plot is generated using different 
posterior threshold values ranging from 0 to 1 in increments 
of 0.1. 

For S sites in Figure 6, DISPHOS has an advantage in the very 
small FPR range (less than ~0.03) and at around 0.4 - 0.6 FPR, 
but otherwise the performance is comparable to the simpler 
BLOSUM-based CRUM predictors. For T sites in Figure 7, we 
again see DISPHOS and BLOSUM-based CRUM predictors 
being comparable, with the exception of an advantage for 
DISPHOS at the very low FPR range, again at less than ~0.03. 
However, different characteristics are seen for the Y sites in 
Figure 8. Here DISPHOS displays the best performance for FPRs 
under 0.6, with an increase in TPR of at most ~0.3 compared to 
BLOSUM-based CRUM predictors. 

A possible major factor for the underperformance of the CRUM 
predictors is the high dimensionality of the site representation 
relative to the sample size, particularly on the Y dataset. The 
design of DISPHOS' encoding of sites into vectors is more 
computationally complex, such as the inclusion of the results of 
several disorder predictors, compared to the settings used here 
from CRUM. However, the design of DISPHOS used Fisher's 
permutation test and principal component analysis to reduce the 
dimensionality [18]. This dimensionality reduction to account for 
the small sample size may be a major factor in DISPHOS’ 
performance on the Y dataset, and will be considered in future 
work using CRUM. 

6. CONCLUSIONS 
In this study, probabilistic predictions of protein phosphorylation 
sites were proposed using our CRUM model as an alternative to 
the popular SVM and RVM. The experimental results show that 
the extremely compact models of CRUM provide a significant 
reduction to the computational complexity of the prediction 
algorithm, which is advantageous in conducting predictions at a 
large scale. We show that CRUM using only the BLOSUM 
feature, CRUM B, has among the best accuracy and MCC 
performance compared to other CRUM settings in both cross-
validation and benchmark experiments. The simplicity and 
efficiency of the BLOSUM feature computation make the data 
preparation process for using CRUM faster, as disorder predictors 
do not need to be invoked. 

While the BLOSUM-based CRUM predictors are often 
comparable to the more complex DISPHOS predictor, which uses 
several disorder and other structural predictors to extract features, 
on the S and T benchmark datasets, there is a cost to this 
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reduction of computational complexity, as DISPHOS outperforms 
the different CRUM predictor configurations considered in this 
study under the Y benchmark dataset. 

In the future, as mentioned previously, dimensionality reduction 
of the protein feature encoding will be considered to improve the 
performance, particularly with Y sites. In addition, a multi-kernel 
implementation of CRUM shall be considered where only a single 
protein feature will be considered in each kernel. Currently in the 
combined feature CRUM predictors (e.g. B+D+A), all features 
are concatenated into the one vector and used in the same 
Gaussian kernel. When combined, it is possible that the lower 
dimensional features D and A may be overshadowed by the B 
feature simply due to B's high dimensionality rather than D or A 
being unimportant, as the above results may suggest. A multi-
kernel solution may avoid this issue and the supervised learning 
algorithm may then be able to exploit all features for improved 
predictive performance.  

Furthermore, we plan to extend the CRUM model and training 
algorithm for multi-class prediction. This will allow for kinase-
specific phosphorylation site prediction, where a prediction for 
what type of PK phosphorylates the site is also made. 
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ABSTRACT

In recent years, it has been argued that systems and applications,
in order to deal with their increasing complexity, should be able
to adapt their behavior according to new requirements or environ-
ment conditions. In this paper, we present an investigation aim-
ing at studying how coordination languages and formal methods
can contribute to a better understanding, implementation and use of
the mechanisms and techniques for adaptation currently proposed
in the literature. Our study relies on the formal coordination lan-
guage KLAIM as a common framework for modeling some well-
known adaptation techniques: the IBM MAPE-K loop, the Accord
component-based framework for architectural adaptation, and the
aspect- and context-oriented programming paradigms. We illustrate
our approach through a simple example concerning a data reposi-
tory equipped with an automated cache mechanism.1

Categories and Subject Descriptors

C.1.3 [Other Architecture Styles]: Adaptable architectures; F.3.1
[Theory of computation]: Specifying and Verifying and Reason-
ing about Programs.

General Terms

Design, Languages.

Keywords

Autonomic computing, adaptive systems, aspect- and context-
oriented programming, coordination languages.

1. INTRODUCTION
The increasing scale complexity, heterogeneity and dynamism of
networks, systems and applications have made computational and
information infrastructure brittle, unmanageable and insecure. This
has called for the investigation of an alternate paradigm for design-
ing systems and applications. One popular vision is that of au-
tonomic computing [28, 39]: computer and software systems can
manage themselves in accordance with high-level guidance from
humans by relying on strategies inspired by biological systems.

1This work is based on an earlier work: SAC ’12 Proceedings of the
2012 ACM Symposium on Applied Computing, Copyright 2012
ACM 978-1-4503-0857-1/12/03.
http://doi.acm.org/10.1145/2245276.2232019.

Autonomic computing encloses the whole spectrum of activities
that a system should perform in order to be dynamically and au-
tonomously adaptive. Therefore, an autonomic system should mon-
itor its state and its components, as well as the execution context,
and identify relevant changes that may affect the achievement of
its goals or the fulfillment of its requirements. The system should
then plan reconfigurations in order to meet the new functional or
non-functional requirements, execute them, and monitor that its
goals are being achieved once again, possibly without any inter-
ruption. All these stages make use of a common knowledge that
guides the monitoring activities and that may be enriched by the
experience earned during execution. The whole body of activities
mentioned above has been named MAPE-K loop (Monitoring, An-
alyzing, Planning, and Executing, through the use of Knowledge)
by IBM [25].

The key concept of the autonomic computing paradigm is adapta-
tion, namely “the capability of a system to change its behavior ac-
cording to new requirements or environment conditions” [24]. We
are interested in the techniques, primitives and mechanisms cur-
rently used to achieve the desired adaptation. Indeed, an application
can change its behavior in many ways. For example, with a simple
if (condition) statement, an application can choose to change its
overall behavior, or part of it. Clearly, this is not a good way to
implement adaptation. Authors in [10] argue that it should depend
on the semantics we give to condition whether the statement can
even be considered as an adaptation point or just as an application
branch. Anyhow, this adaptation technique is certainly not scalable,
nor is it robust or easy to maintain or even comprehend in a complex
software system. Much more elaborated techniques are required in
real world applications. In the literature, two main approaches have
been proposed for implementing adaptation in a software system:
architectural-level and language-level.

The architectural-level approach [38] relies on the run-time struc-
tural modification of the software architecture of the system. Typ-
ically, this approach is applicable whenever the system is com-
posed of many components, possibly interacting through connec-
tors, composing thus a network which may also be hierarchical
and distributed. This is the case, for example, of such component-
based programming systems as CORBA Component Model [37]
and Common Component Architecture [5]. Adaptation can then be
achieved by modifying the way components interact and also by
adding or removing components and/or connectors or by replacing
them with others. For example, a component may be replaced at
run-time by another one that provides a similar basic functionality
but with an additional support for a new emerging requirement of a
subnet of the system.

The language-level approach extends standard programming lan-
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guages with primitives and mechanisms that enable to dynamically
change the behavior of (part of) a system. In [19] the authors re-
view the adaptation capabilities of traditional programming lan-
guages and paradigms. For example, considering object-oriented
languages, as today’s most used ones for software programming,
their analysis shows that class inheritance and method overriding
offer some degree of adaptiveness although these mechanisms are
not usually dynamic (a notable exception is [8], which presents
a Java-like core language using dynamic object composition and
‘horizontal’ method overriding through delegation). New pro-
gramming techniques, however, have captured more attention in
the years. Until lately, the mainstream techniques have focused
on Aspect-Oriented Programming (AOP), to enforce the separa-
tion of concerns, and on Dynamic AOP [21], to support run-time
adaptation. More recently, a new promising technique has been
specifically proposed for supporting dynamic software adaptation:
context-oriented programming (COP) [23]. COP uses ad hoc ex-
plicit language-level abstractions to express context-dependent be-
havioral variations and their run-time activation.

In this paper, we show how KLAIM [12], a tuple-space-based co-
ordination language, can be used to model adaptive systems. Co-
ordination languages based on tuple spaces have the advantage of
providing an accurate model of systems using a small set of prim-
itives and in a clear and accessible way. We have chosen KLAIM
as representative of the broad class of coordination languages (see,
e.g., [11] for a survey) because it is a formal language coming with
software tools supporting both verification and programming. It is
also well suited for mobile and distributed applications, character-
istics that are today well-consolidated and dominant in the software
market.

Specifically, we briefly describe the IBM’s MAPE-K loop as well
as some relevant techniques using architectural- or language-level
approaches to adaptation, such as Accord, AOP and COP, showing
also how they can be easily modeled in KLAIM (see Figure 1). For
better understanding the mentioned techniques, we use a common,
simple example scenario (drawn from [21]), concerning an auto-
mated cache system. In this scenario, a Repository, containing use-
ful data, can be queried by an application using the provided func-
tionality request(). The system may enter the performance mode,
where a monitor checks that the Repository’s response time is be-
low a certain threshold TH . If this threshold is exceeded, a caching
system is introduced in the Repository, to reduce the current, possi-
bly large, database access times. If the response time for the cache
misses falls under another threshold TL, the cache is disabled to
avoid unnecessary overhead.

We use KLAIM to model each implementation of the automated
cache example following the discussed techniques. This way, we
get models of different implementations in a common language,
which favors comparisons among the modeled techniques. On
the basis of this modeling activity, we can argue that tuple-based
higher-order communication enables a straightforward implemen-
tation of dynamic adaptation mechanisms.

Our work paves the way to a twofold application of the know-how
in the field of coordination languages and formal methods in the
context of adaptive systems. On the one hand, KLAIM formal tools
and techniques can be used to support the verification of modeled
adaptive systems. Indeed, KLAIM’s strong mathematical founda-
tions enable the use of a range of software assisted verification
methods, from theorem proving and model checking to simulation

MAPE-K AOP COP

KLAIM

Accord

Figure 1. Modeling adaptation techniques in KLAIM

and probabilistic analysis (see, e.g., [14, 13]). On the other hand,
KLAIM comes with a run-time framework, named KLAVA [7], that
permits using KLAIM actions within Java code and, thus, can be
used to natively implement adaptive systems.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a
brief overview of KLAIM. Sections 3 and 4 present a brief descrip-
tion of the IBM’s MAPE-K loop and some architectural-level adap-
tation techniques and show how they can be rendered in KLAIM,
respectively. Section 5 presents the AOP and COP paradigms used
for adaptation and autonomic computing and give a flavour of their
KLAIM models. Section 6 shows how the different implementations
of the automated cache example are modeled in KLAIM. Section 7
presents comparisons with more strictly related work, while Sec-
tion 8 concludes with some directions for future work.

2. KLAIM
In this section, we summarize the key features of the formal lan-
guage KLAIM. It has been specifically designed to provide pro-
grammers with primitives for handling physical distribution, scop-
ing and mobility of processes. Although KLAIM is based on process
algebras, it makes use of Linda-like asynchronous communication
and models distribution via multiple shared tuple spaces.

Linda [17] is a coordination paradigm rather than a language, since
it only provides a set of coordination primitives. It relies on the so-
called generative communication paradigm, which decouples the
communicating processes both in space and time. Communication
is achieved by sharing a common tuple space, where processes in-
sert, read and withdraw tuples. The data retrieving mechanism uses
associative pattern-matching to find the required data in the tuple
space.

KLAIM enriches Linda primitives with explicit information about
the locality where processes and tuples are allocated. KLAIM syn-
tax2 is shown in Table 1 and Figure 2 is a simple illustration of it.

Nets N are finite plain collections of nodes composed by means of
the parallel operator N1 ‖ N2. It is possible to restrict the scope
of a name s by using the operator (νs)N : in a net of the form
N1 ‖ (νs)N2, the effect of the operator is to make s invisible from
2We use a version of KLAIM enriched with high-level features, such
as assignments and standard control flow constructs (i.e., sequence,
if-then-else, and while loop), that simplify the modeling task. Al-
though these features were not included in the original presentation
of KLAIM [12], they can be easily rendered with it (by resorting,
e.g., to choice, fresh names and recursion in the usual way). The
considered language is also equipped with the non-blocking ver-
sions of the retrieval actions, i.e. inp and readp. All the constructs
mentioned above are directly supported by the KLAVA framework
and other related tools (such as, e.g., X-KLAIM [6] and SAM [34]).
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Table 1. KLAIM syntax

(Nets) N ::= s ::ρ C
∣∣ N1 ‖ N2

∣∣ (νs)N

(Components) C ::= P
∣∣ 〈t〉 ∣∣ C1 |C2

(Processes) P ::= a
∣∣ X

∣∣ A(p1, . . . , pn)∣∣ P1 ;P2

∣∣ P1 |P2

∣∣ P1 + P2∣∣ if (e) then {P1} else {P2}∣∣ while (e) {P}

(Actions) a ::= in(T )@`
∣∣ read(T )@`∣∣ inp(T )@`

∣∣ readp(T )@`∣∣ out(t)@`
∣∣ eval(P )@`∣∣ newloc(s)
∣∣ x = e

(Tuples) t ::= e
∣∣ `

∣∣ P
∣∣ t1, t2

(Templates) T ::= e
∣∣ `

∣∣ P∣∣ !x
∣∣ ! l

∣∣ !X
∣∣ T1, T2

within N1.

Nodes s ::ρ C have a unique locality name s (i.e. their network
address) and an allocation environment ρ, and host a set of com-
ponents C. The allocation environment provides a name resolu-
tion mechanism by mapping locality variables l (i.e., aliases for
addresses), occurring in the processes hosted in the corresponding
node, into localities s. The distinguished locality variable self is
used by processes to refer to the address of their current hosting
node. Components C are finite plain collections of processes P
and evaluated tuples 〈t〉, composed by means of the parallel opera-
tor C1 |C2.

Processes P are the KLAIM active computational units, which can
be executed concurrently either at the same locality or at different
localities. They are built up from basic actions a, process variables
X , and process calls A(p1, . . . , pn), by means of sequential com-
position P1;P2, parallel composition P1 | P2, non-deterministic
choice P1 + P2, conditional choice if (e) then {P1} else {P2},
iteration while (e) {P}, and (possibly recursive) process defini-
tion A(f1, . . . , fm) , P , where A denotes a process identifier,
while fi and pj denote formal and actual parameters, respectively.
Notably, e ranges over expressions, which contain basic values
(booleans, integers, strings3, floats, etc.) and value variables x, and
are formed by using the standard operators on basic values and the
non-blocking retrieval actions inp and readp (explained below).
In the rest of this section, we will use the notation ` to range over
locality names s and locality variables l.

During their execution, processes perform some basic actions. Ac-
tions in(T )@` and read(T )@` are retrieval actions and permit to
withdraw/read data tuples from the tuple space hosted at the (pos-
sibly remote) locality `: if a matching tuple is found, one is non-

3As usual, strings are enclosed within double quotes.

Node

P1 P2 P3

Tuple Space

in(...)@self
read(...)@self out(...)@self

<t1> <t2>

out(...)@l

eval(...)@self

in(...)@l
read(...)@l Processes

eval(...)@l

<t3>

Figure 2. Graphical description of a KLAIM node and its com-
ponents

deterministically chosen, otherwise the process is blocked. They
exploit templates as patterns to select tuples in shared tuple spaces.
Templates are sequences of actual and formal fields, where the lat-
ter are written !x, ! l or !X and are used to bind variables to values,
locality names or processes, respectively. Actions inp(T )@` and
readp(T )@` are non-blocking versions of the retrieval actions:
namely, during their execution processes are never blocked. In-
deed, if a matching tuple is found, inp and readp act similarly
to in and read, and additionally return the value true; otherwise,
they return the value false and the executing process does not block.
inp(T )@` and readp(T )@` can be used where either a boolean
expression or an action is expected (in the latter case, the returned
value is simply ignored). Action out(t)@` adds the tuple result-
ing from the evaluation of t to the tuple space of the target node
identified by `, while action eval(P )@` sends the process P for
execution to the (possibly remote) node identified by `. Both out
and eval are non-blocking actions. Finally, action newloc creates
new network nodes, while action x = e assigns the value of e to
x. Differently from all the other actions, these latter two actions are
not indexed with an address because they always act locally.

3. AUTONOMIC COMPUTING IN KLAIM
In this section, we present in more detail the architectural blueprint
for autonomic computing proposed by IBM and its modeling in
KLAIM.

3.1 An autonomic element
According to the IBM’s view, an autonomic element is composed of
the managed resource, which is the actual functional (maybe com-
putational, storage, etc.) unit of the system, and the touchpoint,
which “wraps” the resource by providing a manageability interface
to the autonomic manager and other mechanisms implementing the
interface’s operations. The manageability interface is composed of
a sensor and an effector. The sensor exposes information about the
current state of a managed resource and may raise an event to cap-
ture the attention of the autonomic manager. The effector, instead,
enables the manager to change the state of the managed resource,
as well as allows the managed resource to make requests to its man-
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Figure 3. An autonomic element in KLAIM

ager.

In KLAIM, we can model an autonomic element through a node
(see Figure 3) as follows:

• the managed resource is rendered in KLAIM by distinguish-
ing between the computational part, i.e. process MR, which
interacts only with the node’s tuple space, and the communi-
cation part, i.e. process Com , which can interact with other
nodes; this distinction is not strictly necessary but it may help
the overall system management;

• the Sensor process measures relevant parameters in the tuple
space and raises events (represented by tuples) caught by the
autonomic manager;

• the Effector process implements, on the element, the adap-
tation commands received from the manager.

Some tuples in the tuple space (the S-tagged tuples) carry the sen-
sor’s measurements (or the events), others (the E-tagged tuples)
describe the installed effectors.

3.2 The MAPE-K loop
The autonomic manager controls the autonomic element through
the manageability interface by implementing the MAPE-K loop.
In KLAIM, the manager is implemented by a node (see Figure 4).
The monitoring phase (i.e. the Monitor process) reads the mea-
surements from the sensors and upon recognizing a symptomatic
situation it sends the relevant information to the analyze phase. To
this aim, the Monitor writes “symptom” tuples in the tuple space,
which trigger the execution of the Analyze process. The symptom
is analyzed and, if needed, an adaptation should be performed. An
“adaptation request” tuple is produced, specifying what should be
adapted, and triggering the execution of the Plan process. When
the manager decides how should the adaptation be performed, it
executes the adaptation on the autonomic element through its effec-
tors. So, the Plan process performs an eval to launch the appropri-
ate Execution process which carries out the planned adaptation.

Each of these steps is coordinated by the information stored in the
knowledge, represented in KLAIM by a subset of the tuple space.
For example, the range of values of a particular measurement con-
sidered to be symptomatic is such an information. The analysis
phase is the only one that can actually modify the knowledge (no-
tice the bidirectional arrow between the Analyze process and the

MAPE-K

Monitor Analyze

Sensor
measurements

Symptoms Adaptation 
Request

ExecutePlan

Knowledge

Effector
commands

Figure 4. The MAPE-K manager in KLAIM

Knowledge). Indeed, this phase is aimed at a wider temporal view
of the system, e.g. it may look at the history to see if a symptom oc-
curs too often and thus undertake more drastic (or expensive) adap-
tations on the system in order to avoid it.

4. MODELING ARCHITECTURAL-LEV-
EL ADAPTATION

The architectural-level approach relies on dynamic addition/re-
moval/replacement of components and connectors to achieve the
desired adaptations. KLAIM makes use of generative communica-
tion as in Linda, which is asynchronous, anonymous, public and un-
addressed: the communicating processes are completely decoupled
from each other. This means that in a set of communicating pro-
cesses, each process can be replaced (or added or removed) without
affecting other processes, as long as this operation maintains the
syntax and semantics of the tuples used in the communication. Such
property is very advantageous, since it implies that adaptations can
be applied to single processes, while any other process is relieved
from the duty of taking into account any adaptation external to it,
thus better supporting modularity and scalability.

To fully take advantage of this property we could use processes to
model each component/connector and model the whole system as
a node. However, KLAIM provides better support to model dis-
tributed and complex systems when a net with multiple nodes is
used to represent the system. This approach can be pursued to pro-
vide separation of concerns in the system model, scopes, localities,
addressed communication, etc., which is essential for distributed
and pervasive systems. In this case, since each node has an ex-
plicit locality, we do not have an unaddressed communication and
we should take care when adaptation substitutes or deletes entire
nodes. Therefore, if, for example, a node A interacts with B, and
an adaptation replaces B with C, node A should be notified that it
should send messages to C and not to B any longer. Anyway, typ-
ically, workarounds to this issue can be easily found (e.g. by using
a process in B to forward to C messages coming from A).

In KLAIM there are no primitives or clean methods for stopping a
process, or asynchronously interrupting its execution when an adap-
tation has to be performed, and this can be an issue when modelling
adaptation at architectural-level. It is still worth noticing that the
same problem arises in many other formalisms and languages for
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concurrent programming (see, e.g., [27] for a discussion on meth-
ods to stop Java threads). Some workarounds can be engineered but
with some probable issue of effectiveness. A simple way to deal
with this drawback is to insert into each KLAIM process some “in-
terruption points”, where the process checks whether it should con-
tinue with the execution of the normal behavior (indicated by the
presence of the tuple 〈pid, “live”〉 in the local tuple space, where
pid is the process identifier) or, otherwise, should stop:

if (readp(pid, “live”)@self) then { Pnormal }
else { out(pid, “dead”)@self }

Before terminating its execution, the process signals this event to
its manager by producing the tuple 〈pid, “dead”〉. However, these
points must be included by the programmer at design time, which
means that we loose some degree of transparency and, since this
mechanism is static, it weakens the adaptation capabilities.

Other, more complex, techniques (e.g. designing parametric inter-
actions that can be used to cut out some elements from the system)
require typically greater effort. It is easier, when using these tech-
niques, to model the system as a KLAIM net (and components as
nodes), because we can have a finer-grained control on process ex-
ecution.

4.1 Accord
Using the above mentioned techniques, we can model, e.g., Ac-
cord [33]. Accord is an architectural framework for adaptation and
autonomicity that enables the development of autonomic elements
and the formulation of autonomic applications as the dynamic com-
position of autonomic elements. The Accord Autonomic Element
(AAE), depicted in Figure 5, is partly inspired by the IBM’s pro-
posal. It contains the computational element, which is the func-
tional resource, and an element manager, which is delegated to
manage execution of the computational element by monitoring the
state of the element and interacting with other element managers
for accomplishing adaptation. Besides, the AAE contains a func-
tional port, which describes the functionalities offered and used by
the element, a control port, which exports sensors and effectors4 to
external managers and controls access to them, and an operational
port, which is used for the management of execution rules.

Rules are expressed as if “condition” holds then “action” is exe-
cuted. They can be of two types: behavior rules and interaction
rules. The former ones control the internal functional behaviors
of the current autonomic element, whereas the latter ones control

4In [33] the term “actuator" is used instead, but here we use the
term “effector", in accordance with IBM’s terminology.

Accord
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<S, sensor_name, sensed_values >
<E, effector_name, parameters >
<R, rule_name, CC: condition checker, AA: action applier >

AA

CC

Figure 6. The Accord element in KLAIM

the interaction between the element and the other elements and
can modify such interaction accordingly to the verified conditions.
Rules execution and management are under the responsibility of the
element manager.

Accord implements a sophisticated rule execution mechanism to
detect and avoid conflicts, as well as many other features and con-
cepts. These will not be considered here, since they don’t fall within
the scope of this work. Indeed, our aim is to show that KLAIM is
expressive enough to conveniently model frameworks for architec-
tural adaptation. Therefore, we treat Accord as a conceptual frame-
work (similarly to the IBM’s MAPE-K loop) and will not go into
the details of Accord’s implementations and their KLAIM models.

In KLAIM, we would model the AAE similarly to what we did with
the IBM’s autonomic element. In Figure 6, we can see a process
CE for the computational behavior, which interacts only with the
node’s tuple space, and a process Com for inter-element commu-
nication. The element manager as well is a process EM that in-
teracts with other elements. The functional port is modeled by a
set of F -tagged tuples describing the provided functionalities (for
each function, its name, inputs, and outputs are reported). Con-
sidering the control port, we use a process Sensor to model each
sensor and the sensed data (measurements) are rendered as a set
of S-tagged tuples. The Effector processes may be active, waiting
for commands (these are tuples as well), or simply reside in the tu-
ple space, where the manager can get them from and then execute
them. TheE-tagged tuples can be used for each effector to describe
its parameters or the commands it can take. For each rule we have
anR-tagged tuple containing two processes. The condition checker
process CC runs when the rule is executed by the element manager
and checks if the condition of the rule is true. If this is the case,
it executes the action applier process, AA, which applies the rule
actions.

As we mentioned at the beginning of this section, the dynamic com-
position of autonomic elements is the key design choice to imple-
ment the autonomic behavior. A unit called composition manager
(CM ) is responsible for propagating new interaction rules into re-
lated autonomic elements, in order to adapt the structure of the sys-
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tem. Adaptations consist in the addition/removal/replacement of
elements, as well as in individual interaction rule adaptation, thus
adapting the communication configuration of the system. An exist-
ing element can be replaced by another element as long as the func-
tional ports of the two elements are compatible. The new element
is initiated by the element manager and the old element is notified
by the element manager to transit to a stand-by state. The rule set is
transferred from the old element to the new one and the interaction
rules of related elements are updated, thus establishing the interac-
tions between the new element and those related elements. Addition
and deletion of an element is achieved in a similar fashion.

4.1.1 Accord in Klaim

In KLAIM, the composition manager (CM) is a node that directly
interacts with any other node (AAE) by sending interaction rules
to their tuple spaces (or removing them). By means of such oper-
ations, it dynamically revises and reshapes the net structure, thus
adjusting the overall system behavior.

In Figure 7, some of the operations performed during the replace-
ment of an autonomic element are depicted. We can see that the
composition manager injects the process Rpl in the new element.
This process copies the set of rules from the old element to the new
one and stops the old element. The CM also updates the interaction
rules of other AAEs that concern the element-to-replace.

4.1.2 The automated cache in Accord

In the example of the automated cache described in the Introduc-
tion, the repository can be implemented as an Accord element that
includes the command request() in its functional port. When the
performance mode is entered, the composition manager inserts a
monitor element that checks the response time of the repository,
by acting as a forwarder of the request commands and results. If
the threshold TH is exceeded, the manager of the monitor element
asks the CM to replace the monitor element with a cache element.
The cache captures request commands and, if the requested data is

available locally, it immediately responds to the request, otherwise,
it sends the request to the repository, also measuring its response
time. If the response time falls under TL, the cache element’s man-
ager asks the CM to replace the cache element with a monitor ele-
ment.

5. MODELING LANGUAGE-LEVEL AD-
APTATION

As mentioned in the Introduction, two main language-level adap-
tation techniques have emerged from recent literature: (dynamic)
aspect-oriented programming and context-oriented programming.
We now show how they both can be modeled in KLAIM.

It is worth noticing that our aim here is to propose a convenient
way of expressing the adaptation mechanisms of the considered lan-
guages via a tuple-based formalism, rather than providing an encod-
ing from each language in its completeness into KLAIM. Indeed, to
deal with all the functionalities of the considered programming lan-
guages, such encodings, on the one hand, would turn out to be too
complex and not useful and, on the other hand, would fail on help-
ing the reader to understand and compare the various adaptation
approaches.

5.1 Aspect-Oriented Programming
Aspect-oriented programming (AOP) entails breaking down pro-
gram logic into distinct parts called concerns, namely cohesive ar-
eas of functionality. Some of these concerns defy traditional forms
of encapsulation abstractions (procedures, classes, functions, etc.)
and are called crosscutting concerns since they “cut across" multi-
ple abstractions in a program.

The AOP paradigm mandates for defining the code of the crosscut-
ting concerns separately from the rest of the application. Without
going into too much details, the following are the main concepts at
the basis of AOP:

• A join point is a point in a running program where addi-
tional behavior, from different crosscutting concerns, can be
usefully joined. They are typically implicit in the language
(e.g. method calls, field read or write accesses, exception
handlers).

• A pointcut groups a set of join points according to some of
their characteristics (e.g. a pointcut may group all calls of a
given method within a given class).

• An advice specifies the code to run at a join point. For exam-
ple, when the join point is a method call, the advice can wrap
the called method.

• An aspect defines the combination between a pointcut and an
advice. The process of applying aspects to a program, and
thus producing a program or a program execution modified
by the aspects, is called weaving.

Adaptation can be seen as a crosscutting concern, since it does
not fall within the normal behavior of the application and differ-
ent adaptations may apply at the same (join) point, depending on
the decisions of the adaptation manager. We can identify an adapta-
tion with an aspect. Indeed, this specifies the advice to execute and
the pointcut where to execute it.
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In an autonomic computing environment, we know that we need to
perform dynamic adaptations. Dynamic AOP enables to dynami-
cally weave/unweave an aspect into a running application (i.e. the
weaving process is performed at runtime without need for recom-
pilation or rebooting). This can be used to program autonomic sys-
tems, as shown below in the AOP implementation of the automated
cache.

5.1.1 AOP in Klaim

In KLAIM, we can model join points by mandating the application
to check, at a given point, if there is any externally defined advice
to be performed. Advices are represented by processes that the au-
tonomic manager provides at the aspect weaving. The pointcut is
specified by what the program checks for in each join point. No-
tably, the application only specifies the pointcuts (i.e. the adaptation
“hooks"), whereas the advices are defined elsewhere and known
only to the autonomic manager. Aspects instead are identified by
the autonomic manager which can dynamically weave them on the
application.

For example, the following fragment models an application that can
be adapted each time process A calls B:

A ,
. . .
if (readp(“pointcut”, “A”, “B”, !Xadvice)@self) then {

eval(Xadvice)@self
} else { B }
. . .

Above, the autonomic manager can provide an advice Padvice for
the pointcut by inserting a tuple 〈“pointcut”, “A”, “B”, Padvice〉
in the tuple space local to process A. When no such tuple is avail-
able, the default behaviour B is executed.

We refer the interested reader to [42] for an extension of KLAIM
with primitives and mechanisms for natively dealing with aspects.

5.1.2 JBoss implementation of the automated cache

We implement our reference scenario by using JBoss5, a Java EE-
based application server that, among other features, provides sup-
port for aspect-oriented programming and dynamic AOP [26].

The pointcut for the request method of the Repository is defined as
follows:

AdviceBind ing r e q u e s t P o i n t c u t =
new AdviceBind ing (

“ e x e c u t i o n (
p u b l i c S t r i n g R e p o s i t o r y−>r e q u e s t ( i n t ) )” ,

n u l l ) ;

The object of type AdviceBinding6 will permit binding the specified
pointcut expression to the corresponding advices. This pointcut in-
tercepts all executions of the request method provided by any object
of the Repository class.

The Performance aspect is then defined as follows:

A s p e c t D e f i n i t i o n p e r f o r m a n c e A s p e c t D e f =
new A s p e c t D e f i n i t i o n (“Pe r fo rmance” ,

5JBoss. http://www.jboss.org
6The second parameter of the AdviceBinding constructor is a con-
trol flow string that we do not use in this example.

Scope . PER_INSTANCE ,
new G e n e r i c A s p e c t F a c t o r y ( Pe r fo rmance . c l a s s ,

n u l l ) ) ;

The definition of an aspect requires to specify its name (e.g.
Performance), scope (stating, e.g., that an instance of the aspect will
be created for each advised object) and an aspect factory7 (which
creates instances of a given aspect class, e.g. Performance. class ,
defining the advices). The definition of the performance aspect is
then completed by the creation of a factory for the monitor advice
(which corresponds to a method defined in the Performance class)
and its combination with the pointcut:

A d v i c e F a c t o r y m o n i t o r F a c t o r y =
new A d v i c e F a c t o r y ( pe r fo rmanceAspec tDef ,

“m o n i t o r” ) ;
r e q u e s t P o i n t c u t . a d d I n t e r c e p t o r F a c t o r y (

m o n i t o r F a c t o r y ) ;

This advice will be invoked around the joinpoint execution (differ-
ent types of advice invocation must be explicitly declared).

The Cache aspect is defined in a similar way:

A s p e c t D e f i n i t i o n cacheAspec tDef =
new A s p e c t D e f i n i t i o n (“Cache” ,

Scope . PER_INSTANCE ,
new G e n e r i c A s p e c t F a c t o r y ( Cache . c l a s s ,

n u l l ) ) ;
A d v i c e F a c t o r y c h e c k C a c h e F a c t o r y =

new A d v i c e F a c t o r y ( cacheAspec tDef ,
“checkCache” ) ;

r e q u e s t P o i n t c u t . a d d I n t e r c e p t o r F a c t o r y (
c h e c k C a c h e F a c t o r y ) ;

Finally, the performance aspect and the corresponding binding are
registered at the AspectManager:

AspectManager . i n s t a n c e ( ) .
a d d A s p e c t D e f i n i t i o n ( p e r f o r m a n c e A s p e c t D e f ) ;

AspectManager . i n s t a n c e ( ) .
addAdviceBind ing ( r e q u e s t P o i n t c u t ) ;

Now, when at some point during the execution the request method
of a Repository object is called, the call is intercepted and the monitor
advice will execute instead:

p u b l i c O b j e c t m o n i t o r (@Arg i n t r e q ) {
long t 0 =System . c u r r e n t T i m e M i l l i s ( ) ;
O b j e c t r e s = C u r r e n t I n v o c a t i o n . p r o c e e d ( ) ;
long t 1 =System . c u r r e n t T i m e M i l l i s ( ) ;
AutonomicManager autonomicManager =

AutonomicManager . i n s t a n c e ( ) ;
i f ( ! autonomicManager . i s C a c h i n g ( ) )

autonomicManager . r e sponseT ime ( t1−t 0 ) ;
re turn r e s ;

}

The CurrentInvocation .proceed() statement calls the intercepted
method. So, the monitor measures the execution time of the re-
quest and calls the autonomic manager AutonomicManager to decide
what to do. In the autonomic manager we will have:

p u b l i c vo id reponseTime ( long d t ) {
AspectManager a spec tManage r =

7The second parameter of the GenericAspectFactory constructor is
an XML element that allows to pass extra configurations to the as-
pect class. We do not need such configurations in our example.
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AspectManager . i n s t a n c e ( ) ;
i f ( d t >T_H && ! c a c h i n g ) {

a spec tManage r . r e m o v e A s p e c t D e f i n i t i o n (
p e r f o r m a n c e A s p e c t D e f ) ;

a spec tManage r . a d d A s p e c t D e f i n i t i o n (
cacheAspec tDef ) ;

c a c h i n g = t rue ;
}
i f ( d t <T_L && c a c h i n g ) {

a spec tManage r . r e m o v e A s p e c t D e f i n i t i o n (
cacheAspec tDef ) ;

a spec tManage r . a d d A s p e c t D e f i n i t i o n (
p e r f o r m a n c e A s p e c t D e f ) ;

c a c h i n g = f a l s e ;
}

}

If needed, i.e. when the threshold T_H is exceeded, the manager
dynamically weaves the cache aspect, whereas, if the system was
already caching and the response time is below T_L, the aspect
is unwoven. The cache aspect intercepts the calls to the request
method, and checks and updates the cache:

p u b l i c O b j e c t checkCache (@Arg i n t r e q ) {
O b j e c t r e s = cache . g e t ( r e q ) ;
i f ( r e s == n u l l ) {

long t 0 =System . c u r r e n t T i m e M i l l i s ( ) ;
r e s = C u r r e n t I n v o c a t i o n . p r o c e e d ( ) ;
long t 1 =System . c u r r e n t T i m e M i l l i s ( ) ;
cache . p u t ( req , r e s ) ;
AutonomicManager autonomicManager =

AutonomicManager . i n s t a n c e ( ) ;
au tonomicManager . r e sponseT ime ( t1−t 0 ) ;

}
re turn r e s ;

}

In case of a cache miss, the intercepted method is called, the result
is taken from the repository database and then put into the cache.
Moreover, the response time is measured and the autonomic man-
ager is notified.

5.2 Context-Oriented Programming
Context-oriented programming enables the expression of behav-
ioral variations that depend on the context. Context is treated ex-
plicitly and the application can dynamically adapt its behavior in
response to context changes. The essential linguistic features sup-
porting the COP paradigm are:

• behavioral variations: consist of (possibly partial) defini-
tions of behaviors (expressed, e.g., as procedures, functions
or methods in the underlying programming model) that can
substitute or modify a portion of the basic behavior of the
application;

• layers: are first-class entities that group related context-
dependent behavioral variations;

• dynamic activation: the application can decide to activate or
deactivate layers dynamically at runtime according to the cur-
rent context;

• scoping: specific constructs can be used to explicitly control
the scope within which layers are activated.

Depending on the current execution context, specific layers may
be activated and composed at runtime. So, when the application

uses the affected functionality, the appropriate variations belong-
ing to the active layers will be executed. In this way, the appli-
cation’s behavior dynamically adapts itself to the current context.
Notably, COP does not provide any specific support to model con-
text information, which typically refers to application domain data
represented by standard constructs of the underlying programming
model.

More layers can be active at a given moment, which may also pro-
vide different variations for the same functionality; the mechanism
for choosing the variation to execute may depend on the implemen-
tation. In this case, variations can also be composed, e.g. a variation
from a given layer can call the corresponding variation on the en-
closing layer.

When COP is used to implement adaptation in an autonomic com-
puting setting, an autonomic manager can be exploited to recognize
a change of context, which then causes the activation of those layers
specifically designed to cope with the emerged situation.

5.2.1 COP in Klaim

In KLAIM, layers can be rendered as a set of tuples, each containing
the name of the layer, the name of the functionality to be adapted
and a process corresponding to the variation. Thus, when the appli-
cation requires a certain functionality, it simply takes from the tu-
ple space the process corresponding to the variation of the required
functionality for the currently active layer, and executes it.

To present in more details how the main features of COP can be
expressed in KLAIM, in the rest of this section we refer to the COP
language ContextJ [3]. ContextJ is a context-oriented extension
of the Java language, where layers are defined within classes and
classes thereby carry their own context-specific variations. An ex-
ample of layers definition in ContextJ is8:

public class someClass{
layer l1{
public static voidm1(){. . .} //variation of m1 in l1
public static voidm2(){. . .} //variation of m2 in l1
. . .
}

layer l2{
public static voidm1(){. . .} //variation of m1 in l2
. . .
}
. . .
}

The above definition can be rendered in KLAIM as the following set
of tuples:

〈“l1”, “m1”, Pm1_l1〉 〈“l1”, “m2”, Pm2_l1〉

〈“l2”, “m1”, Pm1_l2〉 . . .

where Pmi_lj represents the code of the variation of method mi
within layer lj.

To control scoped layer activation, ContextJ provides a with block

8For the sake of simplicity, to focus on layers definition and acti-
vation while avoiding to deal with objects, we consider here only
static void methods without parameters.
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statement, that can be used as in the following snippet:

with (l1){
m1();
. . .
}

Such a method call within a with block can be rendered in KLAIM
as a process that retrieves a variation process (using the pattern-
matching mechanism of KLAIM) and executes it:

read(“l1”, “m1”, !Xm1_l1)@self ;
eval(Xm1_l1)@self ;
in(“l1”, “m1”, “done”)@self ;
. . .

Notably, to enable sequential compositions, we assume that each
variation process for the method m within the layer l signals its
termination by adding a tuple of the form 〈“l”, “m”, “done”〉 to
the tuple space of the hosting node.

In ContextJ, to implement the dynamic layer combination [18],
which consists of the activation of multiple layers, with blocks are
simply nested. In this case, if more than one active layer provides
a variation for a method, these variations are combined according
to the LIFO order: the most recently activated layer is considered
first. A variation can also make use of the variations of enclosing
layers to accomplish its functionalities. This is achieved through
the proceed() method.

To deal with layer combination in KLAIM we should keep track of
the layer activation order. We can maintain the LIFO order of layers
activation using a queue rendered as a set of tuples:

〈“active_layers”, “l1”, “l2”〉 〈“active_layers”, “l2”, “l3”〉

. . . 〈“active_layers”, “lx”, “default”〉

where a tuple 〈“active_layers”, “li”, “lj”〉 indicates that, if li is
the layer corresponding to the variation currently considered, then
lj is the next layer in the LIFO order.

Statement with can in this case be used to add a layer to the LIFO
queue. For example, the following ContextJ code

with (l1){
with (l2){

. . .
}

}

can be rendered in KLAIM as follows:

out(“active_layers”, “l1”, “default”)@self ;
out(“active_layers”, “l2”, “l1”)@self ;
. . .
in(“active_layers”, “l2”, “l1”)@self ;
in(“active_layers”, “l1”, “default”)@self

When a variation, e.g. from layer l2, performs a proceed() , it exe-
cutes the variation on layer l1. In KLAIM we have:

read(“active_layers”, “l2”, !x)@self ;
read(x, “m1”, !Xm1_x)@self ;
eval(Xm1_x)@self ;
in(x, “m1”, “done”)@self ;
. . .

Notably this variation does not directly refer to the enclosing layer
(i.e., l1), since in general it might not know statically which layer is
activated before l2 (see below for dynamic layer activation). There-
fore, this technique works for any number of active layers and any
proceed() from any layer.

In order to implement autonomic computing in ContextJ, the activa-
tion of layers is not specified at compile-time, rather an expression
returning the active layer is used as argument of the with block, e.g.

with (AutonomicManager.instance().getActiveLayer()){
m1();
. . .

}

This is rendered in KLAIM as follows: a process playing the role of
the manager maintains up-to-date a tuple 〈“active_layer”, l〉 con-
taining the name of the active layer, while the KLAIM term model-
ing the with block is

read(“active_layer”, !x)@self ;
read(x, “m1”, !Xm1)@self ;
eval(Xm1)@self ;
in(x, “m1”, “done”)@self ;
. . .

To represent layers, rather than using tuples we can alternatively
use nodes, and thus locality names. The application reads from its
tuple space the locality where to get the variations from. The value
of such locality is updated by the autonomic manager, which, by
doing so, activates and deactivates layers:

read(“active_layer”, !l)@self ;
read(“m1”, !X_m1)@l;
eval(X_m1)@self ;
in(“m1”, “done”)@self ;
. . .

5.2.2 ContextJ implementation of the automated
cache

We conclude the section by considering again the automated cache
example and show a possible implementation using ContextJ. We
declare two layers: Performance and Caching:

l a y e r Pe r fo rmance {
p u b l i c O b j e c t r e q u e s t ( i n t r e q ) {

long t 0 =System . c u r r e n t T i m e M i l l i s ( ) ;
O b j e c t r e s = p r o c e e d ( r e q ) ;
long t 1 =System . c u r r e n t T i m e M i l l i s ( ) ;
AutonomicManager autonomicManager =

AutonomicManager . i n s t a n c e ( ) ;
au tonomicManager . r e sponseT ime ( t1−t 0 ) ;
re turn r e s ;

}
}

l a y e r Caching {
p u b l i c O b j e c t r e q u e s t ( i n t r e q ) {

O b j e c t r e s = cache . g e t ( r e q ) ;
i f ( r e s == n u l l ) {

long t 0 =System . c u r r e n t T i m e M i l l i s ( ) ;
r e s = p r o c e e d ( r e q ) ;
long t 1 =System . c u r r e n t T i m e M i l l i s ( ) ;
cache . p u t ( req , r e s ) ;
AutonomicManager autonomicManager =

AutonomicManager . i n s t a n c e ( ) ;
au tonomicManager . r e sponseT ime ( t1−t 0 ) ;
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}
re turn r e s ;

}
}

In the autonomic manager, we will have:

p u b l i c vo id reponseTime ( long d t ) {
i f ( d t >T_H && a c t i v e L a y e r != Caching )

a c t i v e L a y e r = Caching ;
i f ( d t <T_L && a c t i v e L a y e r == Caching )

a c t i v e L a y e r = Pe r fo rmance ;
}

Initially, the autonomic manager activates the Performance layer.
Calls to the request methods are performed in the standard “COP
way”:

with ( AutonomicManager . i n s t a n c e ( ) . g e t A c t i v e L a y e r ( )
) {
r e p o s i t o r y . r e q u e s t ( r ) ;

}

6. MODELING IMPLEMENTATIONS OF
THE AUTOMATED CACHE

In this section, we model in KLAIM the Accord, AOP-JBoss and
COP-ContextJ implementations of the automated cache scenario
presented in Sections 4 and 5.

Accord

As we have seen in Section 4, the repository, the monitor and the
cache are Accord elements that can be added/removed at runtime.
A new element will be added by the composition manager upon
entering the performance mode. The Performance node will have
in its functional port the description for the functionalities request
and monitor, as depicted in Figure 8. The composition manager up-
dates interaction rules of other AAEs to perform requests to the
Performance node instead of the Repository node. The request func-
tion of the Performance node will act as a forwarder to the Repository,
and the Performance’s element manager will execute the monitor
functionality to measure Repository’s response time (notice the sen-
sor tuples in the Repository’s tuple space).

When the response time exceeds the defined threshold, the
Performance’s element manager will ask the composition manager
to replace it with the Cache element, as we saw in Figure 7 for ele-
ment replacement. The new scenario will be as what is depicted in
Figure 9.

Now, the requests are sent to the Cache node where the bound func-
tionality calls the checkCache function. This function checks the
local availability of the required element: if it is found, the result
is sent back to the caller; otherwise, the request is forwarded to
the Repository, and the element manager will execute the monitor
function to check the response time. The result retrieved from the
Repository is then stored locally and sent to the caller. If the re-
sponse time falls under the low threshold, the Cache element man-
ager will request the composition manager to be replaced by the
Performance element.

Notably, the three elements repository, monitor and cache, have
compatible functional ports, all implementing the request com-
mand.

AOP-JBoss

We now model the AOP implementation of the automated cache
example. The following two advices express the performance and
cache behaviors:

Pperf ,
read (“R e p o s i t o r y” ,“ r e q u e s t ” , !Xrep)@ s e l f ;
t 0 =SystemTime ( ) ;
e v a l (Xrep )@ s e l f ;
in (“ r e q u e s t r e s u l t ” , ! r e s )@ s e l f ;
t 1 =SystemTime ( ) ;
out (“ t ime” , t1−t 0 )@ s e l f ;
out (“ a d v i c e d” ,“ r e q u e s t r e s u l t ” , r e s )@ s e l f

Pcache ,
in (“ r e q u e s t i n p u t” , ! r e q )@ s e l f ;
i f ( not readp ( req , ! r e s ) @cache ) then {

read (“R e p o s i t o r y” ,“ r e q u e s t ” , !Xrep )@ s e l f ;
t 0 =SystemTime ( ) ;
e v a l (Xrep )@ s e l f ;
in (“ r e q u e s t r e s u l t ” , ! r e s )@ s e l f ;
t 1 =SystemTime ( ) ;
out (“ t ime” , t1−t 0 )@ s e l f

}
out (“ a d v i c e d” ,“ r e q u e s t r e s u l t ” , r e s )@ s e l f

A process using the repository will execute:

i f ( readp (“ p o i n t c u t ” ,“R e p o s i t o r y” ,
“ r e q u e s t ” , !Xadvice )@ s e l f ) then {

e v a l (Xadvice )@ s e l f ;
in (“ a d v i c e d” ,“ r e q u e s t r e s u l t ” , ! r e s )@ s e l f ; . . .

} e l s e {
read (“R e p o s i t o r y” ,“ r e q u e s t ” , !Xrep )@ s e l f ;
e v a l (Xrep )@ s e l f ;
in (“ r e q u e s t r e s u l t ” , ! r e s )@ s e l f ; . . .

}

To weave the performance aspect, the autonomic manager provides
the corresponding advice as follows:

out (“ p o i n t c u t ” ,“R e p o s i t o r y” ,“ r e q u e s t ” ,Pperf )@ s e l f

The manager will now monitor the response time and weave or un-
weave the cache aspect by replacing the tuple representing the rel-
ative pointcut, according to the repository’s response time:

in (“ t ime” , ! t ime )@ s e l f ;
i f ( t ime >T_H and not c a c h i n g ) then {

c a c h i n g = t rue ;
in (“ p o i n t c u t ” ,“R e p o s i t o r y” ,

“ r e q u e s t ” , !X )@ s e l f ;
out (“ p o i n t c u t ” ,“R e p o s i t o r y” ,

“ r e q u e s t ” ,Pcache )@ s e l f
} e l s e {

i f ( t ime <T_L and c a c h i n g ) then {
c a c h i n g = f a l s e ;
in (“ p o i n t c u t ” ,“R e p o s i t o r y” ,

“ r e q u e s t ” , !X )@ s e l f ;
out (“ p o i n t c u t ” ,“R e p o s i t o r y” ,

“ r e q u e s t ” ,Pperf )@ s e l f
}

}

COP-ContextJ

In the KLAIM model of the COP implementation, the tuple space
of the repository node contains the following tuples representing
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Figure 8. KLAIM representation of the Accord implementation of the automated cache (performance mode)

the two variations of the request method, belonging to the lay-
ers Performance and Caching, and the default implementation of the
method:

〈“Per fo rmance” ,“ r e q u e s t ” ,Pperf 〉

〈“Caching” ,“ r e q u e s t ” ,Pcache〉

〈“D e f a u l t” ,“ r e q u e s t ” ,Pdefault 〉

The processes corresponding to the two variations are similar to the
AOP advices previously presented. For example, the variation of
the Performance layer is as follows:

Pperf ,
read (“D e f a u l t” ,“ r e q u e s t ” , !X )@ s e l f ;
t 0 =SystemTime ( ) ;
e v a l (X )@ s e l f ;
in (“D e f a u l t” ,“ r e q u e s t ” ,“done” , ! r e s u l t )@ s e l f ;
t 1 =SystemTime ( ) ;
out (“ t ime” , t1−t 0 )@ s e l f ;
out (“Per fo rmance” ,“ r e q u e s t ” ,“done” , r e s u l t )@ s e l f

Each time another process needs to retrieve information from the
repository, it uses the following instructions:

. . .
read (“ a c t i v e _ l a y e r ” , ! l a y e r )@ s e l f ;
read ( l a y e r , “ r e q u e s t ” , !X )@ s e l f ;
e v a l (X )@ s e l f ;
in ( l a y e r , “ r e q u e s t ” ,“done” , ! r e s u l t )@ s e l f ;
. . .

where the tuple 〈“ active_layer ”, l〉 is managed by the autonomic
manager according to the response time:

in (“ t ime” , ! t ime )@ s e l f ;
i f ( t ime >T_H and not c a c h i n g ) then {

c a c h i n g = t rue ;

in (“ a c t i v e _ l a y e r ” , ! l a y e r )@ s e l f ;
out (“ a c t i v e _ l a y e r ” ,“Caching” )@ s e l f

} e l s e {
i f ( t ime <T_L and c a c h i n g ) then {

c a c h i n g = f a l s e ;
in (“ a c t i v e _ l a y e r ” , ! l a y e r )@ s e l f ;
out (“ a c t i v e _ l a y e r ” ,“Per fo rmance” )@ s e l f

}
}

It is worth noticing that, when we pass from the AOP and COP im-
plementations to their models, we take off all the syntactical and
language-related features and what we get is the conceptual mecha-
nism implementing the adaptations. As we can see, the two models
are very similar, showing that it is the language-related features that
make the substantial difference between the two implementations.

7. RELATED WORK
This work starts from [21] and [40, 19], where the authors put
forward Dynamic AOP and COP, respectively, as new linguistic
techniques that better fit the needs of autonomic computing. Fur-
thermore, several recent works on the COP paradigm have been
proposed, primarily presenting implementations that try to best
meet the self-adapting requirements. In [20] and [36], COP imple-
mentations for mobile applications (for iPhone) are shown. [35]
applies the COP paradigm to architectural-level adaptation tech-
niques and shows how Context-Oriented Component-based Ap-
plications (COCA) are well suited for developing self-adaptive
context-oriented software. The COCA middleware is a framework
for designing the architecture of adaptive applications according to
a proposed design pattern. In our paper, we take a wider view at au-
tonomicity and adaptivity based on approaches commonly found in
the literature, and use the coordination language KLAIM to model
a reference scenario according to the styles put forward by the dif-
ferent approaches.
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Figure 9. KLAIM representation of the Accord implementation of the automated cache (caching mode)

As representative of the architectural-level approach to adaptation,
we have considered Accord. However, other frameworks for archi-
tectural adaptation are surveyed in [22], such as the dynamic con-
figuration support of CONIC [30] and the Rainbow framework [16].
Anyway, at conceptual level, for most of them adaptation means ad-
dition/removal/replacement of components and connectors. Hence,
the underlying adaptation mechanisms can be modelled in KLAIM
by following the approach described in Section 4.

Several works have been proposed that use formal methods to
model autonomic computing techniques. For example, [9] presents
an approach to develop an autonomic service-oriented architecture.
However, this and other examples (e.g., [32, 15]) focus on the use of
formal methods for specific target applications. Our work, instead,
aims at modeling general techniques commonly used to achieve au-
tonomicity rather than specific autonomic systems.

Other coordination languages have been considered for implement-
ing autonomic features. For example, [1] proposes the language
ASSIST. This language is very specific for grid computing. On
the contrary, KLAIM is suitable for modeling and programming
any distributed system. Moreover, being based on formal methods,
KLAIM enables several verifications techniques. As another exam-
ple, [4] uses the Gamma formalism, a computing model inspired

by the chemical reaction metaphor, to develop a higher-order co-
ordination language for specifying autonomic systems. Similarly,
[2] presents a biochemical calculus expressive enough to represent
adaptive systems, together with a formal framework for property
checking. [41] also present a framework of self-organizing coor-
dination with notions of context-dependency, inspired by pervasive
ecosystems. The ecosystem is virtually represented by a network of
Live Semantic Annotations and ruled by a set of ecolaws, based on
semantic chemistry. Differently from the above mentioned works,
we consider more systematically the various approaches found in
the literature, showing how KLAIM can be used to model them.

8. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In the coordination community many languages and formal tools
have been proposed to support development and analysis of con-
current and distributed systems. One of these language is KLAIM,
a successful tuple-space-based coordination language coming with
verification tools and techniques and with a full-fledged implemen-
tation [6].

In this paper, we have modelled some commonly used adaptation
techniques with KLAIM. Our work shows that adaptive behav-
iors can be easily rendered in a coordination language with tuple-
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based, higher-order communication and that these features enable
a straightforward implementation of dynamic adaptation. This is a
first step towards a comprehensive study of the relationship between
coordination languages and adaptation approaches.

As a future work, we plan to consider further approaches to adapta-
tion (like the rule-based one, see e.g. [31], or the policy-based one,
see e.g. [29]) and, at the same time, to provide a formal proof of
relative expressiveness of the primitives suggested by the consid-
ered approaches. In particular, we intend to assess our approach by
studying the relative expressive power of (plain) KLAIM w.r.t. some
of its extensions equipped with different adaptation primitives. This
study aims at demonstrating that, although these primitives pro-
vide full support to a more painless and trouble-free development
of autonomic applications, they do not add expressive power to
KLAIM, therefore its linguistic constructs are already enough pow-
erful for modeling adaptive behaviors. Finally, we also intend to
consider other ‘traditional’ languages (e.g., Java) and extend them
with tuple-based higher-order communication in order to enable the
implementation of dynamic adaptations.
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ABSTRACT
Today’s industrial-strength compilers do not take advantage of the
semantics of user-defined types and operations when analyzing code
involving objects of user-defined types. We show that user-defined
types that are both “regular” and “composite” (roughly correspond-
ing to what is casually known as “value semantics”) can, however,
be analyzed efficiently and effectively. The notion of regularity
comes from generic programming and C++. Programmers routinely
rely on regularity when reasoning about generic code and man-
ually performing (optimizing) code transformations and rewrites.
Stepanov suggests that compilers, too, should take advantage of
regularity to expand the opportunities for applying optimizing trans-
formations. This paper exploits the properties of regular compos-
ite objects to produce concise procedure summaries for summary-
based analyses, thus taking a step towards Stepanov’s goal. In ad-
dition to regularity and compositeness, we also make our analysis
aware of the prevalent “iterator” abstraction, which expands the ap-
plicability of our approach. We target the C++ language, and use
the LLVM framework to implement the analysis1.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.3.3 [Language Constructs and Feature]: Generic Program-
ming; D.3.4 [Processors]: Compilers, Optimization

General Terms
Languages, Performance

Keywords
C++, generic programming, program analysis

1. INTRODUCTION
Assuming a few conditions on the type T, that copying produces
two distinct objects that compare equal and that operator+ has no
side-effects, the code below can be optimized:

T x, y, z, w, r, s;
... // initializations
r = x + y + z;
... // code that does not change x and y
s = x + y + w;

For example, the sub-expression x + y appears twice. The op-
timization opportunities become more evident when a compiler
breaks complex expressions into simpler ones:

1This work is based on an earlier work: SAC ’12 Proceedings of the
2012 ACM Symposium on Applied Computing, Copyright 2012
ACM 978-1-4503-0857-1/12/03.
http://doi.acm.org/10.1145/2245276.2232059

T x, y, z, w, r, s, t1, t2, t3, t4;
... // initializations
t1 = x + y
t2 = t1 + z;
r = t2;
... // code that does not change x and y
t3 = x + y
t4 = t3 + w;
s = t4;

Is common sub-expression elimination is applied, the statement
t3 = x + y becomes t3 = t1. This rewrite reveals another opti-
mization opportunity, namely that of copy propagation: the use of
t3 in t4 = t3 + w can be replaced with t3’s definition t1. Eventu-
ally we may conclude that t3 is not used, and can elide its definition
altogether as dead code.

The above reasoning can only be expected of a typical modern com-
piler if T is some built-in type, such as int. If T is a user-defined
type it is unlikely that the optimizations are performed, even if T is
a simple “value type,” such as one representing a coordinate pair or
a complex number. If a compiler does not know the semantics of
a user-defined type’s operations, it is forced to make conservative
assumptions. E.g., to show that x and y cannot change between the
two calls x + y above is beyond most compilers’ abilities. This pa-
per shows how with better understanding of the semantics of user-
defined types, a compiler can perform more precise and scalable
program analyses, and thus discover more optimization opportuni-
ties for user-defined types.

Our focus is on summary-based analyses [3, 4, 7]. A procedure
summary conservatively approximates a procedure, describing in-
formation such as the procedure’s side effects and its impact to the
points-to relation. Procedure summaries act as transfer functions at
call sites. An analysis approximates the effect of a function call by
binding a calling context to the function’s parameters in the callee
procedure’s summary.

Generating a precise procedure summary is usually not possible;
the knowledge about a procedure’s invisible variables, i.e., objects
accessible via the procedure’s parameters and via global variables
used in a procedure [15, 10], is often incomplete. Wilson et al. ar-
gue [28] that computing a procedure’s summary based on all possi-
ble aliases of its invisible variables is prohibitively expensive. Chat-
terjee et al. [3] use, in the context of object-oriented programming,
the types of invisible variables to reduce the number of spurious
aliases among the invisible variables: only if the type of one in-
visible variable is in a subtyping relation with the type of another
invisible variable, the two variables may alias.

In many cases programmers know that many of the invisible vari-
ables conform to certain aliasing invariants and never alias with
each other. This information often comes from the semantics
of user-defined types. For example, two distinct objects of type
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std::vector<int> are not aliased; modifying one does not change
the other. Traditional program analyses, however, do not make such
aliasing assumptions [3].

Conveying the precise semantics of each different user-defined type
to an optimizer is not feasible. Instead we identify a set of common
properties that many, possibly most, user-defined types possess, and
that significantly improve the precision of aliasing guarantees in
procedure summaries. In particular, we are interested in whether a
type is regular or not, whether values of a type are composite ob-
jects or not, and in the aliasing guarantees that follow from these
properties. Both of these notions originate from generic program-
ming [25, §12], and are in use in the C++ Standard Template Library
(STL) [24].

Central to the STL and other libraries (e.g., [22, 11, 21]) devel-
oped following the generic programming paradigm are generic al-
gorithms defined in terms of concepts. Concepts are essentially the
algebraic specification of syntactic and semantic requirements on
types; generic algorithms can be used with any types that model
(i.e., satisfy the requirements of) the concepts required by an algo-
rithm.

Regular is one of the fundamental concepts appearing in the STL;
types modeling this concept are regular types. They support default
and copy construction, destruction, assignment, and equality com-
parison; total ordering is sometimes assumed, but for our purposes
this requirement is not necessary. The operations of regular types
conform to consistent semantics, described in Section 3.1. Exam-
ples of regular types include built-in types, such as int, char, and
double.

When regularity is extended to aggregate types, we often arrive at
user-defined types that have two useful aliasing guarantees: (1) an
object “owns” the memory locations reachable through it and (2)
two distinct objects, where one does not own the other, are not
aliased. These guarantees are captured by the composite object
concept2 described by Stepanov et al. [25, §12.1]. This concept
captures the “value semantics” that is common for most built-in
types.

A composite object is composed of other objects, its parts. The
objects accessible at constant offsets from the starting address of
a composite object are its local parts; the other accessible objects
from this address are its remote parts. A composite object owns
its parts; if one composite object is not nested into another or vice
versa, they are disjoint.

Non-aggregate built-in types like int, char, and double, are trivially
models of the composite object concept3. Other examples include
aggregate types that rely on the default construction, destruction,
copying, and assignment semantics, and whose members are com-
posite objects; arrays of composite object types; and STL container
templates instantiated with composite object types.

This reasoning extends aliasing guarantees similar to those of built-
in types to many user-defined types. For example, it is safe to
assume that two distinct objects of std::vector<int> are disjoint.
This paper describes an abstraction for composite objects, and shows
how the effort of points-to-analysis is reduced when types are clas-

2Stepanov et al. call it a concept schema as it only pertains to non-
syntactic properties of objects.
3C++ has features that allow casting a value of one type to another
type, and thus circumventing the typing discipline. We assume that
such features are not used here.

sified to be models of the composite object concept, and how the
precision of procedure summaries is improved.

As containers are a common category of regular composite types,
we also make our analyses aware of the concept of iterators to fur-
ther reduce the pointer analysis effort. Iterators are abstractions
of regular pointers and prevalent in modern C++; every standard
library container, for example, provides an iterator interface for ac-
cessing the container’s elements in some predefined order. Iterators
complicate taking advantage of objects’ compositeness, as they pro-
vide a direct access to objects’ parts. These challenges, and solu-
tions to them, are discussed in Section 4.

While the notions of regularity and composite objects originate from
generic programming, the means to put them in use in compilers
we borrow from object-oriented programming. Several works have
focused on controlling aliasing between objects in object-oriented
programs through type systems that maintain invariants about alias-
ing [14, 6, 5]. These works convincingly argue that many object
types conform to aliasing invariants that could be exploited by com-
pilers for analyses and optimizations. Most of these works, how-
ever, have not found their way to practice; production compilers do
not recognize these invariants.

Our contributions in the paper are as follows:

• we characterize the properties of composite objects and de-
vise an economic abstraction for them;

• we design a summary-based analysis based on the abstrac-
tion, in which an important part is modeling and exploiting
the semantics of container-iterator relationships;

• we apply the analysis to uses of STL containers, and com-
pared to traditional analyses observe more precise and con-
cise procedural summaries; and

• we apply the analysis to three real-world applications, and
observe that points-to relations and procedure summaries re-
main small.

Stepanov argues that regularity allows programmers and compilers
to perform equational reasoning (i.e., replacing equals with equals)
in generic code. Applying many optimizations, such as common
sub-expression elimination and copy propagation, are both instances
of equational reasoning. While routine to programmers, compilers
have typically fallen short in performing such transformations for
user-defined types. This paper is a step towards the realization of
Stepanov’s goal—with more accurate analysis results we lay the
foundation for equational reasoning about user-defined types. To
be clear on the contributions of this paper, we do not yet use the
analysis results for effecting optimizations.

2. SUMMARY-BASED ANALYSIS
Consider the code in Figure 1, part of a C++ implementation of a
string class. We use the operator= procedure as an example to
illustrate a typical summary-based analysis.

For precision, our analysis is field-, flow-, and context-sensitive.
Field-sensitive analyses let one model each instance of a field as a
separate object. Flow-sensitive analyses take into account the or-
der of statements; an assignment to a pointer may kill the points-to
relations that hold for the pointer before executing the assignment.
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class string {
2 public:

string(const string &s) {
4 int l = s.rep→ len;

rep = new (l) Rep(l);
6 strcpy(rep→ str, s.rep→ str);

}
8 string(int l = 0) { rep = new (l) Rep(l); }

string(const char ∗s) {
10 int l = strlen(s);

rep = new (l) Rep(l);
12 strcpy(rep→ str, s);

}
14 ∼string() { delete rep; }

string &operator=(const string& s) {
16 if (this == &s) return ∗this;

int l = s.rep→ len;
18 if (l <= rep→max) {

delete rep;
20 rep = new (l) Rep(l);

}
22 strcpy(rep→ str, s.rep→ str);

return ∗this;
24 }

void swap(string &s)
26 { Rep ∗t = rep; rep = s.rep; s.rep = t; }

char ∗find(char);

28 private:

struct Rep {
30 Rep(int l) { len = l; max = l; str[0] = ’\0’; }

void ∗operator new(size t s, unsigned long l)
32 { return new char[s + l]; }

void ∗operator new(size t s)
34 { return new char[s]; }

int len; int max; char str[1];
36 };

Rep ∗rep;
38 };

Figure 1. Part of the definition of a string class
Context-sensitivity enables distinguishing between the effect of dif-
ferent calls to a procedure, and as a result, heap objects allocated
by the procedure can be kept distinct. Specifically, for context-
sensitivity, we associate a call string [19] to each heap object as its
identification. E.g., the heap object arising from the call at Line 20
is denoted as heap31→20.

We also follow the convention of program analysis to abstract run-
time objects of a program. We abstract an array as a single object,
approximate the objects that are recursively accessible from an ob-
ject with that object itself, and denote each dynamically allocated
object by its allocation site. For instance, we denote the allocated
array at Line 31 and Line 33, respectively, by heap31 and heap33,
and represent the array str[] as just str.

Summary-based analysis commonly consists of two phases. The
first and main phase is computing the side effects and the points-to
relations that a procedure may produce at any calling context, and

this string1 s string2rep1 rep2

Figure 2. The invisible objects of operator=.

representing these behaviors as the summary of the procedure. This
phase is run as a bottom-up traversal of the call graph of a program.
The second phase runs as a top-down traversal and propagates the
actual arguments at a call site to its corresponding callee, and then
computes the final points-to relations and side effects at each pro-
gram point.

Given a procedure p, we represent its summary as follows:

Sum(p) ::= (Sumpt(p),Sumse(p))

Sumpt(p) ::= {(C,(η ,α))}

Sumse(p) ::= {(C,(α,e))},e ∈ {RD,MOD}

where the metavariable C ranges over sets of conditions (to be
explained later), α over the objects accessible in p, and η over
the pointers accessible in p; (C,(η ,α)) means a comma-separated
sequence of (C1,(η1,α1)), . . . ,(Cn,(ηn,αn)), and similarly for
(C,(α,e)); RD and MOD denote the read and modification ef-
fects, respectively. Sum(p) is represented as a 2-tuple. Its first part
Sumpt(p) represents the set of points-to relations that p may pro-
duce, where an element (C,(η ,α)) means that under C the pointer
η refers to the object α . Its second part Sumse(p) represents the
set of side effects that p may produce, where (C,(α,e)) means that
under C the object α has the side effect e. Note that α and η are
represented as access paths. An access path is of the form v{.f|.∗f},
where v represents an object, f a field in that object, ∗f the object ob-
tained by dereferencing the field f, .f|.∗f either .f or .∗f, and {.f|.∗f}
a sequence of zero or more instances of .f|.∗f.

To analyze the operator= procedure, we first need to presume the
invisible variables of the procedure. Through the parameter this,
String object may be accessed, and further a Rep object; and sim-
ilarly for the parameter s. Figure 2 depicts the invisible objects we
presume from the parameters. The presumption, however, is not
precise. In Figure 2, string1 may be an alias to string2, because
they have the same type. Similarly, rep1 may be an alias to rep2.
An analysis has to take into account all these aliasing cases be-
tween the invisible variables when computing points-to relations at
pointer assignments. Take as an example the assignment at Line 20
in Figure 1. If string1 is not an alias to string2, the assignment only
causes the rep field of string1 to refer to the heap object heap31→20;
otherwise, it also causes the rep field of string2 to refer to this heap
object. To distinguish the different cases, we associate each points-
to relation with a (possibly empty) set of conditions, where each
condition describes an aliasing between two objects. Thus, we ob-
tain the Sumpt(operator=) summary as:

{( /0,(ret,string1),( /0,(string1.rep, rep1)),

( /0,(string1.rep,heap31→20)),( /0,(string2.rep, rep2)),

({string1 == string2},(string2.rep,heap31→20))}

where ret denotes the return variable of the procedure, and
string1 == string2 means that string1 is an alias to string2. We
do not show Sumse(operator=). Given the points-to relations at
every program point of a procedure, it is straightforward to com-
pute the side effects that the procedure may produce, as described
by Landi et al. [16].

The problem with the above analysis is that it is not aware of the
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M_start M_finish M_end_of_storage

Figure 3. The invisible objects from the parameter v in the
foo procedure. The solid boxes denote objects; the circles de-
note the starting addresses of objects; the dashed boxes denote
the imaginary boundaries of the interiors of composite objects;
the solid arrows denote the references to fields or objects; and
the dotted arrows indicate the innermost owners of the parts of
composite objects.

high-level properties known to programmers, and thus it may gen-
erate too conservative points-to relations. Consider analyzing a pro-
cedure with this signature:

void foo(std::vector<string> &v, std::deque<string> &d)

Figure 3 and Figure 10 depict the presumed invisible objects from
the parameters v and d, respectively, when using the vector and
deque implementations in the GCC’s standard C++ library. As de-
scribed above, making the rep field of string3 point to a new heap
object gives rise to conditional points-to relations for the other in-
visible string objects. For example, the rep field of string8 may also
refer to that same heap object if string3 == string8. The program-
mer knows, however, that string3 cannot be the same as string8.
Any object of type std::vector<string> is disjoint from any object
of type std::deque<string>, thanks to the semantics of these types,
as discussed in Section 3.1. Therefore, string3 accessed from v and
string8 accessed from d are disjoint.

Further cases where the analysis may fail to preserve the knowledge
of the disjointness of objects include the use of swapping, merg-
ing, or transferring operations between objects, and the use of the
copy-on-write technique [23]. As an example of how the swap op-
eration obscures the analysis, assume that x and y are of type string
from Figure 1. Analyzing now, say, the statement if(...) x.swap(y);
would not reveal that x and y are disjoint.

Our empirical data, shown in Table 1, confirms that the number of
points-to relations at a program point (computed using the above
analysis) tends to be large. Large points-to relations impair the
scalability of program analysis—applying procedure summaries at
call sites is particularly expensive. Applying a procedure summary
means computing all possible actual-formal parameter binding lists
at the call site to the procedure; each binding list is a one-to-one
mapping from each formal parameter and invisible object of the
procedure to its corresponding value at the call site. A large points-
to relation at a call site may result in a large number of possible
actual-formal parameter binding lists.

Many points-to relations only describe the internal state of com-
posite objects. When such points-to relations are abstracted away,
the number of points-to relations kept at program points is signifi-
cantly reduced, and thus also the number of possible actual-formal

string6 string7 string8 string9 string10

d

M_map M_node M_cur M_first M_last...

Figure 4. The invisible objects from the parameter d in the foo
procedure. M map and M node are of type string∗∗, and the
other three fields depicted are of type string∗. For simplicity,
we omit another three fields of type string∗ and one field of type
string∗∗ in d and hence the invisible objects from these fields.

parameter binding lists.

As an example, consider the following code snippet:

40 string(‘‘Hello world’’) x;
41 string(‘‘Bye bye’’) y;
42 x = y;

Analyzing the code reveals that x.rep may point to two heap objects,
heap31→11 and heap31→20→42. Keeping both points-to relations is
expensive. Both of the above two heap objects, however, are en-
capsulated in x and are accessed via a common access path relative
to x. Thus, the two heap objects can be removed, and references to
them replaced with a reference to x. All points-to relations with the
removed heap objects as targets can be dropped.

3. EXPLOITING REGULARITY
Dehnert and Stepanov [8] introduce the notion of regular types to
capture the set of types for which equational reasoning is possible.
Regular types support default and copy construction, destruction,
assignment, and equality comparison in a way that preserves the
consistency of these operations. The semantics of regular types
specify that the default constructor, copy constructor, and assign-
ment operator leave their target objects in a well-defined state, and
that the copy constructor and assignment result in two objects that
compare equal [8]. Regular types thus behave, for these operations,
as built-in types int, double, and so on.

In addition to such built-in types, user-defined types whose mem-
ber variables are of a regular type and who rely on the compiler-
generated default and copy constructor, destructor, and assignment
operator, as well as an equality operator defined as “memberwise”
equality, are regular. Moreover, even many user-defined types that
contain pointer fields are regular. For instance, even though the con-
tainer types of the STL allocate memory from the free store, they
are regular. In this category of types, regularity cannot generally be
proven by a compiler; establishing it requires a user annotation.

The “concepts” extension of C++ [13], pulled from C++11 at the last
minute (to be revised and considered again for a future standard
revision), provided a natural way to declare a type to be regular;
in fact, Regular was a primitive concept in the concepts language
extension. Without direct language support for concepts, we can,
for example, rely on C++11’s attribute syntax [17]. For example,
the declaration class string [[regular]] can assure the compiler that
string class is regular.

3.1 Composite Objects
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Regularity itself is too weak a property for the kind of analyses
described in this paper. When regularity is combined with guaran-
tees about the relationships between an object and what it refers to,
we obtain sufficiently powerful properties. To this effect, Stepanov
et al. characterize the “composite object” concept, the models of
which are called composite object types. Four properties relating to
the object and its parts hold for all composite objects: connected-
ness, noncircularity, disjointness, and ownership [25, §12.1]. Con-
nectedness means that parts are reachable from the object’s starting
address; noncircularity means that an object is not reachable from
its starting address; disjointness means that an object exclusively
owns its parts, allowing no partial sharing with any other object;
ownership means that copying an object is deep copying (copying a
pointer is accompanied with creating a fresh distinct copy of what
the pointer refers to), and destroying an object destroys its parts
too. Note that disjointness and ownership are conceptual require-
ments on composite objects; it is, for example, possible to design a
composite object type that uses the copy-on-write technique.

Following the connectness and noncircularity properties of a com-
posite object, we have this corollary:

COROLLARY 1. The accesses starting from (the starting ad-
dress of) a composite object are bounded.

We refer to what is reachable from a composite object as its interior,
and any object accessible from it as its component. A component
of a composite object can thus be the object itself, one of its local
parts, or one of its remote parts.

The disjointness and ownership properties of a composite object
result in access restrictions to the interior of the object. We require
that accessing the components of a composite object conforms to
the owner-as-dominator property [5].

PROPERTY 1 (OWNER-AS-DOMINATOR). A composite object
is the owner of its interior. This owner dominates the accesses to its
components from the outside.

To support the iterator idiom in the object-oriented programming,
we additionally permit an iterator to directly access the interior of
the composite object that the iterator is associated with. Section 4
describes what this means to our summary based points-to analysis.

Composite object types are closely related to ownership types [5].
In ownership types the owner-as-dominator requirement is stati-
cally checked. We, however, require that programmers assume the
responsibility for correctly specifying the set of composite object
types.

The owner-as-dominator property enforces a nesting structure
among the components of a composite object which are compos-
ite objects as well. In Figure 3, we identify v, string3, string4, and
string5 as composite objects. Therefore, every component of v has
an owner, and the interiors of the three string objects are nested
inside the interior of v.

3.2 Composite Object Abstraction
At run time, a composite object’s interior may acquire new com-
ponents or lose old ones. The access to the interior of a composite
object is, however, limited to the access paths originating from the
object itself. (The accesses to a composite object’s components
via its iterators are resolved into an access through the object, by
points-to analysis.). This allows the use of the access paths relative

to its owner to symbolically represent its components. All possi-
ble access paths to the parts of a composite object determine its
static topology. More precisely, the static topology for a compos-
ite object is a graph. A node in the graph denotes the address of a
component of the composite object, and an edge denotes the access
path from one node to another. In Figure 3, the solid arrows de-
pict the static topology of v, an object of type std::vector<string>.
Though not shown, each node of the static topology is identified by
an access path from v. For example, v.∗M start corresponds to
the object denoted by string3, v.∗M finish to the object denoted
by string4, v.∗M start.∗rep to the object denoted by rep3, and
v.∗M finish.∗rep to the object denoted by rep4. Note that two ac-
cess paths in a static topology, e.g., v.∗M start and v.∗M finish,
may alias each other.

As is common, we use points-to relations to track what objects
are the components of composite objects. We then consult these
points-to relations to resolve accesses to composite objects during
the course of side-effect analysis. Maintaining these points-to re-
lations can be expensive. Since they only describe the internal
state of composite objects, we do not need to expose them to the
clients of composite objects. Instead, we directly compute the pos-
sible side effects on composite objects arising from assignments
to the pointer components of composite objects. An assignment
to a pointer component of a composite object means a modifica-
tion to what is reachable from the pointer component (including
the pointer component). The potential aliasing between the access
paths in a static topology, however, complicates keeping track of
what is reachable from the pointer component. Thus, we exploit the
nesting structure of a composite object to design a strategy to nor-
malize the access paths originating from a composite object, such
that the normalized access paths do not have any aliases.

Assuming that x denotes a composite object, f denotes a data field
of a component of x, topo(x) denotes the static topology of x, α or β

denotes an access path from x, and owner(α) denotes the innermost
owner of the component(s) denoted by α . We define the function
norm to normalize an access path α .

• If α is of the form x, norm(α) = x;

• If α is of the form β . f , norm(α) = norm(β ). f ;

• Otherwise, α is of the form β .* f . We then run a depth-first
traversal on the subtree rooted at owner(β . f ) in topo(x) and
return as n the first node whose type is the same as, or is in a
subtyping relation with, the type of the object denoted by α .
Finally, norm(α) = norm(n).

Take as an example the composite object v in Figure 3. The ac-
cess path v.∗M start is already normalized. Similarly, v.∗M finish
is normalized to v.∗M start, because v is the owner of v.M finish,
and v.∗M start denotes an object that has the same type as the ob-
ject denoted by v.∗M finish. Also, norm(v.∗M end of storage) =
v.∗M start. Thus, the objects denoted by rep3, rep4, and rep5 are
all abstracted into one access path v.∗M start.∗rep.

3.3 Program Analysis
Compared to the typical summary-based analysis as described in
Section 2, we handle two cases differently. First, we do not create
invisible objects if they are identified as components of composite
objects. Second, we do not produce points-to relations for assign-
ments to pointer components of composite objects; we instead con-
sider them as modifications on what is reachable from the targets
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Figure 5. A program path where the concrete object x becomes
part of a composite object at program point P. Before P, x is
abstracted as α and after P, x is abstracted as β . SP denotes the
statement at P, SI denotes any statement which may modify x
before P, and SJ denotes any statement which may read x after
P.

of the assignments. For instance, in Line 20 in Figure 1, the re-
sult of the analysis is that string1.∗rep is modified. Note that since
string1.∗rep dominates the access to its components, a modifica-
tion to string1.∗rep also implies modifications to its components.

Our analysis assumes that there is no aliasing between two distinct
composite objects. Temporary aliasing, however, may occur as the
result of transferring components between composite objects, or
with the copy-on-write technique. Such temporary aliasing does
not, however, lead to writing into two composite objects at the
same time. Thus, our program analysis respects flow- and anti-
dependency between run-time objects of a program.

3.3.1 Correctness of analysis
Conventionally, a safe abstraction strategy requires that one con-
crete object corresponds to at most one abstract object. If this is
not the case, the analysis must maintain the consistency between all
abstractions that correspond to the same concrete object. In gen-
eral, maintaining such consistency is challenging, because during
program analysis it may not be known which abstract objects alias
which other abstract objects. We have to consider this issues, since
our approach may introduce two or more abstract representations
for one concrete object. However, the scenarios in which this can
happen are restricted, and can be handled as described below.

Specifically, two or more different abstract representations for one
concrete object arise when a heap object or an invisible object is as-
signed to be part of a composite object. Figure 5 depicts a program
path where an object is acquired in this way as part of a composite
object. In this figure, x corresponds to two abstract objects, α and
β . β denotes an access path relative to the composite object which
acquires α as its part, and in general α and β are two distinct rep-
resentations. Figure 6 presents a concrete example. Figure 6(b)
illustrates an abstract object heap1 which will be acquired as part
of a composite object. After assigning p to rep, as in Figure 6(b),
heap1 is no longer available, and all accesses via p become accesses
to str1.∗rep.

Even though the above scenario can lead to two or more abstrac-
tions for one object, their scopes during the analysis are always
disjoint, and we do not thus need to explicitly maintain their con-
sistency. To show the correctness of our approach, we prove that, at
any program point, the abstraction of all concrete objects contains
the current value of the concrete object.

str1

rep

*rep heap1

p

(a)

str1

rep

*rep

p

(b)

Figure 6. A heap object becomes part of a string, as a result
of an pointer assignment str1.rep = p. Case (a) depicts the
topology of the objects before the assignment and Case (b) after.

Consider again Figure 5. After the program point P, the analysis
makes α unavailable, and any modification to x after P is via β .
Thus, if β is guaranteed to have the latest value of x at P, then β

has the latest value of x at all program points after P. As described
in the beginning of Section 3.3, our approach handles a pointer as-
signment where the target is a component of a composite object
specially, considering it as a modification to all objects accessible
from the target. For example, in Figure 6, assigning p to rep results
in modifications to all objects accessible from rep. This strategy
forces a dependency between α and β . This dependency ensures
that the modifications on α before P are also observed on β , and β

thus has the latest value of x at P.

The above described approach guarantees that the data dependen-
cies of a program are preserved. Consider again the path in Fig-
ure 5. Since SI may modify x before P and SJ reads x after P, then
SJ depends on SI , denoted as SJ � SI . In our approach, we force
SJ �Sp �SI . Thus, we preserve that SJ �SI .

The points-to and side-effect analysis result of our approach is ap-
plicable to other analyses and many optimizations. Care must be
exercised, however, with liveness analysis, specifically when com-
puting the liveness information for an abstract object which is ac-
quired as part of a composite object. Consider the abstract object α

in Figure 5. This object α seems not to be alive after the program
point P; this is not correct, however, because β aliases α . To safely
compute the liveness information for an abstract object acquired as
part of a composite object, we conservatively extend the object’s
lifetime to the end of the function where it is used.

3.3.2 Complexity of analysis
Our approach builds on the approach by Chatterjee et al. [3], and
the worst case complexity results established for their analysis ap-
ply to ours as well. In this paper, however, we exploit the seman-
tics of user-defined types to improve the practical applicability of
points-to analysis. The experiment in Section 5 demonstrates that
our approach can be applied to large, practical applications.

4. ITERATOR IDIOM SUPPORT
Requiring a composite object to strictly conform to the owner-
as-dominator property is too restricted. We thus compromise the
owner-as-dominator property by allowing iterators to directly ac-
cess the inside of composite objects. This compromise presents a
challenge for pointer analysis.

Without loss of generality, we consider the case where a pointer
may directly refer to the inside of a composite object. Figure 7
shows a code snippet where a pointer is allowed to directly access
the character elements of a string. At Line 52, we assign the return
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50 string str1, str2;
...

52 char ∗q = str1.find(’c’);
if (!q) {

54 str1.swap(str2);
∗q = ’d’;

56 }

Figure 7. Code sample containing the use of a pointer to directly
access the inside of a composite object. This code uses the string
class defined in Figure 1.

str1

rep

len max str

q

(a)

str1 str2

q

len max str

rep

len max str

rep

(b)

Figure 8. The points-to relations at different program points for
the code in Figure 7. In Case (a), q → str1.∗rep.str, as the re-
sult of the assignment at Line 52 in Figure 7, and in Case (b), the
dashed arrows denote swapping str1 and str2, and with normal
pointer analysis this swapping operation does not lead to updat-
ing what q may refer to.

of the find call to q; thus q may refer to the inside of str1, as shown
in Figure 8(a). An issue arises when we swap str1 and str2 and
continue using q at Line 54 and Line 554. Under normal pointer
analysis, swapping str1 and str2 does not cause updating what q
may refer to. Therefore, the behavior of the assignment at Line 55
is modifying str1.∗rep.str rather than str2.∗rep.str; this is not cor-
rect. To address the issue, we must update what q may refer to at
Line 55, e.g., by making q conservatively refer to the inside of str1
and str2.

If a pointer may directly access the inside of a composite object,
tracking what this pointer may refer to is not easy. Thus, we pro-
hibit using pointers to directly access to the inside of composite
objects. One exception is iterators. We require the user to provide
knowledge on how to update what containers an iterator may refer
to based on the behavior on the containers this iterator may be asso-
ciated with. Consider the string class in Figure 1. Suppose that we

4The C++11 standard specifies the behavior of the swap member
function of a container as follows: “Every iterator referring to an
element in one container before the swap shall refer to the same
element in the other container after the swap.” [12, §23.2.1]

typedef std::deque<std::string>::iterator iter;
void copy(iter ret, iter first, iter last, iter result);

Figure 9. The std::copy algorithm instantiated with
deque<string>::iterator as the template argument; note that
return value optimization [18] denotes turns the return value
into the first parameter of this instance.

provide the iterator support for the string class by defining a nested
iterator class and necessary member methods for the string class.
The specification for this iterator class may be as follows:

• string::iterator may access a string directly.

• If a string iterator may refer to a string prior to a statement
and the rep field of this string may be modified by this state-
ment, then, after this statement, this string iterator may refer
to all strings whose rep fields are modified by this statement.

The updating strategy in the specification may lead to conservative
points-to relations for string iterators. This strategy is, however,
feasible. First, iterators are usually local variables, so the complex-
ity of managing iterators is local as well. Second, most operations
on containers do not result in updating the iterators associated with
them.

4.1 Exploiting iterator-container relationship
Recognizing composite objects can significantly reduce the num-
ber of aliasing relations in the procedure summaries; Section 5 re-
ports observed reductions that result from leveraging knowledge
about composite objects. For further reductions, we have studied
the aliasing properties of iterators. This is justified, because the
C++ standard library (as well as many other C++ libraries) follow
a well-established container/iterator abstraction that provides uni-
form semantics for different kinds of containers and iterators; anal-
ysis that relies on the generic properties of iterators thus applies
widely.

Because iterators generally are not composite (an iterator does not
own what is accessible from it), analyzing functions with iterator
parameters is expensive. Consider analyzing the std::copy tem-
plate, instantiated for std::deque<string>::iterator, shown in Fig-
ure 9. Figure 10 illustrates the invisible variables that may be ac-
cessed from the parameter first; similarly for the other parame-
ters. The large number of the different possible aliasing relations
amongst the invisible variables of type string makes the analysis
for the std::copy function expensive.

Two observations about containers and iterators provide insight into
the strategy to improve the analysis for functions taking iterators as
inputs. First, an iterator is associated with a container, and accesses
via an iterator are essentially accesses to its associated container.
Second, the points-to relation between an iterator and its associated
container is established by the begin() method for the associated
container. Thus, in our analysis we translate accesses via an iterator
to the accesses to its associated container, if the associated container
is composite.

Our strategy is as follows. We convey to the compiler the informa-
tion on which composite containers are associated with what iter-
ators, and which of the containers’ methods establish the points-to
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string string string string

first

M_node M_cur M_first M_last

Figure 10. The invisible variables derived from a
deque<string>::iterator parameter. M node, M cur,
M first, and M last are the four members of a deque iterator.
M node is of type string∗∗ and the others of type string∗.
A string is composite, and thus we do not derive invisible
variables from it.
relations from iterators to the container. That information is gen-
erally available from the common structure of containers; given a
container T, T::iterator and T::const iterator are its iterators, and
T::begin() decides how the two iterators refer to T. Thus, we make
the compiler aware of the common knowledge between containers.
This information is used in the following circumstance.

Given an iterator parameter, we decide its associated container and
the begin method of the associated container with the help of the
common knowledge between containers. If the associative con-
tainer is composite, we derive an invisible variable to represent this
container. Then we utilize the summary of the begin method to
establish the points-to relations between the iterator parameter and
the newly derived invisible variable.

Consider again analyzing the std::copy instance in Figure 9. From
the parameter type of std::copy, we realize that it is associated with
a composite container. Thus we create four invisible containers,
one for each of the four iterator parameters. Representing the con-
tainers explicitly, as invisible objects, significantly reduces the cost
of analyzing this std::copy instance. We now only need to derive
four invisible variable, while before we potentially had to create
24 invisible variables, 6 for each input. While now we eliminate
the need for creating any points-to relations, we would have had to
keep a few hundreds of points-to relations if the iterator-container
relation had not been taken advantage of. As can be seen in Table 1,
exploiting the iterator-container relationship enables a successful
analysis of the operator= method of the std::deque<std::string>.
This function’s body contains the use of the std::copy function.

5. EXPERIMENTS
The prototype implementation of our summary-based analysis is
built on the LLVM [1]5, and it conducts the first phase of a summary-
based analysis as described in Section 2.

To evaluate our approach, we use the STL as our benchmark, com-
puting the procedure summaries of the methods in five instantiated
STL classes, using both the traditional analysis described in Sec-
tion 2 and our approach. The comparison results in Table 1 indicate
that our approach significantly reduces the effort for analyzing the
five instantiated classes.

Table 1 is divided into five groups, each for the methods of one
class; we exclude private methods or methods whose procedure
5The current implementation is built on Revision 126844 of LLVM
SVN [1]. We make the code accessible at
http://parasol.tamu.edu/groups/pttlgroup/
high-level-optimization/index.html.

summaries are trivial. In each group, each row compares the pro-
cedural summary of a method generated by the traditional analysis
and the procedural summary of the same method generated by our
approach. The notations in this table are as follows. Columns I and
II, denote the results from the traditional analysis and our approach,
respectively; the reduction, in percents, from I to II is described in
columns III. #args denotes the number of the arguments; PTA de-
notes the set of points-to relations in a procedure summary or at a
program point; PTB denotes the subset of its corresponding PTA
that have heap objects as sources or targets and PTC the subset of
its corresponding PTA with non-empty conditions; SDA and SDB,
respectively, denote the set of modified objects and the set of read
objects in a procedure summary or at a program point. #PTA de-
notes the size of PTA, and such a notation applies to PTB, PTC,
SDA, and SDB as well. * denotes unavailability of a measurement
due to excessively long execution time of the analysis.

In our approach, most procedure summaries have only one or two
points-to relations; only a handful of points-to relations track alias-
ing inside composite objects (indicated by PTB in the table); and
only one procedure summary contains conditional points-to rela-
tions (indicated by PTC). For those procedures whose inputs cannot
be recognized as composite objects, e.g., the last three set opera-
tions in the table, our approach falls back to the traditional analysis.

The concise points-to relations in procedure summaries simplify the
application of procedure summaries at call sites. In this benchmark,
the traditional analysis fails (we gave up waiting after half an hour
on a modern desktop machine) on the operator= procedure of the
deque<string> class, because applying the procedure summary of
one of its callees is so expensive—there are over 10,000 possible
actual-formal parameter binding lists for this application. Another
benefit of the concise points-to relations is the reduced number of
side effects in most procedure summaries.

To assess the precision of the side effects produced by our approach,
we unify the components of each composite object involved in the
write effects of procedure summaries. Table 1 also shows the num-
ber of the corresponding unified write effects (in parentheses). Our
approach reveals only one write effect on a composite object for
most methods.

We also evaluate our approach by analyzing a handful of real-world
applications: two programs (252.eon, llvm-bcanalyzer), and one
library (LiteSQL). 252.eon is the only C++ benchmark in SPEC
CPU2000. The benchmark defines its own string class, and this
class is the only composite object we recognize in the benchmark.
llvm-bcanalyzer is a utility for analyzing bitcode files produced by
the LLVM-capable compilers. The easily identifiable composite
objects involved in the utility are the STL string and an instance of
the STL map. LiteSQL is a C++ library that provides object persis-
tence into relational databases. We compile the library into a single
LLVM module, where we recognize the uses of the STL string,
a few instances of vector, and one instance of both set and map.
These all are composite objects.

Table 2 and Table 3 summarize the analysis results for the three ap-
plications, in two aspects; the former table is concerned with the
points-to and side-effect analysis results at program points, and the
latter the procedural summaries of functions. Following the nota-
tions in Table 1, Table 2 and Table 3 use one additional notation.
max(#PTA) denotes the maximum size among a set of PTAs and
such a notation applies to PTB, PTC, SDA, and SDB as well. For
example, max(#PTA) in Table 2 stands for the maximum among a
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Table 1. Report on analyzing five instantiated STL classes.

Method #args #PTA #PTB #PTC #SDA #SDB
I II III I II III I II III I II III I II III

std::string

ctor 2 3 0 100% 2 0 100% 1 0 100% 5 1 80% 9 3 67%
operator= 2 5 1 80% 2 0 100% 1 0 100% 6 1 83% 11 3 73%

insert 3 4 1 75% 2 0 100% 1 0 100% 6 1 83% 11 3 73%
reserve 2 2 0 100% 1 0 100% 0 0 n/a 5 1 80% 8 2 75%
begin 1 3 0 100% 2 0 100% 0 0 100% 6 1 83% 9 2 78 %

append 2 5 1 80% 2 0 100% 1 0 100% 5 1 80% 10 3 70%
swap 2 8 0 100% 4 0 100% 2 0 100% 7 2 71% 12 3 75%

std::vector〈std::string〉
ctor 2 12 0 100% 7 0 100% 3 0 100% 8 3(1) 62% 14 6 57%

operator= 2 21 1 95% 11 0 100% 6 0 100% 11 5(1) 55% 18 9 50%
insert 4 22 0 100% 12 0 100% 9 0 100% 13 4(1) 69% 24 6 75%
swap 2 12 0 100% 0 0 n/a 6 0 100% 6 8(2) -33% 6 8 -33%
resize 3 16 0 100% 7 0 100% 4 0 100% 11 3(1) 73% 20 6 71%

push_back 2 15 0 100% 7 0 100% 4 0 100% 11 3(1) 73% 20 6 71%
std::deque〈std::string〉

ctor 2 24 0 100% 17 0 100% 6 0 100% 16 6(1) 63% 28 16 43%
operator= 2 * 2 n/a * 1 n/a * 0 n/a * 6(1) n/a * 16 n/a

swap 2 34 0 100% 0 0 n/a 12 0 100% 8 12(2) -50% 8 12 -50%
insert 4 114 10 91% 65 1 98% 64 0 100% 17 4(1) 76% 40 17 57%

push_back 2 19 1 95% 11 1 91% 1 0 100% 17 10(1) 41% 21 13 38%
erase 3 27 6 78% 4 0 100% 6 3 50% 19 13(5) 32% 30 18 40%
resize 3 65 1 98% 42 0 100% 24 0 100% 19 6(1) 68% 30 8 73%

std::list〈std::string〉
ctor 2 6 0 100% 5 0 100% 0 0 n/a 7 1 86% 12 4 67%

operator= 2 5 1 80% 2 0 100% 0 0 n/a 8 3(1) 63% 13 6 54%
insert 4 2 0 100% 1 0 100% 0 0 n/a 7 2 71% 12 5 58%
splice 3 4 0 100% 0 0 n/a 0 0 n/a 4 5(3) -25% 4 5 -25%

push_back 2 6 0 100% 5 0 100% 0 0 n/a 7 3(1) 57% 11 5 55%
swap 2 4 0 100% 0 0 n/a 0 0 n/a 4 4(2) 0% 4 4 0%
merge 2 6 0 100% 0 0 n/a 0 0 n/a 2 8(2) -300% 6 10 -67%
resize 3 3 0 100% 1 0 100% 0 0 n/a 8 2(1) 75% 14 5 64%

std::set〈std::string〉
ctor 2 13 0 100% 12 0 100% 0 0 n/a 10 3(1) 70% 18 9 50%

operator= 2 15 1 93% 12 0 100% 0 0 n/a 10 5(1) 50% 19 11 42%
insert 3 15 6 47% 11 6 45% 0 0 n/a 8 5(3) 38% 17 10 41%
swap 2 6 0 100% 0 0 n/a 0 0 n/a 8 10(2) -25% 8 10 -25%

set_union 6 32 4 88% 28 4 86% 0 0 n/a 8 4(3) 50% 19 12 36%
set_intersection 6 14 4 71% 11 4 64% 0 0 n/a 7 4(3) 43% 17 12 29%
set_difference 6 23 4 83% 20 4 80% 0 0 n/a 7 4(3) 43% 17 12 29%

Table 2. Report on points-to and side-effect analysis results at program points for three applications.

Program max(#PTA) max(#SDA) max(#SDB)
I II III I II III I II III

252.eon 42 36 14% 78 76 3% 41 40 2%
llvm-bcanalyzer 249 99 60% 36 37 -3% 25 25 0%

LiteSQL 305 21 93% 45 26 42% 13 9 31%

Table 3. Report on procedural summaries of the functions in three applications.

Program max(#PTA) max(#SDA) max(#SDB)
I II III I II III I II III

252.eon 16 16 0% 78 77 1% 41 41 0%
llvm-bcanalyzer 233 49 79% 155 119 23% 103 104 -1%

LiteSQL 305 9 97% 21 26 -24% 58 20 66%
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set of numbers, where each number is the size of the points-to re-
lations at a program point. For the moment, we do not attempt to
resolve function pointers and/or virtual function calls. Hence, both
the traditional analysis and ours fail to analyze some procedures. In
addition to these failures, the traditional analysis fails on five more
procedures, as there are too many possible actual-formal parameter
binding lists (see below).

Our approach does not notably improve the points-to analysis for
252.eon. We conjecture that this is because the string class defined
in 252.eon is not involved as a building block for more complex data
structures. Also, the string implementation does not use a copy-
on-write kind of a technique. The improvement on the points-to
analysis for the other two applications, however, is significant. In
particular, our approach thoroughly eliminates conditional points-to
relations for LiteSQL and reduces the maximum size of its proce-
dure summaries from 305 points-to relations to 9. The traditional
analysis failed to analyze three procedures in llvm-bcanalyzer and
two in LiteSQL; we gave up on a procedure if the number of pos-
sible actual-formal parameter binding lists for any call site in the
procedure exceeded 10,000. In our approach, the number of possi-
ble actual-formal parameter binding lists at all call sites is at most
one; applying procedure summaries thus remains inexpensive.

We note that in a few cases our approach produces more side ef-
fects than traditional summary-based analysis. This is because we
enumerate all objects that are accessible from a pointer when we
approximate the behavior of a pointer assignment. When we unify
the components of composite objects, our approach always obtains
fewer side effects than traditional summary based approach. Thus,
our approach generates more precise side effects.

6. RELATED WORK
In addition to the discussion in the introduction, we note the fol-
lowing. Types are known to be helpful in disambiguating aliases.
Diwan et al. discuss [9] three kinds of type-based alias analyses, es-
sentially for detecting, based on types, whether it is possible for two
objects to overlap. These analyses, however, cannot determine that
two objects of certain types are disjoint. Our work goes beyond
type-based alias analysis, exploiting the properties common to a
class of types to improve program analysis. Our work is closely
related to ownership type systems [6, 5]. In a basic ownership type
system, each object has a unique owner, which is another object
or a predefined entity. Analogously, a regular object in our work
owns its components. Moreover, just as a composite conforms to
the owner-as-dominator property, an object in ownership types sys-
tem satisfies this property as well.

Our work shares the general goals with several works in building
generic optimizations for user-defined types in compilers. Willcock
et al. present a framework for reusable, generic program analyses
and optimizations applying to a broad range of types [27]. Schupp
et al. describe how compilers could take advantage of the algebraic
properties of user-defined types for transformations [20]. They use
C++ metaprogramming techniques to represent classes of types and
rewrite rules for these classes. Bagge et al. present a tool that sup-
ports specifying generic rewrite rules for a class of types and apply-
ing these rules appropriately [2]. Our prior work uses the C++ con-
cepts extension to devise generic rewrite systems [26]. This paper
follows the above line of research in that it builds on the “concept”
notion from generic programming, identifying a class of types with
common properties, and subjects that class of types to language pro-
cessing. Instead of optimizations and transformations, our focus is

on improving the efficiency and precision of program analysis.

7. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This paper shows how to take advantage of the properties of com-
posite objects for computing more precise procedure summaries
and side effects. The proposed approach improves the scalability
of a summary-based analysis. Our experiments on STL classes in-
dicate that our approach significantly reduces the number of points-
to relations in procedure summaries. The side effects that our ap-
proach discovers preserve the information that two distinct com-
posite objects are disjoint. Analysis results of three relatively large
applications suggest that our approach scales to practical use. Our
approach thus provides a practical starting point for effective equa-
tional reasoning for user-defined types.
We have some future work to do. Our approach exploits the type
information and the class invariant for improving program analysis.
Conveying such high-level knowledge efficiently and effectively to
compilers will build a solid base for exploring utilizing the high-
level knowledge throughout the pipeline of compilation. We will
study the specification and representation for the high-level knowl-
edge. Our ultimate goal is integrating our analysis as part of the
compiler tool chain to reveal high-level optimization opportunities
for operations on user-defined types. To achieve this goal, we will
investigate various applications of our analysis.
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ABSTRACT 

User-based collaborative filtering is one of the most widely-used 

recommendation methods. It recommends items to a user based on 

her similar users' preferences. The essential part of user-based 

collaborative filtering is to infer users' similarities. A common 

method is to compute the similarity between two users according 

to their ratings to co-rated items. In many cases, two users rate 

only few common items, such that the similarity between them is 

inaccurate and it results in misleading recommendations. With the 

boost of social tagging systems, exploiting social tag information 

has been a popular way to improve recommender systems in 

recent years. In this paper, we propose a novel method to compute 

users' similarities using inferred tag ratings. A user's preference 

for a tag t can be inferred upon her ratings of items tagged with t. 

In a case that a user rates few such items, then the inferred rating 

to t may be inaccurate. Hence the relationships among tags are 

taken into consideration to compute her preference for t according 

to her all item ratings, such that the inferred preference of the user 

could be more accurate. Evaluations were done on the MovieLens 

data set. The results indicate that our method can outperform the 

traditional user-based collaborative filtering.1 

Categories and Subject Descriptors 

H.3 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: Information Search 

and Retrieval– Information Filtering.  

General Terms 

Algorithms, Performance, Experimentation 

Keywords 

User-based collaborative filtering, Tag co-occurrence distribution, 

Inferred Tag ratings 

1. INTRODUCTION 
With the exponential growth of information on the internet, 

recommender systems [1], [24] have become increasingly 

important to help customers discover what they need from many 

products. Recommendation has got a good performance in many 

practical applications, such as Amazon, Netflix, etc [25]. 

Collaborative filtering [7], [22] is one of the most achieving 

                                                                 

1 This work is based on an earlier work: SAC '12 Proceedings of 

the 2012 ACM Symposium on Applied Computing, Copyright 

2012 ACM 978-1-4503-0857-1/12/03. 

   http://doi.acm.org/10.1145/2245276.2232110. 

* Corresponding author 

recommendation techniques applied in industry. As a popular 

collaborative filtering method, user-based collaborative filtering 

recommends items to a user according to her similar users' 

opinions.  

The crucial section of user-based collaborative filtering is to 

compute users' similarities. In conservative user-based 

collaborative filtering, the similarity between two users is 

determined by their ratings to co-rated items. In several cases, two 

users may have rated only few common items, which results in 

that the similarity inferred with conservative user-based 

collaborative filtering between them may be inaccurate. Hence, 

sparse ratings may lead to misleading recommendations in 

practice.  

In Web 2.0, social tagging systems are developed to give users the 

freedom to associate items with proper tags. Social tagging data 

provides new opportunities for recommender systems. Many 

different ways of exploiting tags to build more effective 

recommender systems have been proposed in the past years [5], 

[11], [13], [17], [20]. One typical application of tagging data is 

regarding tags as item descriptions and using them to produce 

more informative user profiles [3]. On the other hand, tags can 

also be used to find similar users on the basis of the idea that 

similar users have a similar tagging history [15].  

In this paper, tagging data is utilized to enrich the information of 

users' preferences. Tags are used as a means to express which 

features of an item that users particularly like or dislike [4]. In fact, 

people have certain forms of preferences (a favored combination 

of attributes, and in this paper, it is a favored combination of tags), 

and with increased experience these preferences can stabilize 

overtime [19]. For example, David is a registered user in a 

recommendation community which can rate, tag and recommend 

movies to registered users. He loves science fiction movies, and 

has rated five to “Ice Age”, “G.I. Joe” and so on. If many users 

have applied the tag “science fiction” for the movie “Star Trek”, 

then, this community can recommend “Star Trek” to David. 

Among the numerous ways of exploiting tagging data, inferring 

users' tag preferences based on their item ratings is one of the 

most successful methods [4],[10],[21] and this method is firstly 

proposed by Sen et al. in [10]. Their system infers users' 

preferences for tags to generate the user-tag ratings matrix, and 

recommends items to users according to the matrix subsequently. 

In this paper, the inferred tag ratings are used to infer users' 

similarities and it is expected to improve recommendation 

accuracy. A user's preference for a tag t can be inferred from her 

ratings of items tagged with t. In a situation where one user has 

not rated any such items, her preference for t cannot be inferred in 

this way. If the user only rates few such items, there, still, will be 
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a risk that her inferred rating to t may be inaccurate. This faulty 

inferring may result in misleading recommendations finally. 

In this paper, by taking the relationships among tags into 

consideration, we infer a user‟s preference for t based on her all 

item ratings. Tag co-occurrence distribution method, proposed by 

the authors in [14], is used to represent the relationships among 

tags. In this paper, the relevance of t for an item m is inferred 

based on the co-occurrence between t and each tag applied to m. 

As a result, different from previous systems, the relevance of t for 

m can be inferred even when t is not been applied to m. One novel 

feature of our method is taking advantage of much more relevance 

tagging information, result in that users' preferences could be 

inferred more accurately. This could improve recommendation 

potentially. Experiments have been performed on the famous 

MovieLens data set to evaluate the performance of our method. 

The results show that the performance of this method outweighs 

that of the traditional user-based collaborative filtering. 

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the 

background of user-based collaborative filtering. Section 3 

describes two different methods to infer users' tag preferences. 

Section 4 presents our method in detail. The results of a 

comparative evaluation on the MovieLens data set are discussed 

in Section 5. Finally, the paper ends with a discussion of related 

work and conclusions. 

2. USER-BASED COLLABORATIVE 

FILTERING 
User-based collaborative filtering is one of the most successful 

and wildly used recommender techniques. It's such a type of 

collaborative filtering that recommends items to a user according 

to her similar users' preferences. The similarities between users 

are frequently used as the weight in recommending considering 

that the opinion of the more similar user should be more 

significant.  

It is well known that an accurate method to compute users' 

similarities is quite essential for user-based collaborative filtering. 

In traditional user-based collaborative filtering, the similarity 

between two users is determined by their ratings given to co-rated 

items. Given two users u and v, the similarity between them is 

computed, commonly in traditional user-based collaborative 

filtering, using the Pearson's correlation coefficient (Though, 

cosine similarity can also been used to compute the similarity, the 

authors of [6] have proved that the Pearson's correlation 

coefficient is more suitable and accurate): 

 

                                                                                           (1) 

In Equation (1), Iu,v is the set of items rated by both u and v. The 

average rating of u to Iu,v is denoted by        .       denotes the 

average rating given by v to items in Iu,v .  

On the basis of the idea that the opinions of the users more similar 

should have more weight on the recommendation, s(u,v) inferred 

with Equation (1) is used as the weight in the prediction of the 

final ratings as Equation (2) does. Users have different rating bias, 

so the average rating of a user is used to remove the effects caused 

by different bias. Then the preference of u in m is predicted as 

Equation (2). 

 

                                                              (2) 

In Equation (2), Um is the set of users who have rated m.       is the 

average rating of u to all items. The average rating of v to all items 

is denoted by        . 

Using the computation defined in Equation (1), the similarity 

between u and v cannot be computed if Iu,v is empty which 

corresponds to the situation where u and v have no co-rated items. 

Or if there are only few items in Iu,v , the similarity between u and 

v inferred by Equation (1) can be inaccurate. In practical 

applications, it is possible a user has rated a host of other items 

that one another user has not rated, especially when there are 

numerous new users. Hence, in Equation (1), u may have rated a 

lot of other items that v has not rated and on the other hand, v can 

also rated a number of different items that u has not rated. In 

Equation (1), only items rated by both u and v are considered, so 

that many other useful ratings are ignored. 

3. INFERRING USERS’ TAG 

PREFERENCES 
Tagging systems offer recommender systems an alternate way to 

address the problem in conservative user-based collaborative 

filtering as mentioned above. Sen et al. propose the method of 

inferring users' tag preferences firstly [10]. On the basis of the 

work in [10], Gedikli et al. propose another method to infer users' 

tag preferences [4]. 

In this paper, we propose a new method to compute users' 

similarities based on their inferred tag preferences. We use the 

same way to infer users' tag preferences referring to the previous 

research works. 

In [10], the prediction of the preference of a user u for a tag t, 

defined as     , is completed with Equation (3) (method movie-

ratings): 

 

                                                                    (3) 

In Equation (3), It corresponds to the set of all the items tagged 

with t and Iu represents the set of all the items rated by u. The 

relevance of t for item m is denoted by w(m,t). The rating that u 

has given to m is denoted by ru,m . 

In [10], w(m,t) is computed according to the tag quality measure 

presented in the previous work of Sen et al.[9]. The tag quality is 

measured by a combination of all implicit features such as the 

number of searches, the number of users who searched and the 

number of times been applied. It is hard to acquire all the implicit 

features. Even though all implicit features can be acquired, it is 

complex to measure the tag quality. 

To compute w(m,t) conveniently, based on the idea that tags more 

frequently used to characterize the item by users have more 

weight, w(m,t) is computed as follows in the Equation [4]: 

 

                                                                                           (4) 
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In Equation (3), there exists a problem: If u has not rated any item 

characterized with t,          cannot be resolved. Or if u only rates 

few items tagged with t, the prediction of          may be inaccurate. 

To solve the problem of Equation (3), the authors of [4] apply the 

recursive prediction strategy as described in [16]. They firstly 

calculate a prediction for ru,m if it is not given. An additional 

weight value wrpa (ru,m) is applied to the recursively predicted 

value ru,m and wrpa (ru,m)  is defined as follows in Equation (5): 

given is ,1

givennot  is ,,
,

,
{)( mu

mu

r

rmurpa rw  (5) 

In Equation (5), the range of the combination weight threshold   

is [0,1]. Therefore, the RPA strategy can be incorporated in the 

„tagommender‟ method mentioned in [10] by extending Equation 

(3) leading to the following form as Equation (6): 

 

                                                                     (6) 

The function Ru,m either returns ru,m , if such a rating exists, or an 

estimated value for ru,m according to the Recursive Prediction 

Algorithm in [16]. 

4. OUR METHOD 
In Equation (3), only the items tagged with t and tagged by u 

meanwhile, are considered. In Equation (6), all the items tagged 

with t are considered. Furthermore, the authors of [4] can also 

compute a prediction for ru,m even if u has not rated m. However, 

the recursive computation of ru,m has relatively high computation 

complexity and can hardly produce an accurate enough result.  

In our work, we solve the problem of Equation (3) differently 

from the way in Equation (6). We take all the items rated by 

u ,which includes the items having not been tagged with t, into 

consideration so that the preference of u for t can be computed 

based on all her item ratings. 

 In Equation (4), the value of w(m,t) will be 0 if t has not been 

applied to m while in our method, the value of w(m,t) may not be 

0 when t has not been applied to m, for t may have relationships 

with the tags applied to m. Consider a case, although the movie 

``Lawrence of Arabia" is not been characterized with the tag 

``World War II", other related tags, such as ``war" and ``World 

War I", are applied to it. In this case, the relevance of ``World 

War II" for ``Lawrence of Arabia" is not 0 because ``World War 

II" has relationships with ``war" and ``World War I". We calculate 

the relationships among tags using the tag co-occurrence 

distribution in [14]. 

The co-occurrence distribution of a tag z is a collection of its co-

occurrence probability with every other tag. The co-occurrence 

probability of z with one random tag t is defined as Equation (7), 

(8) and (9):
 

( ) ( | ) ( | )z
m I

p t q t m Q m z


 (7)
 

m item  toapplied  tagsofnumber  overall

m item  toapplied  t was tag timesofnumber 
)|( mtq

 (8)

 

items all  toapplied  wasz  tag timesofnumber 

m item  toapplied  wasz  tag timesofnumber 
)|( zmQ

 (9)

 

In Equation (7), I corresponds to the set of all items. Then the 

relevance of t for item m is computed as Equation (10): 

 

                                                           (10) 

In Equation (10), Tm stands for the set of tags applied to m. The 

number of times tag z is applied to the item m is represented by 

n(m, z). 

According to the above analysis, we infer the preference of u for t 

using Equation (10) and (11). 

 

                                                     (11) 

We solve the problem of section 2 by using the inferred tag 

ratings to compute users' similarities. The inferred tag ratings are 

generated from all the item ratings and are usually denser than the 

item ratings. 

Table 1 and Table 2 together show an example that describes the 

advantage of inferring the similarity between two users based on 

the inferred tag ratings. 

Table 1. user-item ratings 

 m1 m2 m3 m4 m5 m6 m7 

u 2 3 4 5    

v  3   2 5 4 

 

Table 2. item tags 

 tags 

m1 t1,  t2, t3 

m2 t1,  t2, t4 

m3 t1,  t3, t4 

m4 t2,  t3, t4 

m5 t1,  t2, t3 

m6 t2,  t3, t4 

m7 t1,  t3, t4 

 

From Table 1, it is evident that m2 is the only item rated by both u 

and v. The similarity between u and v cannot be computed using 

the item ratings. The ratings given to m1, m3, m4 by u and the 

ratings given to m5, m6, m7 by v are ignored. From Table 2, we can 

compute the co-occurrence distributions of t1, t2, t3, t4 using the 

Equation (7). The final results are as follows: 
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Then we can compute the preferences of u and v for t1, t2, t3, t4 

using the Equation (11). The produced results are as follows: 
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The inferred preferences of u and v for t1, t2, t3, t4 are same exactly. 

Hence, the similarity between them should be 1. The similarity 

between u and v can be computed using the inferred tag ratings 

even when they have only one co-rated items because of that the 

inferred tag ratings are generated from all their item ratings. 

In our method, We also use the the Pearson's correlation 

coefficient to compute the similarity between two users u , v as 

Equation (12) does: 

 

                                                                                         (12) 

In Equation (12), Tu,v stands for the set of tags rated by both u and 

v. The inferred rating of u to t is denoted by ru,t. The inferred 

rating of v to t is denoted by rv,t. The average rating of u to Tu,v is 

denoted by       . The average rating of v to Tu,v is denoted by        . 

Then the preference of a user u for an item m is predicted as 

Equation (13): 

                                                                                     (13) 

 

In Equation (13), Um is the set of users who have rated m. The 

average rating of one user u to the set of tags applied to m is 

denoted by          . The average rating of v to the set of tags 

applied to m is denoted by             . 

Different from Equation (1), the constraint of s'(u,v)>0 is added in 

Equation (13). A negative Pearson correlation coefficient is 

meaningless in Equation (13). For example, the movie m has two 

tags t1 and t2. The user u1 likes t1 and dislikes t2.  The user u2 likes 

t2 and dislikes t1. The user u1 dislikes m because of t2. The user u2 

also dislikes m because of t1. From the above example, we can see 

that a negative Pearson correlation coefficient computed by tag 

ratings cannot infer that two users have opposite preferences to 

items. 

5. EVALUATION 
In order to evaluate the performance of our method, we did 

experiments on the popular MovieLens data set using a common 

experimental procedure. The goal of our evaluation is to analyze 

if user-based collaborative filtering based on the inferred tag 

ratings is more accurate than based on the item ratings. Hence, we 

evaluate our method (U-CF-TR: user-based collaborative filtering 

based on the inferred tag ratings) against one comparative 

methods, user-based collaborative filtering based on item 

ratings(U-CF-IR).  

5.1 Data Set 
The data set we used in our experiments is the ``MovieLens 10M 

Ratings, 100k Tags" data, which consists of three files: ratings, 

movies and tags. The ratings file contains the users' ratings to 

items on a 5-star scale with half-star increments. The movies file 

contains the title and the genre of each item. The tags file contains 

the tags that have been assigned by the users to the items. We only 

use the ratings file and the tags file in this paper. To the best of 

our knowledge, the data set is the only publicly available data set 

which contains both rating and tagging data. 

5.2 Pre-processing 
As tags are freely assigned by users, these personalized tags 

permit users the freedom to explore tags and resources. However, 

this freedom comes at a cost: tag redundancy and ambiguity 

hindering navigation problems. Hence, the quality of tags is one 

of the major issues when evaluating methods that operate on the 

tagging data [8]. Different methods to find quality tags are 

proposed in recent years, for example, [4], [8], and [9]. Another 

reason for pre-processing is that the tagging data is very sparse in 

MovieLens 10M data set. There are only 15,240 tags and 95,580 

tagging records while there are 71,567 users, 10,681 movies and 

10,000,054 rating records. 

The steps of our pre-processing procedure are as follows: 

1. Remove tags represent personal like/dislike, such as ``good" 

and ``bad". Tags are seen as item descriptions in the method of 

inferring users' tag preferences. The tags representing personal 

like/dislike are not appropriate for ratings. The question is also 

mentioned in [4] but without a solution. In this paper, we solve 

the question by removing tags that always been assigned by users 

to their like/dislike items. A user's like/dislike items are 

determined by her average item rating. 

2. Select tags assigned by more than 2 users and applied to more 

than 5 items. In previous works, such as [4], [12], similar 

constraints are applied. We require that tags must be used by more 

than 2 users to remove tags that are meaningless. We require that 

tags must be applied to more than 5 items because that if a tag is 

applied to few items, its co-occurrence distribution will be 

inaccurate. 

3. Select movies having more than 15 tags. Then only tags applied 

to the selected movies are considered. We do this step as the 

tagging data is too sparse in the data set. 

After pre-processing, there remain 1,154 tags, 69,864 users, 484 

movies, 23,534 tagging records and 3,506,876 rating records. 

5.3 Experiment Design 
We did our experiments according to the following steps: 

1. Select the users that rated a defined number range of the 

selected movies to generate a data set from the rating records. 

2. Divide the data set into a training set and a test set. The test set 

is generated by randomly selecting 30 rating records for each user 

in the data set. 
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3. Compute the co-occurrence distribution of every tag using 

Equation (5), (6) and (7). 

4. Infer the preference of each user in the test set for each tag in 

the tagging records according to Equation (8) and (9). 

5. Compute the similarities between every two users using 

Equation (10) and (12) respectively. 

6. Predict ratings for all records in the test set using Equation (11) 

and (13) respectively. 

We repeated the procedure five times. Each time, we defined a 

different number range of the selected movies that the users rated 

in step 1. Then each time, the sparsity of the training set is 

different so that we can compare the performance of user-based 

collaborative filtering based on the inferred tag ratings and based 

on the item ratings under different sparsity. 

5.4 Evaluation Metrics 
There are different kinds of evaluation metrics for 

recommendation methods [23]. In our experiments, the predictive 

accuracy is measured by Mean Absolute Error (MAE) and Root 

Mean Squared Error (RMSE). MAE and RMSE are two famous 

metrics that are usually used in the domain of recommendation. 

They are both frequently used measures of the differences 

between values predicted by a model and the values actually 

observed. We used both MAE and RMSE  to make our results 

comparable with the results in literature. Equation (14) and (15) 

show the computation of MAE and RMSE. N represents the total 

number of records in the test set. The actual rating and prediction 

of the i-th record in the test set are denoted by ri and ir
^

. MAE 

calculates the average value of the prediction errors. RMSE 

calculates the average value of the square of the prediction errors. 

N

rr
MAE

N

i ii 


 1

^

||  (14) 

1
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1
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rr
RMSE

N

i ii  (15) 

5.5 Result And Discussion 
The n(m) in Table 3 and 4 represents the number of items every 

user rated. The n(u) in Table 3 and 4 represents the number of 

users selected. We set the constraints of the number range of items 

every user rated to select a approximately equal number of users. 

Table 3 shows the MAE values of user-based collaborative 

filtering based on the item ratings (U-CF-IR) and user-based 

collaborative filtering based on the inferred tag ratings (U-CF-TR) 

under different sparsity of the training set. Table 4 shows the 

RMSE values of U-CF-IR and U-CF-TR under different sparsity 

of the training set. The sparsity of the training set is computed as 

follows: 

mu

records

nn

n
sparsity


1

 (16) 

In Equation (16), nrecords represents the number of rating records 

in the training set. The number of users in training set is denoted 

by nu. The number of movies in training set is denoted by nm. 

Table 3. MAE 

n(m) >280 215-240 155-165 100-105 75-79 

n(u) 543 571 565 588 601 

sparsity 0.40 0.59 0.73 0.85 0.90 

U-CF-IR 0.572 0.581 0.606 0.648 0.670 

U-CF-TR 0.561 0.571 0.595 0.629 0.636 

 

Table 4. RMSE 

n(m) >280 215-240 155-165 100-105 75-79 

n(u) 543 571 565 588 601 

sparsity 0.40 0.59 0.73 0.85 0.90 

U-CF-IR 0.566 0.587 0.644 0.717 0.757 

U-CF-TR 0.547 0.567 0.622 0.671 0.688 

 

From Table 3 and 4, we can see that U-CF-TR always performs 

better than U-CF-IR under different sparsity measured by both 

MAE and RMSE. When nm >280, the sparsity of the training set 

is 0.40. The MAE of U-CF-TR(0.561) is 1.6\% lower than U-CF-

IR(0.572). The RMSE of U-CF-TR(0.547) is  3.4\% lower than 

U-CF-IR(0.566). When 240> nm >215, the sparsity of the training 

set is 0.59. The MAE of U-CF-TR(0.571) is 1.7\% lower than U-

CF-IR(0.581). The RMSE of U-CF-TR(0.567) is 3.4\% lower 

than U-CF-IR(0.587). When 165> nm >155, the sparsity of the 

training set is 0.73. The MAE of U-CF-TR(0.595) is 1.8\% lower 

than U-CF-IR(0.606). The RMSE of U-CF-TR(0.622) is 3.4\% 

lower than U-CF-IR(0.644). When 105>n(m)>100, the sparsity of 

the training set is 0.85. The MAE of U-CF-TR(0.629) is 2.9\% 

lower than U-CF-IR(0.648). The RMSE of U-CF-TR(0.671) is 

6.4\% lower than U-CF-IR(0.717). When 79> nm >75, the 

sparsity of the training set is 0.90. The MAE of U-CF-TR(0.636) 

is 5\% lower than U-CF-IR(0.670). The RMSE of U-CF-

TR(0.688) is 9\% lower than U-CF-IR(0.757). From the above 

analysis, we can see that U-CF-TR always performs better than U-

CF-IR under different sparsity measured by both MAE and RMSE 

and both MAE and RMSE of U-CF-TR and U-CF-IR become 

larger as the increase of the sparsity. Table3 and Table 4 mainly 

focus on the result of U-CF-IR and U-CF-TR separately. Figure 1 

and Figure 2 give a better knowledge about how the improvement 

brought by U-CF-TR compared with U-CF-IR changes with the 

sparsity. 

In Figure 1, The X variable is sparsity and the Y variable is the 

predicting improvement, with the MAE value of U-CF-IR minus 

the MAE value of U-CF-TR, measured in MAE. Considering the 

clearance of the figure, the improvement in MAE is in percentage 

multiplied by 100. In Figure 2, The X variable is sparsity and the 

Y variable is the predicting improvement measured in RMSE. The 

improvement in RMSE is in also in percentage. From the above 

two figures, It is apparent that when the sparsity is very large, the 

improvement of U-CF-TR is obvious. It tells us that when the 

rating data is quite sparse, our method can be much more useful 

than traditional user-based collaborative filtering, because the 
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users' similarities computed based on item ratings will be 

inaccurate just as described in section 3. 

 

Figure 1. Improvements in MAE 

 

Figure 2. Improvements in RMSE 

5.6 Dense Tagging Data VS Sparse Tagging 

Data 
There mentioned two main reasons for the tag preprocessing in 

section 5.2 and one of them is tagging data on Movielens is quite 

sparse. Tagging data being sparse may bring many 0s to both 

Equation 8 and Equation 9. Moreover, the n(m,z), utilized in 

Equation 10, can be 0 frequently. All above factors can result in a 

misleading recommendation based on our method. 

This compared experiment is quite necessary, for tagging sparsity 

exists in practical recommender systems. Consider a case, a new 

book tagging website opens. As a lack of visitors, little tagging 

data can be used for collaborative filtering.  

In this section, we design a compared experiment to have a 

knowledge about how our method performs on a sparse tagging 

data set. The data set we used in this compared experiment is still 

the ``MovieLens 10M Ratings, 100k Tags" data. We divide the 

MovieLens data into two domains: “dense domain” with denser 

tagging data and “sparse domain” with sparse tagging data. All the 

settings will be same on both domains except of the density of 

tagging data. And by conducting both our method and traditional 

collaborative filtering on both domains, we can have a clear 

knowledge about what kind of performance our method can give 

when tagging data is sparse. 

5.6.1 Data Pruning 
1. Go with tags pruning as step 1 and step 2 in section 5.2. 

2. Divide the data set into two domains: dense domain and sparse 

domain. In order to keep the relative independence of these two 

domains, we divide the set of users into two completely unjoint 

sections. 

 dense domain: The IDs of users are between 20 and 

35555. Every movie must be assigned with more than 15 

tags.  

 Sparse domain: The user IDs are between 35556 and 

71556. Every movie must be assigned with less than 10 

tags. 

By the conducting of step 2, the tagging data on the sparse 

domain is sparser than the sparse domain. The result is that the 

proportion of sparse domain's tag density and dense domain's tag 

density is 0.2164. The density in our experiment is computed as 

Equation (17). nrecords represents the number of tagging records, 

the number of users on the data set is denoted as nu and the 

number of movies is denoted as nm. 

mu

records

nn

n
densitytag

*
_ 

    (17) 

The final data set used in our experiments is as follows: there are 

674 users, 230 movies and 7,636 tag records on the dense domain 

while 855 users, 868 movies and 7,912 tag records on the sparse 

domain. 

Then, we can go with the predicting on both domains as the steps 

described in section 5.3. 

5.6.2 Result 
We record both MAE value and RMSE value on both domains of 

traditional collaborative filtering and our method. To have a more 

clear knowledge about the performance under different sparsity 

coefficients, we conduct our experiment under a series of 

sparsities. For every sparsity coefficient, we did 30 times of 

experiments to make the result more reliable in statistics, and took 

the average improvement as our result under that sparsity. 

5.6.2.1 On Dense domain 
Figure 3 is the result measured in MAE on dense domain. In 

Figure 3, The X variable is rating sparsity and the Y variable is the 

predicting accuracy of both U-CF-IR and U-CF-TR measured in 

MAE. The MAE values of both methods become larger with the 

increase of the rating sparsity. And the MAE value of U-CF-IR is 

always larger than that of U-CF-TR. From the above analysis, we 

can see that though both methods give a poorer performance when 

the rating get sparser, it is still evident that U-CF-TR always 

predict more accurately on this domain. Just like the previous 

work, we also had a analysis on RMSE value. Figure 4 is the 

RMSE value of both methods on the dense domain. In Figure 4, 

The X variable is rating sparsity and the Y variable is the 

predicting accuracy of both U-CF-IR and U-CF-TR measured in 

RMSE. Though there is a slit difference on the RMSE values 

compared with the MAE values described in Figure 3. The results 
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measured in both ways all become larger with the increase of the 

rating sparsity. And the value of U-CF-IR is always larger than 

that of U-CF-TR. From the both Figure 3 and Figure 4, we can 

see that , no matter in what kinds of measurements, both U-CF-IR 

and U-CF-TR give a poorer performance when the rating get 

sparser and U-CF-TR always give a more accurate prediction on 

this dense domain which is consistent with the previous 

experiment. 

 

Figure 3. MAE value on dense domain 

 

Figure 4. RMSE result on dense domain 

5.6.2.2 On sparse domain 
It has been mentioned in section 5.2 that the tagging data on the 

Movielens data set is sparse. There are only 15,240 tags and 

95,580 tagging records while there are 71,567 users, 10,681 

movies and 10,000,054 rating records. After data pruning in 

section 5.6.1, the tagging data on the sparse domain is much more 

sparser than that on the original Movielens data set. All the 

predicting steps on the sparse domain are the same with those on 

the dense domain. 

Figure 5 is the result measured in MAE on domain with sparse 

tagging data. In Figure 5, X variable and Y variable represent same 

things with X and Y in Figure 3 respectively.  

The MAE values of both methods become larger with the increase 

of the rating sparsity. But the MAE value of U-CF-TR is always 

larger than that of U-CF-IR. And we can see that both methods 

give a poorer performance when the rating get sparser but U-CF-

TR gives a poorer performance than U-CF-IR on this domain. 

From Figure 3 and Figure 5, it is evident that when tagging data is 

extremely sparse, our method, instead of improving the existing 

basic method, may predict even more inaccurately than the 

traditional collaborative filtering. And that is why we did a little 

data pruning to make sure that the tagging data is dense enough in 

section 5.2. 

 

Figure 5. MAE value on sparse domain 

 

Figure 6. RMSE result on sparse domain 

To keep consistent, we also had an analysis on results measured in 

RMSE as all the previous works. Figure 6 is the RMSE result of 

both methods on the sparse domain. In Figure 6, X variable and Y 

variable have same representations with X and Y in Figure 4 

separately. Though the RMSE values are slightly different from 

the MAE values described in Figure 4, the prediction results on 

the sparse domain measured in both ways all increase as the rating 

sparsity becomes larger. And the value of U-CF-TR is always 

larger than that of U-CF-IR. 

From the above analysis, it is evident that , no matter in what 

kinds of measurements, both U-CF-IR and U-CF-TR give a 

poorer performance when the rating get sparser , but U-CF-TR 

always give a more inaccurate prediction on this sparse domain. 
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5.6.3 Discussion 
Take all the results on both domains (Figure 3, 4, 5, and Figure 6) 

into consideration, we can see that a dense enough tagging data is 

the assurance for the more accurate prediction using user-based 

collaborative filtering based on inferred tag ratings. If the tagging 

data is sparse enough, exploiting the tagging data in the prediction 

may not bring any improvement. 

User-based collaborative filtering based on inferred tag ratings 

tries to solve the problem of section 2 by using the inferred tag 

ratings to compute users' similarities. From Equation (11), we can 

see that it supposes that the inferred tag ratings are denser than the 

item ratings as they are generated from all the item ratings instead 

of co-rated items.  

When rating data is given, the ru,m in Equation (11) is same on the 

both domains in our experiment. What makes difference in our 

experiment is that sparse tagging data on the sparse domain may 

lead to an inaccurate inference on w(m,t). From the way of 

computing the w(m,t) in our new method, tagging data being too 

sparse may result in many 0s in both Equation 8 and Equation 9. 

Moreover, the n(m,z), utilized in Equation 10, can be 0 frequently. 

All these factors may give a contribution to the inaccuracy in 

computing the ru,m in Equation (11) which plays a key role in 

inferring the users‟ similarities and this may lead to a misleading 

recommendation in our new  method. 

6. RELATED WORK 
In this paper, a new method is proposed to infer users' tag 

preferences by taking the relationships among tags into 

consideration. Then, we use the inferred tag ratings to compute 

the users' similarities to improve the performance of used-based 

collaborative filtering. 

Many researchers have proposed other methods to improve 

collaborative filtering by incorporating the tagging data [11], [13], 

[17], [18]. 

Tso-Sutter et al. present tag-aware recommender systems by 

fusion of collaborative filtering algorithms [11]. They extend the 

set of users by adding the set of item tags (tags that describe an 

item). They also extend the set of items by adding the set of user 

tags (tags that used by a user). Then, they fuse user-based and 

item-based collaborative filtering to solve the predicting item 

problem. Their experiments on the Last.fm data set show that their 

method outperforms standard baseline models. 

Wang et al. improve collaborative filtering with tag-based 

neighborhood method [13]. They use tagging data to generate 

latent topics. Then users belong to one topic are seen as similar 

users. Items belong to one topic are seen as similar items. In their 

opinion, latent topics connect the users and items with similar 

interests together. Their experiments on the Movielens data set 

show that their method's prediction of users' preferences for items 

is more accurate than NMF, PMF and the improved regularized 

SVD. 

Zhao et al. also propose a method to compute the users' 

similarities using tags [17]. They design an algorithm to measure 

the similarity between two tags based on the semantic distance. 

And they compute the similarity between two users by summing 

the similarity between them in each element that belong to the set 

of items they both tagged. The similarity between two users u, v in 

an item m is compute by summing the similarity between two tags 

x, y that satisfy: x is an element that belong to the set of tags u 

assigned to m. y is an element that belong to the set of tags v 

assigned to m. (x, y) is an element that belong to the set of 

matching pairs obtained by the Hungarian method. Their 

experiments on the data set extracted from the web logs of Dogear 

with IBM Lotus Connections demonstrate that their method 

outperform the traditional cosine-based collaborative filtering 

method. 

Zhen et al. propose a tag-based method to improve model-based 

collaborative filtering [18]. They use the tagging data to compute 

users' similarities according to their tagging history and improve 

PMF with the goal to make the user-specific latent feature vectors 

as similar as possible if the corresponding users have similar 

tagging history. Their experiments on the Movielens data set show 

that their method outperforms PMF. 

All methods mentioned above can only applied to the users that 

have a tagging history so that the similarity between two users can 

be computed or the similar users of a target user can be found. 

The biggest difference of our method is that we compute the 

similarity between two users based on their inferred tag ratings. 

That means users don't need have a tagging history. They just 

need have a rating history. The rating data can easily be obtained 

because that it only requires users to choose while the tagging 

data requires users to create. In reality, many users are just willing 

to choose. Our method can be applied to more users to generate 

an accurate recommendation for them. 

7. CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper, we propose a novel method to infer users' tag 

preferences. Our method can get more accurate inferred tag 

ratings because that the relationships among tags are considered. 

Then, we use the inferred tag ratings to compute users' similarities 

to improve user-based collaborative filtering. Our method can get 

more accurate users' similarities because that the inferred tag 

ratings are generated from all item ratings and usually are more 

density than the item ratings. We combine the method of inferring 

tag ratings with user-based collaborative filtering for the first 

time. Our experiments show that our method performs better than 

traditional user-based collaborative filtering based on the item 

ratings measured by both MAE and RMSE especially when the 

training set is sparse. 

In this paper, the relationships among tags are represented by tag 

co-occurrence distribution. For the tags that are frequently used, 

the method performs well. But for many tags that are used few 

times, tag co-occurrence distribution cannot represent the 

relationships among them. In our future work we will do our best 

to find a more accurate method to represent the relationships 

among tags. An external ontology may be a good choice. Other 

potential methods are classification, clustering etc. We also will 

do more experiments to verify the performance of our method.  

In summary, our work shows a new method to use the inferred tag 

ratings information and we believe that there will be more 

methods to use the inferred tag ratings information to improve the 

performance of recommender systems in the future. 
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ABSTRACT
A solid-state drive consists of controllers and NAND flash
memory chips, and each chip is controlled by one controller.
Since each controller is responsible for a fixed number of
chips, it can’t control other chips that don’t belong to it.
Therefore, some idle controllers can’t access other chips that
don’t belong to them, and it will reduce system performance.
In this paper, we will propose a multi-controller architecture
for high-performance solid-state drives. With the design,
any chip will not be restricted to any specific controller, and
any idle controller can access any chip. The experimental
results show that the proposed method can improve system
throughput of 25% when compared with traditional solid-
state drives, and the incurred overhead is also reasonable.1

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.3 [Special-Purpose And Application-Based Systems]:
Real-time and embedded systems; D.4.2 [Operating Sys-
tems]: Storage Management: Secondary storage; B.3.2 [Me-
mory Structures]: Mass storage

General Terms
Design, Performance, Algorithm

Keywords
Flash-Memory Storage Systems, Embedded Systems, Solid-
State Drives, Multi-Controller Architecture

1. INTRODUCTION
NAND flash memory [1] has advanced along with the wave
of consumer electronics and embedded systems, because of
its advantages of non-volatility, lower-power consumption,
faster access, and shock-resistance. In recent years, solid-
state drives (SSDs) which use NAND flash memory have
become popular and have replaced hard-disk drives (HDDs)
in many applications. However, NAND flash memory has
special characteristics such as out-place updates and erase
limitation. Out-place updates mean that updates to exist-
ing data on a page are only possible after an erase oper-
ation. Erase limitation means that each block in NAND

1This work is based on an earlier work: RACS’12 Pro-
ceedings of the 2012 ACM Research in Applied Compu-
tation Symposium, Copyright 2012 ACM 978-1-4503-1492-
3/12/10. http://doi.acm.org/10.1145/2401603.2401693.

flash memory has a limited number of erasure cycles, e.g.,
1,000∼10,000 times. A worn-out block could suffer from
frequent write errors or read errors. Therefore, the manage-
ment of SSDs must consider the characteristics of NAND
flash memory. Note that for the sake of simplicity, NAND
flash memory and flash memory might be used alternatively
for the rest of the paper.

At present, traditional SSDs adopt a fixed architecture [2,
3, 4, 5]. That is, each controller in SSDs can only access
those flash memory chips that belong to it and can’t ac-
cess other chips. Assume that multiple I/O requests will
access chips that belong to one controller, even if there ex-
ist other idle controllers, they can’t handle the requests.
Therefore, the traditional multi-controller architecture can’t
achieve the maximum parallel execution and might reduce
the system performance. In the paper, we will propose
a multi-controller architecture for high-performance solid-
state drives. The design consists of three parts: a multi-
controller mechanism, the shortest path with weighting mech-
anism, and path planning for multiple requests. (1) With the
multi-controller mechanism, any chip will not be restricted
to any specific controller, and any idle controller can access
any chip. The purpose of the multi-controller mechanism
can achieve parallel execution and improve system perfor-
mance. (2) By the shortest path with weighting mechanism,
it will search the shortest path based on the routing rules.
We will build two types of matrices to avoid path overlapping
and reduce redundant paths. (3) With the path planning
for multiple requests, it will analyze multiple requests at the
same time and improve the overall throughput. The path
planning consists of single-direction shortest path (SSP) and
multi-direction shortest path (MSP). SSP will only consider
a request at a time, but MSP will analyze multiple requests
at the same time. We also make comparison between the
proposed method and traditional solid-state drives in terms
of performance and allocation of controllers. The experi-
mental results show that the proposed method can improve
the system throughput of 25% when compared with tradi-
tional SSDs, and the incurred overhead is also reasonable.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2
is the motivation. Background knowledge and related work
are summarized in Section 3. Section 4 introduces a multi-
controller architecture for high-performance solid-state drives.
Section 5 compares the proposed method with traditional
solid-state drives. Section 6 provides performance evalua-
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tion. Section 7 is the conclusion.

2. MOTIVATION
In recent years, since the capacity of flash memory chips has
increased rapidly, most consumer electronics and embedded
systems have used flash memory as their main storage de-
vices. In particular, NAND-based solid-state drives (SSDs)
have been used in consumer electronics, embedded systems,
personal computers, and laptops. When high-speed access
is required, traditional SSDs will adopt a multi-channel ar-
chitecture [6], and each channel will contain a controller to
handle a fixed number of flash memory chips. When the
number of flash memory chips is increased rapidly, an effi-
cient multi-controller architecture will become a critical de-
sign issue. However, in traditional SSDs, each controller is
responsible for a fixed number of chips in a channel and
it can’t access other chips in other channels. Therefore,
idle controllers can’t access those chips that don’t belong
to them, and it will reduce system performance. Such an
observation motivates this research. In the paper, we will
propose a multi-controller architecture for high-performance
solid-state drives. Any chip will not be restricted to any spe-
cific controller, and any idle controller can access any chip
by the multi-controller architecture.

3. BACKGROUND KNOWLEDGE AND RE-
LATED WORK

3.1 NAND Flash Memory
A flash memory chip consists of many blocks, and each block
is of a fixed number of pages. A page contains a user area and
a spare area, and the typical sizes of the user area and spare
area are 2KB and 64bytes [11], respectively. The user area
is for the storage of a logical block, and the spare area stores
ECC and other house-keeping information (i.e., LBA). Any
accesses to flash memory chips must be through controllers,
and each controller has three main operations such as read,
program, and erase. We will introduce the operations as
follows:

• A page read operation will cause a controller to
read a page from flash memory to data register, and
data will transfer from the data register to the I/O
bus. The random and sequential accesses are about
25µs and 25ns, respectively [1]. The controller can
detect the completion of the data transfer. If a page
read operation results in an error, ECC execution must
be employed.

• A page program operation will cause a controller
to write a page from data register to flash memory.
Since flash memory is write-once, data are written to
free pages, and the old versions of data are invalidated.
The pages that store new data and old data are called
”valid pages” and ”invalid pages”, respectively. The
page program operation time is about 200µs [1]. If a
page program operation results in an error, the block
including the page will be considered as a bad block,
and other valid data in the block will be copied to
another block.

• A block erase operation will cause a controller to
erase a block, and all bits in the block will be set to
1. The block erase time is about 1.5ms∼2ms [1]. If a
block erase operation results in an error, the block will
be considered as a bad block and will not be used.

3.2 Flash Translation Layer
Because flash memory is write-once, data can not be over-
written on the same place. Instead, data are written to
free space, and the old versions of data are invalidated. In
order to resolve the residing location problem for data on
flash memory, a flash translation layer is proposed to em-
ulate flash memory as block devices so that many existing
file systems (i.e., FAT/DOS, EXT/EXT2, and NTFS, etc)
could be built on them without any modifications. A flash
translation layer usually has a RAM-resident translation ta-
ble, where each entry of the table contains the corresponding
physical block address (PBA) by indexing the logical block
address (LBA).

3.3 Solid-State Drive (SSD)
SSDs which use NAND flash memory have many advantages
over traditional hard-disk drives in terms of lower-power con-
sumption, faster access, and shock-resistance. A system ar-
chitecture of solid-state drives should contain NAND flash
memory chips, controllers, a flash translation layer, and con-
trol circuits. Therefore, SSDs will inherit the characteristics
of NAND flash memory such as out-place update and en-
durance problems (i.e., each flash memory block has a lim-
ited number of erasure cycles). SSDs also require a flash
translation layer inside to management NAND flash mem-
ory and control circuits to handle command signals and data
signals from hosts. Some research papers [2, 3, 4, 5] have
been proposed for the design of solid-state drives. These pa-
pers adopted a fixed architecture for solid-state drives. That
is, each controller is responsible for a fixed number of chips
and can’t control other chips that don’t belong to it.

4. A MULTI-CONTROLLER ARCHITECT-
URE FOR HIGH-PERFORMANCE
SOLID-STATE DRIVES

4.1 Overview
We will propose a Multi-Controller architecture for high-
performance Solid-StateDrives, referred to as MCSSD. MC-
SSD can dynamically change the bus path by switches and
make use of idle controllers. MCSSD contains three parts: a
multi-controller mechanism, the shortest path with weight-
ing mechanism, and path planning for multiple requests. A
multi-controller mechanism consists of a two-level architec-
ture and meshed flash memory chips. The purpose is to
effectively use the idle controllers. The shortest path with
weighting mechanism will search the shortest path based
on the routing rules. We will build two types of matri-
ces: Mcontroller and Mchip. The objective of Mcontroller

and Mchip is to avoid path overlapping and reduce redun-
dant paths. The path planning for multiple requests consists
of single-direction shortest path (SSP) and multi-direction
shortest path (MSP). SSP will only consider a request at a
time, but MSP will analyze N requests at the same time
(i.e., N is the number of idle slave controllers).
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Figure 1. A multi-controller mechanism for flash
memory chips

4.2 A Multi-controller Mechanism
As shown in Fig. 1, we will propose a multi-controller mech-
anism for flash memory chips. The mechanism consists of
two parts:

• We propose a two-level architecture (i.e., a master con-
troller and multiple slave controllers). When a request
will be performed, the master controller must deter-
mine an idle slave controller to handle the request.
When the request is completed, the slave controller
must return a status to the master controller and can
perform next requests. The master controller is only
responsible for path planning and to transmit infor-
mation (e.g., address, command, chip index, and so
on) to slave controllers. The master controller does
not perform any real operations (e.g., read, program,
and erase). As a result, the master controller can
be fast to handle a lot of requests. Since the master
controller handles all slave controllers in a centralized
way, race condition that causes damage to the internal
flash-memory management (e.g., address translation,
garbage collection, and wear-leveling) can be avoided.

• We propose meshed flash memory chips that are sim-
ilar to Network-on-Chip (NoC) [9, 10]. We design a
switch between buses, and each switch can exchange
information with flash memory chips or other switches.
For example, assume that Controller 0 will handle one
write request to Chip 12, and Controller 0 only needs
to connect these switches (e.g., S1, S7, S13, and S19)
on the bus. If Controller 0 is busy, the master con-
troller can appoint other idle slave controllers (e.g.,
Controller 1) to handle the write request. That is
why we propose meshed flash memory chips for the
multi-controller mechanism. Since any chip will not
be restricted to any specific controller, any idle slave

controller can access any chip. As a result, the multi-
controller architecture can achieve parallel execution
and improve system performance. Note that we add
additional switches in the external area (i.e., red lines)
to add the opportunity of parallel execution.

4.3 The Shortest Path with Weighting Mech-
anism

One switch has four two-way I/O (i.e., up, down, left, and
right) to forward information to other switches. We give
different weights to different directions. As shown in Fig.
2, a router R(0) denotes a routing rule whose weights of
up, left, right, and down are 4, 3, 2, and 1, respectively. It
means that the up and the left direction for a switch have
the highest and second priority, respectively. In the section,
we will define six basic routing rules (i.e., R(0) to R(5)) and
eight combinations of R(0) ∼ R(5) (i.e., R(6) to R(13)) for
the path planning. The shadow region (i.e., R(0) to R(5)) in
Fig. 2 means that the corresponding routing rule will lead
into the region.

R(0)

up: 4

left: 3

down: 1

right: 2
R(2)

up: 0

left: 4

down: 0

right: 0
R(1)

up: 4

left: 2

down: 1

right: 3
R(3)

up: 0

left: 0

down: 0

right: 4

Other routing rule:

R(7) = R(0) + R(3)

R(8) = R(0) + R(4)

R(9) = R(0) + R(5)

R(10) = R(1) + R(2)

R(11) = R(1) + R(3)

R(12) = R(1) + R(4)

R(13) = R(1) + R(5)

R(5)

up: 0

down: 8

right: 4left: 0
R(6)

up: 4

down: 1

right: 2

R(6) = R(0) + R(2)

left: 7
R(4)

up: 0

down: 8

right: 0left: 4

Figure 2. Definition of routing rules

FPGA has been used to implement and measure the switch.
Based on the FPGA implementation, each switch contains
60 combinational ALUTs (Adaptive Look-Up Tables) for
data latch and multiplexing, where a single ALUT contains
a register and combinational resource. Each switch also
has transmission time. We have measured the transmission
time (about 19ns) from down direction to up direction. The
transmission time from down direction to the chip interface
is about 15.7ns. These transmission time is very small when
compared to the operation time in flash memory chips. As
a result, the implementation of meshed flash memory chips
is practical for solid-state drives.

4.3.1 Weighting Matrices
We will build weighting matrices based on routing rules
(i.e., R(0) ∼ R(13)) by the following 3 steps. Each slave
controller and each flash memory chip will have its corre-
sponding weighting matrix, respectively. The objective of
the weighting matrices is to help efficient path planning from
one slave controller to one chip. Although only 4 slave con-
trollers and 16 flash memory chips are used in the paper, the
proposed method can be applied to more slave controllers
and flash memory chips.

• Step 1: We define two weighting matrices for 4 slave
controllers, referred to asMcontroller(01) andMcontroller
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(23). Mcontroller(01) is for the slave Controller 0 and
Controller 1, and all elements in Mcontroller(01) are
R(0). Mcontroller(23) is for the slave Controller 2 and
Controller 3, and all elements in Mcontroller(23) are
R(1). As shown in Fig. 3.(a), each element inMcontroller

(01) denotes one routing rule for one switch. For ex-
ample, the element a00 denotes the routing rule R(0)
for the switch S24, a01 is for the switch S25, and a40

is for the switch S0.
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(c) A new weighting matrix by adding

Mcontroller(01) andMchip(9)

(b) Weighting matrixMchip(9) for Chip 9

R(3)

a00 a01

a40

Figure 3. Each matrix element denotes one routing
rule for one switch

• Step 2: We define sixteen weighting matrices for 16
flash memory chips, referred to asMchip(0)∼Mchip(15).
As shown in Fig. 3.(b), Mchip(9) is for Chip 9 when
one request will access Chip 9. Each matrix element
also denotes one routing rule for one switch, and the
routing rule can lead the path to the corresponding
chip. Algorithm 1 provides the pseudo code for the
generation of Mchip(0) ∼ Mchip(15).

Algorithm 1 Weighting Matrix for (NAND Flash Memory)
Chips

1: Let X denote the target flash memory chip
2: for all matrix elements in Mchip(X) do
3: if one switch on the left of chip X then
4: set the corresponding matrix element as R(3)
5: else if one switch on the right of chip X then
6: set the corresponding matrix element as R(2)
7: else if one switch on the up or up-left of chip X then
8: set the corresponding matrix element as R(5)
9: else if one switch on the up-right of chip X then
10: set the corresponding matrix element as R(4)
11: else
12: set the corresponding matrix element as zero
13: end if
14: end for

• Step 3: When one request will access Chip 9 by Con-
troller 1, a new weighting matrix will be gotten by
adding Mcontroller(01) and Mchip(9), as shown in Fig.
3.(c). The routing rule in the new weighting matrix
can provide efficient path planning from Controller 1
to Chip 9 since the sum ofMcontroller(01) andMchip(9)

can increase some direction’s priority such that the
path from Controller 1 to Chip 9 might be the short-
est. Note that if the direction of the highest priority
is invalid, the direction of the second priority will be
chosen.

The Mcontroller mechanism is to avoid path overlapping, and
the Mchip mechanism is to reduce redundant paths. When
we use onlyMcontroller as a reference, it may have redundant
paths. Mchip can lead the path to the corresponding chip.
As a result, Mcontroller and Mchip can help efficient path
planning from slave controllers to chips. The insight behind
the matrices is to quickly create an efficient path with low
complexity (i.e., the addition of two matrices is very fast).

4.4 Path Planning for Multiple Requests
In the section, we will introduce two types of path planning:
single-direction shortest path (SSP) and multi-direction short-
est path (MSP). In terms of system throughput, multiple
controllers must handle a lot of requests at the same time.
As a result, the path planning should avoid switch collisions
and result in the shortest path. Compared with Floyd-
Warshall algorithm [12], it can compare all possible paths
through the graph between each pair of vertices. How-
ever, the algorithm’s complexity is O(|V 3|) and is too time-
consuming to offer performance-oriented solid-state drives.

4.4.1 Single-direction Shortest Path

Figure 4. Path planning for two requests (a) single-
direction shortest path (b) multi-direction shortest
path

SSP will only consider a request at a time, and the path
could use the minimum number of switches at that time.
When one request arrives, the master controller must deter-
mine a shortest path. If there exist two shortest paths, it
must determine the most appropriate path. For example,
as shown in Fig. 4.(a), assume that two requests will ac-
cess Chip 9 and Chip 10 at the same time, and Controller 0
and Controller 1 are busy (i.e., S1 and S2 have been used).
According to SSP, the first request that will access Chip 9
could be handled first by Controller 2, and there are two
alternative paths. One path is through S3, S9, S15, and
S14. Another path is through S3, S9, S8, and S14. If the
first path is chosen, next request that will access Chip 10
will be blocked no matter which controller is used. This is
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because S15 has been used by the first path. As a result, we
should consider multiple requests at the same time, and it
is also the objective of MSP. As shown in Fig. 4.(b), MSP
can choose another path, and no request will be blocked.

4.4.2 Multi-direction Shortest Path

Figure 5. Path planning for four requests (a) single-
direction shortest path (b) multi-direction shortest
path

MSP will analyze N requests at the same time (i.e., N is
the number of idle slave controllers). As shown in Fig. 5,
we will compare the difference between SSP and MSP. In
Fig. 5.(a), assume that there are four requests that will
access Chip 9, Chip 10, Chip 5, and Chip 6 at the same
time, SSP could determine Controller 1/Controller 2 to ac-
cess Chip 9/Chip 10 and Controller 0/Controller 3 to access
Chip 5/Chip 6. However, since S8 and S9 could be used by
Controller 1 and Controller 2, Controller 0 and Controller 3
can’t access Chip 5 and Chip 6 simultaneously. In Fig. 5.(b),
since MSP will determine the access order in a bottom-up
way, Controller 1/Controller 2 can access Chip 5/Chip 6,
and Controller 0/Controller 3 can access Chip9/Chip10 si-
multaneously. Overall, MSP can provide an opportunity to
avoid switch collisions and improve the overall throughput.

109

65

C0 C1 C2 C3

Figure 6. Path planning for MSP

MSP will adopt an efficient path planning algorithm. First,
MSP will sort to-be-used chips in a bottom-up way and then

match a chip to a nearest idle slave controller. As shown in
Fig. 6, the process of matching a chip to a nearest idle slave
controller is like a projection. Assume that C0, C1, C2, and
C3 are idle slave controllers initially. In the figure, Chip 5
and Chip 6 will first be accessed than Chip 9 and Chip 10
because of the bottom-up way. Therefore, Chip 5 and Chip 6
can directly project to C1 and C2, respectively. Since Chip 9
and Chip 10 can not project to C1 and C2, the next nearest
slave controllers to Chip 9 and Chip 10 will be C0 and C3 by
oblique projection, respectively. This design idea is that the
shortest distance has the highest priority between controllers
and chips, and remote controllers can bypass other paths to
the destination such that switch collisions might be avoided.
After matching a chip to a nearest idle slave controller, the
path with weighting mechanism can be used by adding two
corresponding matrices (i.e, Mcontroller and Mchip).

5. MCSSD VS. NON-MCSSD
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(a) non-MCSSD

SE
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Figure 7. Allocation of controllers

non-MCSSD means the traditional SSDs that adopt a multi-
channel architecture, and each channel will contain a con-
troller to handle a fixed number of flash memory chips. As-
sume that Controller 0 is responsible for Chip 0, Chip 4,
Chip 8, and Chip 12. As shown in Fig. 7.(a), when four re-
quests (i.e., erase, erase, program, and read) will access Chip
0, Chip 4, Chip 8, and Chip 12, respectively, Controller 0
can’t handle multiple requests at the same time. Controller
0 must handle the requests in a sequential order and might
take about 3,325µs. The same situation will happen for
other controllers. If MCSSD can be used, all requests might
be distributed to different controllers and the process speed
can be increased. As shown in Fig. 7.(b), 4 requests are
distributed to 4 slave controllers and the processing time is
decreased to 1,500µs.

In traditional SSDs (i.e., non-MCSSD), when the amount
of data accesses is small, it is likely to cause more idle
controllers. However, non-MCSSD might not put idle con-
trollers into sleep mode since some chips might still belong
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Figure 8. Sleeping of controllers

to them. In MCSSD, we can degrade the transmission band-
width at an acceptable range by putting some idle controllers
to sleep mode for power efficiency. Even if some controllers
are damaged, MCSSD can have better fault tolerance than
non-MCSSD because of its design. As shown in Fig. 8, MC-
SSD can use only Controller 1 and Controller 2 to handle
four requests and it takes about 1,750µs. Therefore, when
the amount of data accesses is small, it might save power by
turning off some idle controllers. Overall, MCSSD can pro-
vide a flexible architecture and make use of idle controllers.
Furthermore, under reasonable system performance, MC-
SSD can turn off some controllers to reduce power consump-
tion.

6. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In the section, we will introduce the experimental setup and
the experimental results by running realistic workloads (e.g.,
General usage, Virus scan, Media Player, and File write).

6.1 Experimental Setup

ChipChipChip

140APB Bridge & DMA Control

UARTUSB DeviceNAND Interface

Embedded Processor (CPU)LCD MIU

APB

TFT LCD NOR Flash or ROM SDRAM

AHB

Chip
Chip

Chip
Chip

Chip
Chip

A meshed architecture for 

NAND flash memory chips

Figure 9. Experimental platform architecture for
MCSSD

As shown in Fig. 9, we constructed an experimental plat-
form for MCSSD, and embedded Linux was installed in the
platform. MCSSD used a block-level flash translation layer
[7, 8] to manage flash memory. MCSSD also used APB (Ad-
vanced Peripheral Bus), AHB (Advanced High-performance
Bus), and DMA (Direct Memory Access). APB can re-

duce power consumption, and AHB can improve perfor-
mance between processor and memory. Direct Memory Ac-
cess (DMA) can be used to increase the application perfor-
mance. For example, performance of read/write operations
from/to NAND flash memory and speed of data transfer be-
tween NAND page buffer and RAM can be greatly increased
by enabling the DMA.

Table 1. Trace Characteristics

Experimental Platform 32-bit SPCE3200
Operating System Embedded Linux
UFAT File System exFAT
Storage Capacity 8G×16 (128GB)
Master Controller ×1
Slave Controller ×4
Applications General Usage, Virus Scan,

Playing Music, File Write

Table 2. Performance of NAND Flash Memory

Density 8×8Gbits (8GB)
Block Size 256KB + 8KB
Page Size 4KB + 128B

Memory Array 64 Pages×32,768 Blocks
Page Read 4KB 25µs
Page Write 4KB 200µs

Block Erase 256KB 1,500µs

The characteristics of the experimental trace over 128GB
NAND flash memory was summarized in Table 1, and the
performance of NAND flash memory was shown in Table 2.
Since the platform can directly connect to host via the USB
device, it is easy to verify the system by running realistic
workloads. In the experiments, we will compare throughput,
overhead, and capability of MCSSD under realistic work-
loads. Note that non-MCSSD means the traditional SSDs
that adopt a multi-channel architecture, and each channel
will contain a controller to handle a fixed number of flash
memory chips.

6.2 Realistic Workloads

Table 3. Types of Realistic Workloads

Realistic Workloads Percent of Read/Write Requests

General Usage 39% read 61% write
Virus Scan 99% read 1% write

Media Player 100% read 0% write
File Write 1% read 99% write

We measured throughput and overhead by running realistic
workloads which can divide into four types: (1)General Us-
age, (2)Virus Scan, (3)Media Player, (4)File Write. In order
to collect a percentage of read and write requests, we used
DiskMon [13] which is a monitoring tool for pattern analysis
of disk accesses. As shown in Table 3, General Usage exe-
cuted applications such as Microsoft office, web applications,
MSN Messenger, and game. It had 39 percent of reads and
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61 percent of writes. Virus Scan used ESET smart Security
to scan files, whose total size was 6GB, for viruses. It had
99 percent of reads and 1 percent of writes. Media Player
played movies and music. It had 100 percent of reads and
did not include any write requests. File Write generated
4.6GB data written to files. It had 1 percent of reads and
99 percent of writes.

6.2.1 Ratio of Invalid Paths
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Figure 10. Ratio of invalid paths

In order to increase the overall throughput, we must make
use of idle controllers and path planning. There are two sit-
uations: (i) a valid path: the path is successfully connected
from a controller to a chip, (ii) an invalid path: it is not
the shortest path or the path has been blocked since some
switches are used by other slave controllers. As shown in
Fig. 10, since MCSSD(SSP) will only consider a request at
a time, it uses a relatively simple algorithm but might in-
crease the ratio of invalid paths. Since MCSSD(MSP) will
analyze N requests at the same time (i.e., N is the number
of idle controllers), it can reduce the ratio of invalid paths.
When high performance issues are considered, the ratio of
invalid paths should be reduced as much as possible, and
MCSSD(MSP) is a better choice.

6.2.2 Average Number of Switches Used
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Figure 11. Average number of switches used per
request

We can determine the overhead of path planning by mea-
suring the average number of switches used per request. As
shown in Fig. 11, since MCSSD(SSP) will only consider a
request at a time, it might calculate the shortest path for
each request such that the average number of switches used
was less than that of MCSSD(MSP). However, since MC-
SSD(MSP) will analyze N requests at the same time (i.e.,
N is the number of idle controllers), not every path will be
the shortest. Overall, we can observe that the average num-
ber of switches used in MCSSD(SSP) and MCSSD(MSP)
was about 3. In other words, each request used about three
switches from a slave controller to a chip. In Section 4.3,
we have measured the maximum transmission time within
a switch is about 19ns. As a result, three switches used
will only result in 57ns transmission time. The transmission
time is very small when compared to the operation time in
NAND flash memory.

6.2.3 Ratio of Idle Controllers and Throughput
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Figure 12. Controller utilization of realistic work-
loads
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Figure 13. Throughput of realistic workloads

Ratio of idle controllers =
Controller idle time

Overall execution time

Ratio of idle controllers means the ratio of (slave) controller
idle time to overall execution time. A idle controller will not
deal with any requests. Since MCSSD is a multi-controller
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architecture, it can increase the system throughput if all con-
trollers will not stay in idle status too long. As shown in Fig.
12, we can observe that MCSSD(MSP) and MCSSD(SSP)
had less idle time than non-MCSSD. This is because MC-
SSD can efficiently use idle slave controllers. For the types
of File Write and Media Player, since each request length
in them was similar, slave controllers had a large opportu-
nity to perform requests simultaneously such that the ratio
of idle controllers was less than that of the types of General
Usage and Virus Scan. We also observe that the low ratio
of idle controllers can result in high throughput, as shown
in Fig. 13. Overall, MCSSD(MSP) can have lower ratio of
idle controllers and higher throughput than MCSSD(SSP)
and non-MCSSD.

7. CONCLUSION
In the paper, we propose a multi-controller architecture for
high-performance solid-state drives. The design consists of
three parts: a multi-controller mechanism, the shortest path
with weighting mechanism, and path planning for multiple
requests. The multi-controller mechanism contains a two-
level architecture and meshed flash memory chips. A two-
level architecture contains a master controller and some slave
controllers. When a request will be performed, the master
controller must determine an idle slave controller to handle
the request. Meshed flash memory chips include switches
between buses and chips to exchange information. With
the meshed chips, any chip will not be restricted to any
specific controller, and any idle slave controller can access
any chip. The shortest path with weighting mechanism will
search the shortest path from a controller to a chip. Based
on the proposed routing rules, we can build two types of
matrices, Mcontroller and Mchip, to avoid path overlapping
and reduce redundant paths. We also propose two types
of path planning: single-direction shortest path (SSP) and
multi-direction shortest path (MSP). Since MSP will analyze
multiple requests at the same time and improve execution
parallelism, MSP has better system throughput than SSP
and traditional SSDs. We also make comparison between
the proposed method and traditional SSDs. The experi-
mental results show that the proposed method can improve
the system throughput of 25% when compared with tradi-
tional SSDs. Overall, we believe that the proposed method
can provide a flexible architecture and make use of idle con-
trollers. Parallel execution and system performance can also
be improved. Furthermore, under reasonable system perfor-
mance, the proposed method can provide better fault toler-
ance and opportunities for energy efficiency.

For future research, we should further explore different ca-
pacities and types of solid-state drives. Especially, how to
efficiently design an efficient architecture for multiple NAND
flash memory chips will become an important research topic.
Furthermore, because of different applications and cost for
vendors, a sophisticated customization of solid-state drives
and tool development also become important issues.
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ABSTRACT 

The abundance of discussion forums, Weblogs, e-commerce 

portals, social networking, product review sites and content 

sharing sites has facilitated flow of ideas and expression of 

opinions. The user-generated text content on Internet and Web 2.0 

social media can be a rich source of sentiments, opinions, 

evaluations, and reviews. Sentiment analysis or opinion mining 

has become an open research domain that involves classifying text 

documents based on the opinion expressed, about a given topic, 

being positive or negative. This paper proposes a sentiment 

classification model using back-propagation artificial neural 

network (BPANN). Information Gain, and three popular 

sentiment lexicons are used to extract sentiment representing 

features that are then used to train and test the BPANN. This 

novel approach combines the strength of BPANN in classification 

accuracy with intrinsic subjectivity knowledge available in the 

sentiment lexicons. The results obtained from experiments on the 

movie and hotel review corpora have shown that the proposed 

approach has been able to reduce dimensionality, while producing 

accurate results for sentiment based classification of text.1 

Categories and Subject Descriptors 

I.5.2 [Pattern Recognition]: Design Methodology—classifier 

design and evaluation, feature evaluation and selection; I.5.1 

[Pattern Recognition]: Models—neural nets; I.2.7 [Natural 

Language Processing] – Text analysis. 

General Terms 

Performance, Measurement, Experimentation. 

Keywords 

BPANN, Sentiment Analysis, Classification, Sentiment Lexicon. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
The proliferation of Internet and Web 2.0 has enabled consumers 

to express their sentiments, evaluations and reviews of products 

consumed or services availed. Different researches have also 

confirmed that consumers utilize non-traditional mediums of 

ubiquitous communication for exchange of views and opinions.  

                                                                 

1This work is based on an earlier work: RACS‘12 Proceedings of 

the 2012 ACM Research in Applied Computation Symposium, 

Copyright 2012 ACM 978-1-4503-1492-3/12/10.  

http://doi.acm.org/10.1145/2401603.2401611. 

Online consumers can use various Web 2.0 mediums like message 

forums, blogs or reviews sites to express their opinion and access 

opinions expressed by others [23, 35]. More recently, many 

studies have examined the informant role and persuasion impact 

of online product reviews by customers [11, 12]. Research has 

confirmed that online reviews by consumers can be a good proxy 

for word-of-mouth [39], and can ultimately influence the purchase 

decision-making of other potential buyers, who explore the 

Internet for product related information [7]. Websites like 

Epinions.com, Amazon.com or Imdb.com provide facilities to 

share opinions and experiences by writing reviews and such 

reviews are available for virtually every product category in the 

consumer market, ranging from mobile phones and movies to cars 

and package tours services [12].  

However, it is nearly impossible for users to read all of these 

reviews and opinions from different forums or blogs. At the same 

time, the sheer volume of opinion expressed poses a challenge for 

organizations that want to track opinion about their products or 

services. Therefore, it is important to develop automated 

techniques that can extract knowledge from these subjective or 

opinionated texts. 

Sentiment Analysis or opinion mining is a recent research area 

where we attempt to classify opinionated texts (e.g. reviews) 

according to their polarity (positive or negative) [23].  Although 

sentiment analysis may seem similar to text classification, it 

presents many challenges that have stimulated focused research in 

this domain. For example, user contributed text content is not 

formally formatted and may contain many orthographic mistakes, 

abbreviations, colloquial and idiomatic expressions or ironic 

statements. Another important aspect is the temporal dynamism of 

the content since opinion may change over time [3].  In addition, 

sentiment analysis is highly domain specific. The extraction of 

sentiment features for movie reviews need not to be same as the 

ones for electronic products. All of these issues make sentiment 

analysis an interesting and challenging task. 

Different solutions have been proposed for sentiment analysis of 

online text data, including those based on machine learning, 

dictionary, statistical, and semantic approaches [35]. Machine 

learning techniques like Naïve Bayes, Support Vector Machines, 

Maximum Entropy, Decision Trees etc., have shown good results 

in sentiment classification tasks [1, 25].  The dictionary based 

approach utilizes a pre-built dictionary known as sentiment 

lexicons (such as the General Inquirer [35] and Opinion Lexicons 

[17]) that contains opinion polarities of words. The polarities of 

sentiment expressing words in a text can be quantified and added 

to obtain a ‗score‘. The text can then be classified as positive or 
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negative based on that score. The statistical approach aims to 

exploit statistics based on co-occurrence of words to derive 

sentiment polarity of features [36].  The semantic approach uses 

different kinds of semantic relationships between words like 

synonyms and antonyms, which may be used to calculate 

sentiment polarities [17].          

In this paper, we have proposed a sentiment classification model 

using back-propagation artificial neural network (BPANN). 

Information Gain and three popular sentiment lexicons have been 

used to extract sentiment representing features that are then used 

to train and test the BPANN. The proposed approach is unique as 

it exploits classification performance of BPANN and utilizes 

domain knowledge from the sentiment lexicons for document-

level sentiment analysis. Thus, the proposed approach tries to 

establish the missing link between BPANN based text 

classification and lexicon based sentiment analysis methods. The 

performance of proposed approach is evaluated on Pang and Lee 

[22] benchmark dataset containing movie reviews from Internet 

Movies Database (IMDb) and hotel reviews dataset prepared by 

collecting hotel reviews from the websites: Tripadvisor 

(tripadvisor.com) and Yatra (yatra.com).  

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents 

related work on sentiment analysis. The proposed method based 

on back-propagation artificial neural network (BPANN) is 

described in Section 3. Experimental results are given in Section 

4. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper.  

2. RELATED WORK 
A substantial amount of work has been done over the past years in 

the area of sentiment analysis. The early efforts tended to use the 

polarity or semantic orientation of adjectives as indicators of the 

overall text sentiment orientation [16], and categorized objective 

and subjective sentences using a corpus labelled with subjective 

adjectives [38].  The proposed work has restricted its focus on 

determining overall subjective polarity of a given text document. 

Document-level sentiment analysis involves finding overall 

opinion (positive or negative) expressed in a document, with 

assumption that the document contains opinion expressed on a 

single object by a single subject.  

2.1 Document-level Sentiment Analysis   
Many research studies have proposed different supervised, 

unsupervised and semi-supervised approaches for document-level 

sentiment analysis on blogs, online reviews and news. An 

unsupervised learning algorithm for classifying reviews was 

proposed in a seminal work by Turney in 2002 [36]. In that 

approach, first, adjectives and adverbs were extracted and then 

semantic orientations of extracted phrases were calculated using 

Pointwise Mutual Information (PMI). Finally, reviews were 

classified as per average semantic orientation of the phrases. PMI 

and Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) have also been used to infer 

the semantic orientation from associations between words, by 

Turney and Littman (2003) [37]. That work was further extended 

using the semantic network WordNet and a set of tagged words 

from Stanford Political Dictionary and General Inquirer lexicon to 

define lexical relations among adjectives [18]. 

Positive and negative sentiment based summaries for product 

features from reviews were proposed by Hu and Liu (2004). 

Opinionated sentences were identified using dictionary of 

adjectives (sentiment lexicon) [17].  The work by Hu and Liu was 

improved by scoring the opinion terms based on the distance 

between the opinion term and the feature [13]. A semi-supervised 

learning based method to classify terms as per their semantic 

orientation, was proposed by Esuli and Sebastiani (2005). The 

basic assumption of that study was that, terms with similar 

orientation tend to have similar glosses [14].  

In an attempt to assigns sentiment scores to each distinct entity in 

the text and then assigning an overall subjectivity score to the 

text, Godbole et al. (2007) proposed a sentiment lexicon based 

semantic approach [15]. A lexical algorithm utilizing WordNet 

polarity scores was proposed in [1], and that study demonstrated 

that semantics-based algorithms could match the accuracy of some 

machine learning based methods.  

The machine learning techniques became popular for sentiment 

analysis from the seminal work by Pang and Lee (2002). In that 

work, three supervised classifiers: Naive Bayes (NB), maximum 

entropy (ME) and support vector machines (SVM) were 

experimented. SVM showed the best performance on the movie 

reviews corpus with an average precision of around 80% [25]. 

Their work was extended by emphasizing feature selection and 

using Laplacian smoothing for NB, resulting in classification 

accuracy up to 87% [11]. To improve the precision of NB, 

subjectivity identification in the text was proposed as a pre-

processing step in another study, and best accuracy of up to 

87.2% was achieved on the movie reviews dataset [22].  

The multi-class sentiment classification problem was studied 

using SVM in multi-class one-versus-all (OVA) and regression 

(SVR) modes with metric labelling [24]. The results confirmed 

that a combination of SVM with other unsupervised 

categorization approaches result in better precision. This SVM 

based approach was extended in a subsequent study to identify 

‗support‘ or ‗opposition‘ in the context of online political texts. 

Modelling of relationships and agreement between authors were 

exploited and 71% accuracy was achieved on congressional floor-

debate transcripts [34].  

Many other machine learning techniques like winnow, generative 

models based on language modeling and discriminative classifiers 

employing projection based learning have also been studied for 

sentiment analysis [10]. An experiment on a 0.4GB corpus with 

100,000 product reviews from the web showed that discriminative 

classifiers gave the best results. The experiments with SVM, NB 

and ME on movie and car brand reviews have also confirmed high 

performance of machine learning techniques with accuracy up to 

90.25% [5].  N-gram language modeling approach with Naive 

Bayes was studied for subjectivity and polarity analysis at 

document level on legal Weblogs and movie reviews, by Conrad 

and Schilder [9].  

Machine learning techniques like centroid classifier, K-nearest 

neighbor, NB, winnow classifier and SVM along with several 

feature selection methods have also been studied for sentiment 

analysis on Chinese documents [33]. The results showed that 

Information Gain (IG) gave the best performance for sentiment-

feature selection and SVM demonstrated best performance for 

sentiment analysis at document level. SVM combined with several 

other classifiers like general inquirer based classifier (GIBC), 

rule-based classifier (RBC), statistics based classifier (SBC) has 

also studied to classify reviews [27]. The hybrid classification 
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approach gave best F-score up 91% when used for movie reviews, 

product reviews, and Myspace comments classification. 

Supervised machine-learning techniques combined with lexicon-

based approaches, have also been studied for sentiment analysis of 

comments from BBC Messages Boards and social news website 

[21].  Recent research results have further confirmed the 

effectiveness of machine learning techniques like SVM [2] and 

NB [19].  

2.2 Need of BPANN for Sentiment Analysis 
From review of different studies reported in literature, it can be 

concluded that machine learning techniques have performed better 

in terms of accuracy than semantic and lexicon based methods of 

sentiment analysis. However, the performance of machine 

learning approaches is heavily dependent on the selected features, 

the quality and quantity of training data and the domain of the 

dataset. The additional learning time required by the machine 

learning techniques is also a prominent issue, since lexicon or 

semantic based approaches do not need time for training. 

Therefore, to avoid the weaknesses of both these approaches and 

to preserve their strengths, this paper proposes a back-propagation 

artificial neural network (BPANN) based approach that combines 

the advantages of the machine learning techniques and the lexicon 

based techniques. BPANNs have rarely been considered for 

sentiment analysis tasks as can be verified from recent surveys on 

sentiment analysis [23, 35]. A few studies have explored ANN 

with semantic orientation indexes to determine the sentiment 

expressed in blogs [6] and self-organizing maps (SOM) to cluster 

microblogs posts [8]. However, these studies lack conclusive 

experiments involving feature selection using sentiment lexicons. 

BPANN has also been adopted as the basic learner for sentiment 

classification in a recent study [4] and its performance on learning 

from observed data is well established. BPANN can be used to 

infer a complex non linear function from observations for pattern 

discovery in datasets and this study exploits this ability on 

extracted sentiment features. The major contribution of this work 

is to combine BPANN with sentiment lexicons for sentiment 

based classification of online reviews of two different domains.   

3. THE PROPOSED METHOD 
The method proposed in this study is presented in this section. 

First, the opinionated text documents are collected and then, pre-

processed. The Vector Space Model (VSM) is utilized in order to 

generate the bag of words representation for each document. A 

document is represented as a vector of identifiers and each 

dimension corresponds to a separate term of a vocabulary.  

Stemming is done to reduce words to their basic root or stem and 

this study has used Snowball stemmer algorithm for the English 

language [26]. Many of the stop words like prepositions and 

articles are discarded, but we have consciously preserved some 

useful sentiment expressing terms such as ―ok‖ and ―not‖. To 

compute a numerical representation from user-generated 

opinionated text data, the residual tokens are arranged as per their 

frequencies or occurrences in whole documents set. Term 

frequency representation is widely popular weighting scheme in 

information retrieval research [33].  

Feature selection has proved to be beneficial for sentiment 

analysis in recent studies, as it can reduce data dimensions to be 

considered by the classifier for learning a model [27, 33]. A recent 

comparative study on feature selection methods has reported that 

information gain based feature selection is effective for sentiment 

based text classification [30, 31]. Hence, the top n-ranked features 

are selected based upon information gain feature selection and the 

most frequent words in sentiment lexicons. The sentiment-bearing 

words in a document can be identified using the sentiment 

lexicons and then, representative features can be selected from 

them. Results of previous research have confirmed that, to manage 

the high dimensionality, just a small representative set of the most 

effective terms can be used as features. The degradation in the 

classifier‘s performance while using the representative features is 

negligible [20]. The resultants features are used to train the 

BPANN for sentiment based classification.  

3.1 Information Gain Feature Selection 
Information gain (IG) is a feature goodness criterion and has 

performed well for sentiment-feature selection [33]. A feature is 

selected based on its impact on decreasing overall entropy.  

Entropy is the expected information needed to classify an 

instance. The attributes ranked high as per IG score will minimize 

the overall information necessary to classify instances into 

predefined classes. The information gain of a feature w, over all 

classes is given by: 

 

(1) 

 

Where, P(ci) is the probability that a random instance document 

belongs to class ci. P(w) is the probability of the occurrence of the 

feature w in a randomly selected document. P(ci|w) is the 

probability that a randomly selected document belongs to class ci 

if document has the feature w. P( w ) is the probability that w does 

not appear in a random document. P(ci| w ) is the probability that a 

random document belongs to class ci if w does not occur in it. 

Ideally, the feature selection can refine overall features and thus, 

can make classifier more efficient and effective [30]. Next section 

presents some fundamental concepts of BPANN and the training 

algorithm used in this study.  

3.2 Back-Propagation Artificial Neural 

Network (BPANN) 
Artificial Neural network (ANN) is a popular classifier that can be 

adopted for linear and non-linear text categorization problems. 

The advantages like adaptive learning, parallelism, pattern 

learning, sequence recognition, fault tolerance, and generalization 

make ANN, a good choice for sentiment based classification. 

ANNs can be feed-forward or feedback networks. The feed-

forward ANN, in which the nodes are connected in a 

unidirectional way, is used in this study because of its superior 

classification ability. Among the various training algorithms of 

ANN, error back propagation (BP) is the best known algorithm.  

BP is an iterative gradient algorithm proposed to minimize the 

mean square error (MSE). MSE is a measure of difference 

between actual and desired output of a multilayer feed-forward 

neural network [28]. Feed-forward ANNs have at least three 

layers (one input, one output, and at least one hidden layer).  
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The BP algorithm works in two passes; forward pass and 

backward pass. The forward pass obtains the inputs and activation 

value, and the backward pass is performed to adjust the weights of 

network nodes and minimize the MSE. These two passes will 

repeat iteratively until the network converges.  

 

Figure 1. Typical three layered BPANN for sentiment 

classification 

As shown in Figure 1, BPANN can be represented by a network 

diagram formed by connected nodes using directed edges and 

arranged in different layers. Each layer of BPANN consists of 

processing elements or neurons that implement simple two state 

sigmoid transfer functions. All neurons interact though weighted 

connections. The associated weight value with each directed link 

is determined by minimizing a global error function through 

backward error propagation in a gradient descent learning process.  

Between the input and output layers, there are intermediate hidden 

layer(s) of neurons that do not take inputs directly. Hidden 

layer(s) perform processing on signals received from the previous 

layer and forward them to the next layer [29]. 

Each neuron implements a simple mathematical model. In forward 

pass, a neuron computes a weighted sum of the sample inputs 

applied and then perform an activation function to this sum to 

calculate its output. The input signal will gradually progress 

through each layer using the non-linear function. The sigmoid 

transfer function is a popular activation function [29]: 

 

   (2) 

 

During training, the weights of each layer‘s neurons are modified 

to minimize the global error, if the expected output is different 

than actual output.  

Let, the network have n layers, initialized with yj
n, such that yj

n is 

the output with n layers and j nodes. For the input layer, yj
0 is 

equal to xj, where j is an the input. Let Wij
n be the connection edge 

weight between yi
n-1 and yj

n, we then set the threshold θj
n for the 

n-th layer‘s and j-th node. The neural network learning algorithm 

is given by the following steps: 

Step 1. For each training data (at input layer in random order): 

Step 1.1. Apply the inputs to the network, initialize node 

connection weights with random values and set other parameters. 

Step 1.2. Estimate the output for every neuron, from the input 

layer, through the hidden layer(s), to the output layer. The signal 

uses the following function at the network progression: 

(3) 

Where, F(Sig) represents a function (e.g. sigmoid transfer 

functions as given in Eq. 2). 

Step 1.3. Calculate actual output working forward through the 

layers and the error at the outputs. If the required output is Dj
k 

then the error is given by: 

(4)   

 

The error value of each neuron node for the previous (hidden) 

layers depends on the backward error propagation of each layer (n 

= n, n-1... 1) and is given by:  

                                                         

(5) 

Step 1.4. Use the error signals to compute weight adjustments by 

working backward from the output layer through the hidden layers 

which is done by: 

      

(6) 

         

(7) 

Where p is the iterative time-step (epoch), the constant η is the 

learning rate and α is the momentum constant. 

4. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION 

4.1 Corpora and Sentiment Lexicons  
In this study, we have experimented with the movie and hotel 

reviews datasets. The movie reviews dataset was prepared by 

Pang and Lee [22] and contains movie reviews collected from the 

IMDb.com (Internet Movie Database). This dataset has been used 

as a benchmark in many researches, and is also known as polarity 

dataset v2.0 or Cornell Movie Review Dataset. There are a total of 

1,000 positive and 1,000 negative reviews. We have used this 

benchmark dataset, as movie reviews have been found to be one 

of the most difficult domains to be categorized as per their 

sentiment [36].  

The hotel reviews dataset is prepared by extracting hotel reviews 

of 54 different hotels from popular travel destinations in India like 

Shimla, Ooty, Goa and Agra from the websites: Tripadvisor 

(tripadvisor.com) and Yatra (yatra.com). The dataset contains 501 

positive and 501 negative user-generated reviews for hotels. The 

reviews were annotated by independent subjects and were 

classified in terms of the overall sentiment orientations as being 

positive or negative. The face validity of the text content was 

verified as per the response on 5-star rating attached to the review. 

This study has adopted the same approach as in [22] that 

annotated hotel reviews with more than 3 stars as being positive 

and hotel reviews with less than 3 stars as being negative. 

However, we have discarded reviews with 3 stars (neutral) to 

restrict our work for binary sentiment analysis.  

Three popular lexicons (sentiment dictionaries) have been used in 

this study. The first lexicon, known as the HM dataset, was 
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proposed by Hatzivassiloglou & McKeown [16]. It contains 1336 

adjectives: 657 positive and 679 negative. The second lexicon is 

the GI dataset, which is a collection of labelled words extracted 

from the General Inquirer lexicon [32]. It includes 3596 

adjectives, adverbs, nouns, and verbs, out of which 1614 are 

positive and 1982 are negative. The Opinion Lexicon is adopted 

from [17]. It contains 2006 positive and 4783 negative words. 

4.2 Performance Evaluation 
In this work, we have used overall accuracy (OA) as performance 

evaluation metrics. The confusion matrix shown in Table 1 is used 

for evaluating the performance of classifiers. 

Table 1. The confusion matrix. 

 Predicted positives Predicted negatives 

Actual positive 

examples 

Total True Positive 

examples (TP) 

Total False Negative 

examples (FN) 

Actual negative 

examples 

Total False Positive 

examples (FP) 

Total True Negative 

examples (TN) 

The performance of sentiment classification is evaluated by the 

Overall Accuracy, which is given by: 

      (8) 

Another popular evaluation metrics are Precision and Recall 

which can be represented by ratios of entries from confusion 

matrix. The Precision and Recall are defined by: 

 

      (9) 

 

(10) 

 

4.3 Experimental Design and Results  
This section describes the experiments and results obtained. Java 

based implementations on Microsoft Windows platform were used 

to implement the BPANN. The BPANN model training requires 

some critical parameter tuning, which has to be done by running 

several empirical tests. The details of the model parameter and 

their implications are beyond the scope of this work and can be 

found in [28]. This study has used feed forward BPANN with 

single hidden layer. The number of input nodes in input layer was 

set between 50 and 1000 as in prior research studies [20]. The 

hidden nodes were kept as 15 and output nodes were set at 2, for 

binary classification.  We used 500 iterations with learning rate as 

0.01 and momentum as 0.8 for BPANN. Out of the entire reviews 

dataset, we have used 66% of the dataset for training and 33% for 

testing the BPANN. We have also experimented with other ratios 

for training/testing sets and have selected the optimal results to 

benchmark with prior studies.  

The BPANN using gradient descent method often fails to 

converge [29].  To deal with the problem of convergence to an 

optimal or satisfactory solution, this study involved selection of 

model parameter by training the candidate model multiple times 

(3 and more) by initializing with different set of randomly 

generated weights. Thus, repeated model training with setting 

random initial weights is performed to overcome the non-

convergence problem. Finally, this study has used restricted 

iterations as early stopping procedure to avoid risk of overfitting. 

The rest of the experiment design is done as per details given in 

Section 3.    

4.3.1 Results on Movie Reviews Dataset 
Figures 2, 3 and 4 show accuracy, precision and recall for 

sentiment based classification performed on the movie reviews 

dataset. The proposed BPANN based approach gave consistent 

accuracy with the information gain based feature selection and 

gave 95% accuracy for 800-1000 selected features. The Opinion 

lexicon has also given best accuracy of 89% for the movie reviews 

domain. Best accuracy of 86% was achieved by the General 

Enquirer lexicon, and the HM lexicon was the worst performer in 

all four feature selection methods.   
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Figure 2. Accuracy of BPANN based Sentiment Analysis    

with Different Feature Selection for Movies Reviews 
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Figure 3. Comparison on Precision of BPANN with Different 

Feature Selection for Movies Reviews 

Similar results were obtained for recall and precision for the 

movie reviews dataset. The information gain based feature 

selection outperformed all other methods. Due to lot of matching 

features in GI and Opinion lexicon, both gave similar results when 

we selected top-n features (n=50 to 1000) ranked as per their 

occurrences in the movie reviews.  The HM lexicon has only 657 

positive and 679 negative adjectives. Therefore, when we 

TP + TN
Overall Accuracy =

TP + FP + TN + FN

TP
Precision =  

TP + FN

TP
Recall = 

TP + FP
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extracted features using HM lexicon, the resultant feature matrix 

was very sparse, which affected performance of the BPANN. The 

GI and Opinion lexicon covers most of the sentiment bearing 

features that usually appear in opinionated texts. Hence, the GI 

and Opinion lexicon are better choices for a domain independent 

sentiment analysis system as they contains sentiment features, 

people generally adopt to describe their attitudes. A comparison 

on F1 score for all four feature selection methods can be also 

derived from Figure 2 and 3.  
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Figure 4. Comparison on Recall of BPANN with Different 

Feature Selection for Movies Reviews 

4.3.2 Results on Hotel Reviews Dataset 
Figures 5, 6 and 7 show accuracy, precision and recall for 

sentiment based classification performed on the hotel reviews 

dataset. We can observe that the information gain based feature 

selection has given best accuracy in range of 89-90% for 800-

1000 selected features. The Opinion lexicon has also given best 

accuracy of 85% for the hotel reviews domain. Best accuracy of 

80.6% was achieved by the General Enquirer lexicon, and the HM 

lexicon was again the worst performer in all four feature selection 

methods.  
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Figure 5. Accuracy of BPANN for Sentiment Analysis on Hotel 

Reviews Dataset 
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Figure 6. Comparison on Precision of BPANN with Different 

Feature Selection on Hotel Reviews Dataset 
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Figure 7. Comparison on Recall of BPANN with Different 

Feature Selection on Hotel Reviews Dataset 

The results reported in this section are given as function of 

selected features from the overall vocabulary. This can help in 

comparing the coverage of three sentiment lexicons for extracting 

sentiment features and in studying the classification accuracy 

sensitivity behavior of BPANN. Prior studies have also supported 

the notion that better level of accuracy can be achieved by varying 

the number of input features/dimensions [30, 31]. When 

experimented with more than 1000 features selected, no 

significant improvement in classification accuracy was observed.    

5. DISCUSSION 
The results clearly indicate that BPANN is suitable for sentiment 

based classification with comparable performance as other 

machine learning techniques used in previous studies [11, 22, 24, 

25, 34]. Information Gain (IG) has out-performed lexicon based 

feature selection and these results complement the results of 

previous studies [30, 33] where IG was found better than mutual 

information, CHI statistics, Relief-F and document frequency 

based feature selection. In consideration of the result reported in 

Section 4, following observations can be made: 
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1. The model complexity of BPANN is controlled by restricting 

the number of hidden layers (usually, just one) and number of 

neurons in each hidden layer. After experimenting with 

arbitrarily chosen number of neurons in the hidden layer from 

10 to 50, this study has used a simple structure of BPANN 

with 15 neurons in a single hidden layer and demonstrated 

satisfactory results.  

2. Selecting more than 1000 features based on sentiment 

lexicons and information gain did not lead to improvement in 

classification results. Figure 2-7 show that number of features 

ranging from 500 to 1000 can be a reasonable trade-off among 

learning time, computational effort and acceptable level of 

classification accuracy.  

3. BPANN can be sensitive to total number of training and test 

instances provided when experiment with different sized 

datasets. Although, by reducing input data dimensions using 

appropriate feature selection (like information gain in the 

current context), BPANN can be used in large-scale sentiment 

analysis tasks. The relatively poorer performance of BPANN 

on Hotel reviews dataset can also be attributed to the presence 

of relatively larger proportion of noisy terms than the 

preprocessed benchmark dataset of movies reviews.  

4. BPANN has been criticized for non-convergence to optimal 

solution and overfitting issues.  The experiments in this study 

show that by training BPANN multiple times using same 

number of hidden layer nodes but with random initial weights 

and using predefined stopping criteria can be a good solution 

to the problems. However, this strategy can be impractical 

when training time is an issue for large scale sentiment 

analysis.  

Despite all the weaknesses discussed above, this study 

experimentally shows that BPANN can be a good approach for 

sentiment analysis tasks.   

6. CONCLUSION 
This paper proposes a sentiment classification model using back-

propagation artificial neural network (BPANN). Information gain 

and three popular sentiment lexicons are used to extract sentiment 

representing features, which are then fed to train and test BPANN. 

The results on the movie and hotel reviews corpus have shown 

that the current approach has succeeded in reducing the 

dimensionality while performing well in terms of accuracy for 

sentiment based classification. The reduction of input features is 

an important task for machine learning technique based sentiment 

classification. With the rapid growth of Internet and Web 2.0, the 

dimensionality and size of opinionated textual data will grow 

exponentially. Therefore, the proposed approach could be a 

possible solution with better classification performance and 

scalability.  

For large data set applications like product reviews classification, 

the proposed approach would be especially suitable. The 

information gain and sentiment lexicon based feature selection 

were used to make the proposed approach independent of any 

specific domain. Information gain based feature selection gave the 

best results while HM lexicon could not match to the performance 

of other two lexicons. Future work may involve adapting this 

BPANN based approach to classify sentiment in other domain 

texts like Blogs, Twitter and Facebook, as this study has restricted 

its experiments only to the consumer reviews. To test the efficacy 

of the proposed approach, future work could use different domain 

data sets for experimentation. 
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